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ABSTRACT 

Cytochrome c oxidase (COX) represents the terminal enzyme complex of respiratory chain 

metabolic pathway and it occurs as monomer, dimer or as a part of respiratory supercomplexes in 

the inner mitochondrial membrane. COX assembly process is complicated, highly regulated and 

depends on many ancillary proteins. Mutations in COX subunits, which are encoded by 

mitochondrial and nuclear DNA, or in genes encoding its assembly proteins are frequent cause of 

very severe mitochondrial disorders. SURF1 assembly protein participates in the first steps of COX 

assembly, but its exact function is not yet clarified. In humans, mutations of SURF1 gene lead to 

severe COX defect and fatal neurodegenerative disorder, Leigh syndrome. Knockout of SURF1 

gene in mouse causes isolated COX defect as well, but less pronounced and without involvement 

of CNS. The aim of the thesis was detailed analysis of disturbed COX biogenesis in a condition of 

SURF1 gene mutations or SURF1 gene knockout, from assembly of COX monomer to interaction 

of COX into supercomplexes, and to the impact of isolated COX defect on other OXPHOS 

complexes. Mutations of SURF1 gene in patient’s fibroblasts led to marked accumulation of COX 

assembly intermediates and to a defect in formation of functional COX monomer, which was 

preferentially built into an I-III2-IV1 supercomplex. Consequently, COX deficiency led to increased 

amount of OXPHOS complexes I, III and V. In SURF1-/- mouse, COX defect was markedly tissue 

specific. The most pronounced decrease of COX was in mouse fibroblasts, but less marked than in 

SURF1 patients fibroblasts. In SURF1-/- mouse, the COX monomer was also more stable, 

interacted much less into supercomplexes and COX assembly intermediates were faster depleted 

than in SURF1 patients.  

The study of another defect of COX biogenesis due to the unique 9205delTA mtDNA 

microdeletion of ATP6/COX3 genes was focused on different manifestation of the defect in 

patients and showed, that the reason is heteroplasmy of mtDNA mutation and steep threshold 

effect. The pathological phenotype thus manifests when more than 90% of mtDNA becomes 

mutated. 

The last part of the thesis was focused on possible interactions of COX in respiratory 

supercomplexes with FAD-dependent dehydrogenases. We have found that succinate 

dehydrogenase as well as glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase form higher molecular weight 

complexes, which were rather oligomeric and without any involvement of COX. 
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ABSTRAKT 

Cytochrom c oxidáza (COX) je koncovým enzymovým komplexem dýchacího řetězce a 

vyskytuje se ve vnitřní mitochondriální membráně jako monomer, dimer a ve formě respiračních 

superkomplexů. Asemblační proces COX je komplikovaný, vysoce regulovaný a závisí na mnoha 

pomocných proteinech. Mutace COX podjednotek, kódovaných mitochondriální nebo jadernou 

DNA, nebo mutace v genech pro COX asemblační proteiny jsou častopu příčinou závažných 

mitochondriálních onemocnění. SURF1 protein je zapojen do počátečních fází tvorby COX, ale 

jeho přesná funkce není objasněna. Mutace lidského SURF1 genu vedou k těžkému defektu COX a 

fatálnímu neurodegenerativnímu onemocnění, Leigh syndromu. Knockout SURF1 genu u myši 

způsobuje také izolovaný COX defekt, ale méně výrazný a bez postižení CNS. Cílem práce byla 

detailní analýza narušené COX biogeneze vyvolané  mutací nebo knockoutem SURF1 genu, od 

tvorby COX monomeru a vestavění COX do superkomplexů až po ovlivnění ostatních OXPHOS 

komplexů izolovaným defektem COX. Mutace SURF1 genu ve fibroblastech pacientů vedly k 

výrazné akumulaci asemblačního intermediátu COX a defektu tvorby funkčního COX monomeru, 

který se preferenčně vázal do I-III2-IV1 superkomplexu. COX deficience následně vedla ke zvýšení 

obsahu OXPHOS komplexů I, III a V. U SURF1-/- myší byl COX defekt výrazně tkáňově 

specifický. Největší pokles COX byl ve fibroblastech, ale mnohem menší než ve fibroblastech 

SURF1 pacientů. COX monomer byl u  SURF1-/- myší také stabilnější, integroval se mnohem méně 

do superkomplexů a COX asemblační intermediáty se rychleji odbourávaly ve srovnání 

s fibroblasty SURF1 pacientů.   

Studium dalšího defektu biogeneze COX na podkladě unikátní 9205delTA mtDNA 

mikrodelece ATP6/COX3 genu bylo zaměřeno na výrazně rozdílnou manifestaci defektu u 

pacientů. Ukázalo, že příčinou je heteroplasmie mtDNA mutace a prahový efekt se strmým  

nástupem patologických změn při více než 90% podílu mutované mtDNA.  

Poslední část práce byla zaměřena na možné interakce COX v respiračních 

superkomplexech s FAD-dependentními dehydrogenázami. Jak v případě sukcinát dehydrogenázy, 

tak glycerol-3-fosfát dehydrogenázy, jsme detekovali vysokomolekulární nativní formy 

dehydrogenáz, které však byly spíše oligomerní a bez přítomnosti COX. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

1.1 Mitochondria 
 

1.1.1 Mitochondrial structure and function 

Almost all eukaryotic cells contain mitochondria, small organelles in the cytoplasm, where 

great number of metabolic pathways are placed and produce most of the universal energetic fuel 

for cells - ATP. The serial endosymbiosis theory is generally accepted model of mitochondrial 

origin, as a consequence of increased oxygen concentration in atmosphere about 2.45 - 2.2 billion 

years ago (Canfield D. E., 2005). Ancestral anaerobic eukaryotic cells were able to engulf free-

living oxygen metabolizing bacteria that adapted to inner environment of the host cells. The 

symbiosis subsequently resulted in transfer of bacterial genes, related to mitochondrial biogenesis 

and functions, to nucleus and these bacteria thus became fully dependent on host cell (Gray M. W. 

et al., 1999; Dyall S. D. and Johnson P. J., 2000). Mitochondria are about 0.5 - 1 µm in diameter 

and up to 7 µm long, resembling bacteria, and they may appear as spheres, rods or filamentous 

bodies. Their shape is not fixed and can change continuously in the cell (Fig. 1 a). Mitochondria 

are very dynamic organelles and in many cell types fuse and divide frequently (Rube D. A. and van 

der Bliek A. M., 2004). The balance between fusion and fission controls mitochondrial 

morphology and probably function; it  depends on cellular physiological and developmental states 

(Arakaki N. et al., 2006; Wei Y. H. and Lee H. C., 2002). The number of mitochondria varies in 

accordance with the energy requirements of given cell/tissue, e.g. skeletal muscle will have a larger 

number of mitochondria because of higher capacity to perform aerobic metabolic functions.  

Mitochondria are surrounded by two membranes, each composed of a phospholipid bilayer, 

separated by an intermembrane space (IMS). The outer mitochondrial membrane (OM) possesses 

proteins, termed porins, which represent non-specific aqueous channels permeable to ions and most 

metabolites of molecular weight less than 5 kDa. The membrane also contains proteins of TOM 

complex essential for import of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins. The inner mitochondrial 

membrane (IMM) is energy transducing and forms numerous folds called cristae. They extend into 

the interior of the organelle (matrix) and considerably increases IMM total surface area for high 

energy production. The complex mitochondrial ultrastructure is well displayed by electron 

microscope as shown in Fig. 1 b. IMM is the major site of cellular ATP generation and more than 

70% of  IMM proteins are involved in oxidative phosphorylation and the transport of metabolites 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3297/�
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(e.g. pyruvate, fatty acids, nucleotides) and ions between the cytosol and mitochondrial matrix. 

Impermeability of IMM to most of ions and small molecules is a property critical for maintaining 

the proton gradient that drives synthesis of ATP. Matrix, together with IMM, represent the major 

working compartments of mitochondria containing hundreds of enzymes important for e.g. 

oxidation of pyruvate and fatty acids, metabolism of amino acids, citric acid cycle function, or 

maintenance and expression of the mitochondrial genetic system (Alberts B. et al., 2002). 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Electron microscopy of cells/mitochondria of the insulin-secreting INS-1E cell line (adapted 
from (Gerencser A. A. et al., 2012)) 
Electron microscopic was performed in INS-1E cells imaged at 20,500× (a), mitochondria (m) and cells (C) 
and extracellular space (ec) are marked. Within these sections mitochondria with well-outlined cristae 
(purple arrows) were imaged at 105,000× (b). Scale bars, 500 nm. Matrix (mx), outer mitochondrial 
membrane (om). 
 

1.1.2 The oxidative phosphorylation system 

The oxidation of acetyl-CoA, a central intermediate of various catabolic pathways such as 

oxidative breakdown of glucose and fatty acids, is coupled to production of reduced NADH and 

FADH2. Both NADH and FADH2 temporarily store the oxidation energy, thus provide electrons to 

the oxidative phosphorylation system (OXPHOS) localized in many copies in the IMM, where 

ATP is generated. The OXPHOS consists of the respiratory chain (RC) enzymes - complex I, 

NADH-CoQ oxidoreductase; complex II, succinate-CoQ oxidoreductase; complex III, cytochrome 

bc1 complex; complex IV, cytochrome c oxidase; two mobile electron carriers coenzyme Q (CoQ) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3060/�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3183/�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3167/�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3183/�
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/n/cooper/A2886/def-item/A3060/�
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and cytochrome c (cyt c) and ATP synthase. Each of the RC complexes contains metal ions and 

prosthetic groups, which facilitate transport of electrons down the RC (Fig. 2). Complex I and 

complex II transfer electrons from reduced acceptors NADH and FADH2 to two-electron carrier 

CoQ, which than serves up electrons to the complex III. Finally, one - electron carrier cyt c 

supplies  electrons to terminal acceptor, complex IV, which catalyzes the last step of electron 

transfer leading to the reduction of oxygen molecule to water. Electron transfer through the RC 

starts from the site of the lowest redox potential, NADH (-0.315 V) or FADH2 (+0.03 V) 

respectively, to oxygen molecule, the site of the highest redox potential (+0.815 V). According to 

the Mitchell’s chemiosmotic theory, this electron transfer, in other words respiration, is coupled 

with synthesis of ATP (Mitchell P., 1961). Changes in redox potential are linked to proton 

pumping through complexes I, III and IV from mitochondrial matrix to IMS. The free energy of 

electron transport is conserved by the proton gradient across the IMM and the electrochemical 

membrane potential (∆ψ m) of proton gradient is consequently used by ATP synthase for ADP 

phosphorylation. ATP is then transported to cytosol by ADP/ATP transporter. The proton gradient 

is further used for transport of metabolites and macromolecules across the membrane and can be 

dissipated by uncoupling proteins in a form of heat (Heaton G. M. and Nicholis D. G., 1976; 

Klingenberg M. et al., 2001).  

OXPHOS in mitochondria from different tissues differ in proportion of RC enzyme complexes 

as well as in amount of mobile electron transporters. These tissue-specific qualitative differences 

manifest at a functional level as different utilization of substrates (Benard G. et al., 2006) or lower 

ability of ATP production, which is typical for brown adipose tissue with selective reduction of  

ATP synthase (CV) content and dissipation of electrochemical gradient in a form of heat via UCP1 

uncoupling protein (Houstek J. et al., 1995). Tissue specificity is among others ascribed to other 

FAD-dependent dehydrogenases transferring electrons to CoQ as flavoprotein-ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase (ETF-QO), which transfers electrons from dehydrogenases of fatty acids (Frerman 

F. E., 1987), choline dehydrogenase (Huang S. and Lin Q., 2003), dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 

(Forman H. J. and Kennedy J., 1976) and mainly mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (mGPDH), which amount considerably differ in mammalian tissues/cells (Houstek 

J. et al., 1995; Mracek T. et al., 2009).  
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Figure 2.  The Oxidative Phosphorylation System (adapted from (Lehninger A. L. et al., 2000)) 
Simplified scheme of the OXPHOS shows electron transport (blue bold arrows) from NADH or FADH2 to 
oxygen through RC protein complexes (I, II, mGPDH, III, IV). Simultaneously, protons (H+) are 
translocated across the IMM and generated proton gradient is subsequently used by FOF1 ATPase for ADP 
phosphorylation, drives the ADP/ATP exchange and transport of inorganic phosphate into mitochondria. It 
can be also dissipated by uncoupling proteins in a form of heat. Glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P), 
dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DAP). 

 

 

Complex I (NADH-CoQ oxidoreductase) 

Complex I (CI) represents the largest component of the five OXPHOS complexes. It 

catalyzes electron transfer from reduced NADH equivalents to CoQ coupled with proton 

translocation across the energy-transducing inner membrane. The L-shaped CI consists of 

hydrophobic membrane arm, which is linked with hydrophilic peripheral arm protruding into the 

mitochondrial matrix by thin stalk region (Grigorieff N., 1998). The stalk likely represents part of 

the electron transfer pathway linking the NADH binding site in the hydrophilic arm with the 

ubiquinone (CoQ) binding site in the membrane domain. In humans, CI comprises 44 subunits, 

from which 7 are encoded by mitochondrial genome. These contain four antiporter-like domains 

for proton translocation. 14 subunits create functional “core” and can be divided to three functional 

modules - dehydrogenase module (oxidation of NADH), hydrogenase module (guides electrons to 

acceptor ubiquinon) and proton translocation module. Remaining 30 supernumerary subunits most 

likely stabilize/protect the complex from reactive oxygen species or may have an additional 

function e.g. in apoptosis (Vogel R. O. et al., 2007). 

CI contains in its structure one molecule of redox active flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and 

iron-sulfur clusters [Fe-S] - two binuclear [2Fe-2S] clusters N1a, N2b and four tetranuclear [4Fe-

4S] clusters N2, N3, N4 a N5, with four coordinately bound sulfhydryl groups of cysteins (Voet D. 

and Voet J. G., 2004; Ohnishi T., 1998). FMN and CoQ are coenzymes of the CI and are able to 
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shift into three oxidative states by accepting and releasing of one or two electrons. Electrons are 

most likely transfer from NADH to two - electron acceptor FMN, which subsequently donate 

electrons, one by one, to Fe-S clusters, at first to N1a, while N2 cluster transfers electrons to CoQ. 

Ubisemiquinone forms of CoQ are stable and bind into the IMM (De Jong A. M. and Albracht S. 

P., 1994; van Belzen R. et al., 1997). 

CI assembly is not completely solved, but most likely begins with fusion of pre-existing 

protein assemblies constituting modules for electron transfer and proton transport. Peripheral and 

membrane arms assemble separately, but via the shared membrane bound „scaffold“ subcomplex. 

For effective assembly process many assembly proteins are essential, but in most cases their exact 

roles in CI biogenesis are not yet fully understood. Characterized CI assembly proteins comprise 

C20orf7, NDUFAF3, NDUFAF4, NDUFAF1, Ecsit, NDUFAF2, Ind1, AIF (McKenzie M. and 

Ryan M. T., 2010). In addition, recently was proposed mechanism of the I-III2-IV1 supercomplex 

assembly, when after reaching of a threshold of assembled complex III2 and IV, free complex III 

and COX subunits or their subassemblies interact with complex I assembly intermediates to 

simultaneously form complex I and the I-III2-IV1 supercomplex (Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012), 

see section 1.3.2. 

 

Complex II (succinate-CoQ oxidoreductase) 

Complex II (CII) catalyzes electron transfer from succinate (via FADH2) to CoQ, whereby 

connecting the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to the RC. This complex is unique because it does 

not contribute to pumping protons across the IMM (Rutter J. et al., 2010). CII consists of 4 nuclear 

encoded subunits, which interactions are crucial for CII function and stability. In addition, the 

integral part of the native complex comprises membrane phosphatidylethanolamines PE1 and PE2, 

the latter mediating the trans-membrane interactions during crystallization of the enzyme (Sun F. et 

al., 2005).  

The hydrophilic head of the CII is formed by the SDHA subunit covalently binding FAD, 

and by the SDHB subunit with three Fe-S centers ([2Fe-2S], [4Fe-4S], [3Fe-4S]). This part of the 

CII is responsible for succinate dehydrogenase activity of the enzyme. The SDHC and SDHD 

subunits represent the cytochrome b-binding subunits forming the hydrophobic membrane anchor. 

The SDHC and SDHD junction consists of two CoQ-binding sites, proximal (QP, with higher 

affinity to electrons) and distal (QD) to the iron sulfur clusters (Rutter J. et al., 2010; Sun F. et al., 
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2005). Two-electron transfer from succinate to QP site makes up the succinate CoQ oxidoreductase 

activity, which enables reduction of CoQ through its semiquinone radical. 

In comparison with other respiratory chain complexes, the assembly of CII is poorly 

understood. Two evolutionarily conserved assembly proteins of CII are known so far. SDHAF1 

was discovered in the context of decreased CII levels and activity in infantile leukoencephalopathy 

(Ghezzi D. et al., 2009). The LYR motif in the protein structure suggests its role in the metabolism 

of the Fe-S centers (Shi Y. et al., 2009). SDH5, a soluble mitochondrial matrix protein, is most 

likely required for the insertion of FAD into the SDHA subunit (Hao H. X. et al., 2009). 

 

mGPDH (mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) 

 In comparison with OXPHOS complexes CI-CV, mGPDH is localized on the outer side of 

the IMM (Klingenberg M., 1970) and represents the tissue-specific component of mammalian 

mitochondria. mGPDH activity is high only in several mammalian tissues as brown adipose tissue 

(BAT) (Ohkawa K. I. et al., 1969), placenta (Swierczynski J. et al., 1976) or beta cells of pancreas 

(MacDonald M. J. and Brown L. J., 1996). The enzyme has a very simple structure composed of 

one protein of 74 kDa, encoded by nuclear GPD2 gene, with only one prosthetic group FAD and 

no proton-pumping activity. mGPDH together with cytosolic NADH-dependent cGPDH form 

glycerophosphate (GP) shuttle (Chaffee R. R. et al., 1964; Mracek T. et al., 2013), which 

interconnects glycolysis, OXPHOS and lipid metabolism. This important metabolic cycle enables 

reoxidation of cytosolic NADH produced by glycolysis, thus cGPDH catalyzes conversion of 

dihydroxyacetone phosphate to glycerol-3-phosphate, which is coupled with oxidation of cytosolic 

NADH and reduction of FAD catalyzed by mGPDH in mitochondria. mGPDH then passes 

electrons to CoQ. However, functional activity of the GP-shuttle requires equimolar proportion of 

both enzymes, which was described in insect flight muscle and mammalian BAT (Houstek J. et al., 

1975), while in most of other tissues the amount of mGPDH is low with respect to cGPDH. In 

BAT mitochondria, high level of mGPDH therefore controls not only cytoplasmic NADH level, 

but also triglyceride and phospholipid synthesis through regulation of cytosolic glycerol-3-

phosphate content (Bell R. M. and Coleman R. A., 1980). mGPDH and its multimeric forms were 

found as an important sources of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which most likely reflects low 

protection against electron leak during interaction of the enzyme with CoQ (Drahota Z. et al., 2002; 

Mracek T. et al., 2014). 

javascript:l(1)�
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Complex III (cytochrome bc1 complex) 

Complex III (CIII) catalyzes the transfer of electrons from reduced CoQ to cyt c that is 

coupled with the generation of a proton gradient across the IMM. This complex is biologically 

functional as a dimer (CIII2), with each monomer consisting of 11 different polypeptide subunits 

(Iwata S. et al., 1998). Ten subunits are encoded by nuclear genes, whereas only one (cytochrome 

b) is encoded by the mitochondrial genome. The cytochrome b contains two hemes (bL and bH) 

acting in electron transfer and together with other two subunits, cytochrome c1 and Rieske (ISP) 

protein represent the catalytic subunits of the enzyme with active redox centers. The ISP binds 

reduced CoQ (ubiquinol) and transfers electrons through the [2Fe-2S] cluster in its structure to the 

mobile cyt c. Specific functions of the cytochrome c1 include the binding of other subunits as well 

as soluble cyt c. Subunit 8, the “hinge protein,” is supposed to be essential for proper complex 

formation between cytochromes c and c1. The small „core“ subunits (subunits 1 and 2) of CIII have 

been shown to be members of the mitochondrial processing peptidase (MPP) family of proteins, 

most likely involved in mitochondrial import protein processing (Deng K. et al., 2001). 

Transmembrane subunits 10 and 11 maintain contact with cytochrome c1 and the ISP and are 

implicated in the proper assembly of the CIII. Matrix side subunit 9 represents the mitochondrial 

targeting presequence of the ISP, which is cleaved after insertion of the ISP into the CIII structure. 

This presequence was found between the core 1 and core 2 subunits (Iwata S. et al., 1998). 

The pool of reduced CoQ (ubiquinol) is oxidized on CIII2 at the Qp site near the outer face 

of the IMM by Q-cycle mechanism first described by Mitchel (Mitchell P., 1976). The central 

reaction is a bifurcation of the electron pathway, where one electron from ubiquinol is transferred 

to the ISP, then to cytochrome c1, which donates it to the cyt c at the outer surface of the IMM. The 

other electron is then transferred to the heme bL converting semiquinone anion to ubiquinone 

(oxidized CoQ). From the heme bL, the electron is passed to the heme bH against a membrane 

potential and subsequently to ubiquinone at the second binding site Qn. The resulting semiquinone 

is firmly bound to the Qn site. Q-cycle is finished when a second molecule of ubiquinol is oxidized 

in Qp site by the similar manner. During the Q-cycle, released energy is used for vectorial 

translocation of four protons (Crofts A. R., 2004). 

Assembly of CIII is coordinated process demanding number of auxiliary assembly proteins. 

This process has mainly been studied in the yeast S. cerevisiae (Smith P. M. et al., 2012). Specific 

assembly intermediates originate during the CIII assembly process - early core subcomplex, 
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cytochrome c1/Core protein subcomplexes, and late core subcomplex. Rieske protein is the last 

subunit to be added to the CIII interacting with Qcr9p subunit in the late core subcomplex. 

Formation of these separate assembly subcomplexes protect individual CIII subunits against 

possible proteolysis. Human orthologs of several known S. cerevisiae CIII assembly factors were 

identified. BCS1L and LYRM7 (chaperones the assembly of the Rieske protein of CIII (Fernandez-

Vizarra E. et al., 2007; Sanchez E. et al., 2013)), HCCS (carries out the insertion of the heme 

moieties in both cytochromes c and c1 (Wimplinger I. et al., 2006)), TTC19 (a mitochondrial 

chaperone possibly involved in early step of CIII assembly (Ghezzi D. et al., 2011)), UQCC3 

(stabilization of newly synthesized cytochrome b), UQCC1 and UQCC2 (necessary for UQCC3 

stability (Wanschers B. F. et al., 2014)). 

 
Complex IV (cytochrome c oxidase) 

This terminal oxidase of the RC is described in detail in a section 1.2. 

 
Complex V (ATP synthase) 

Mitochondrial complex V (CV) is the last multisubunit protein complex of the OXPHOS 

metabolic pathway, which uses the protonmotive force of proton gradient and membrane potential 

to synthesize ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate (Pi). The bovine mitochondrial CV consists 

of 17 subunits and is composed of  two parts - F1 and Fo connected by two stalks (Walker J. E., 

2013). The F1 globular catalytic part is located in the mitochondrial matrix. It can dissociate from 

the complex and retains catalytic activity to hydrolyze ATP (Dittrich M. et al., 2003). The F1 is 

composed of subunits α3, β3, γ, δ and ε. Subunits α and β are arranged as an (αβ)3 trimer into the 

shape of a globular ring with centrally attached γ subunit. Subunits γ, δ and ε constitute the central 

stalk of the CV. The hydrophobic Fo  part, embedded in the IMM, consists of a, b, c8, d, e, f, g, F6, 

A6L and OSCP subunits and functions as a proton channel. Eight copies (in case of mammals) of 

subunit c form c-ring connected with the central stalk representing the “rotor” part of the CV. 

Subunits b, d, F6 and OSCP (oligomycin sensitivity-conferring protein) form separate domain, 

which extends to matrix on one side of the complex and represents the peripheral/”stator” stalk 

(Devenish R. J. et al., 2008; Collinson I. R. et al., 1994). Subunit a and subunit A6L of the Fo part 

are encoded by the mtDNA ATP6 and ATP8 genes (Anderson S. et al., 1981), whereas other 

subunits are encoded by nuclear DNA. Recently, two additional small subunits have been found 

associated with rat and bovine ATP synthase, the MLQ protein (6.8 kDa mitochondrial proteolipid) 
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and the DAPIT (protein diabetes associated protein in insulin-sensitive tissue, AGP protein) 

(Meyer B. et al., 2007). 

Other two “regulatory” subunits are included in the CV structure. A small inhibitor protein 

IF1 binds to the F1 catalytic domain of the CV and inhibits the ATP hydrolytic activity in a pH-

dependent manner (Devenish R. J. et al., 2008; Bason J. V. et al., 2011). When the proton gradient 

is low, CV can functionally reverse and hydrolyze ATP to pump protons across the membrane. 

Depletion of ATP is unfavorable for cells, thus IF1 is activated as a dimer upon acidification of 

mitochondrial matrix and binds to F1. In addition, this causes stabilization of CV dimers. It was 

proposed, that a second latent proton-translocating pathway exists in the Fo structure of animal CV, 

formed by transmembrane segments of subunits e, f, g, and A6L and the ADP/ATP carrier.  Factor 

B binds to Fo part and blocks this latent proton-translocating pathway, prevents a proton leak and 

favors ATP synthase activity (Belogrudov G. I., 2009). 

ATP synthase is very efficient rotary nanomotor driven by the energy proton gradient. 

Protons cross the inner mitochondrial membrane through the Fo part via subunit a to the c-ring, and 

consequently cause rotation of c-ring along with subunits γ, δ and ε in F1 part. The peripheral stalk 

ensures that the α3β3 hexamer remains fixed relative to subunit a during catalysis. Rotation of the γ 

subunit within the F1 α3β3 hexamer then leads to conformational changes in catalytic and 

nucleotide-binding sites in each of the three β subunits, at the interface with an adjacent α subunit. 

Each site switches cooperatively through conformations in which ADP and Pi bind, ATP is formed, 

and then released (Devenish R. J. et al., 2008). ATP hydrolysis uses the same pathway, but in 

reverse (Weber J. and Senior A. E., 1997). Depending on the number of c subunits in the ring (8-15 

in different species), three or more protons moving through the CV are needed for synthesis  one 

molecule of ATP. 

Assembly of the CV is best characterized  in yeast (Rak M. et al., 2011). The current model 

proposes two separate but coordinately regulated pathways, assembly of the c-ring followed by 

binding of F1 part, that converge to form the ATP synthase (Jonckheere A. I. et al., 2012). After 

formation of the peripheral stalk, addition of subunits a and A6L and possibly also the small 

associated proteins DAPIT and MLQ finish the assembly process (Wittig I. et al., 2010). The CV 

assembly process is accompanied by number of assistant assembly proteins, but only 2 of them 

exist in mammals – ATP11 and ATP12 factors, which bind to unassembled α and β subunits and 

catalyze α3β3 oligomer assembly (Ackerman S. H., 2002). The third factor is TMEM70 protein, 
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which is required to facilitate biogenesis and assembly of mammalian CV (Cizkova A. et al., 

2008), most likely at the stage of F1-c subunit interaction. Interestingly, the TMEM70 is unique for 

higher eukaryotes.  

 

1.1.3 Mitochondrial biogenesis and genetics  
 

Mitochondrial proteome 

Mitochondrial organelle growth and proliferation is complicated process, because 

mitochondrial proteins are encoded by both nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. The human 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequencing in 1981 (Anderson S. et al., 1981) revealed coding 

capacity for 13 proteins, all subunits of the OXPHOS complexes. Because all remaining 

mitochondrial proteins, including components mtDNA replication and expression pathways, are of 

nuclear origin, there is a strong endeavor to define overall mitochondrial proteome. Primary high-

throughput profiling of the mitochondrial proteome estimated, that mammalian mitochondrial 

proteome consists of about 1000-1500 distinct proteins (Lopez M. F. et al., 2000). Nowadays, the 

comprehensive mitochondrial inventory/catalog combining literature curation and various 

experimental techniques is available, named MitoCarta, that contains 1098 mouse genes and 

comprises also 1013 human gene homologs (Pagliarini D. J. et al., 2008). At 2010, the catalog was 

estimated to be 85% complete, however, for 300 proteins of ~ 1100 identified mitochondrial 

proteins had not been described the function yet. Most recently, Lotz et al. identified 1398 unique 

proteins from human heart mitochondria, and 1620 and 1733 from mouse heart and liver 

mitochondria, respectively (Lotz C. et al., 2014). Mitochondria from distinct tissues were found to 

share about 75% of their proteins (Mootha V. K.  et al., 2003), where almost half of the identified 

mitochondrial proteome is represented by conserved core components present in all tissues, like 

OXPHOS proteins, proteins associated with apoptosis and RC complex assembly and proteins 

involved in TCA cycle. The remaining, less conserved, proteins are involved i.e. in signaling and 

proteolysis or are distributed in a tissue-specific manner (Mootha V. K. et al., 2003; Lotz C. et al., 

2014; Calvo S. E. and Mootha V. K., 2010). The composition of mitochondrial proteome in given 

tissue is thus dependent on its cellular environment. Characterization of mitochondrial proteome is 

crucial for detailed understanding of mitochondrial function in the cells as well as for elucidation 

of pathogenic mechanisms of  mitochondrial diseases.  
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Import of mitochondrial proteins of nuclear origin 

As the most of the mitochondrial proteins have nuclear origin, after their synthesis, often  as 

precursor proteins on cytosolic ribosomes in proximity to the outer mitochondrial membrane 

(MacKenzie J. A. and Payne R. M., 2004; Kellems R. E. et al., 1975), they must be imported and 

targeted to their specific mitochondrial locations. These precursor proteins are synthesized with an 

N-terminal positively charged presequence capable of forming a basic, amphipathic α-helix (Baker 

M. J. et al., 2007) with prevalent length distribution of 15 to 55 amino acids (Vogtle F. N. et al., 

2009). Translocation of the protein precursors through the outer and inner mitochondrial 

membranes in an unfolded conformation is driven by the mitochondrial membrane potential (∆ψ) 

and the action of cytosolic heat-shock protein HSP70. Hydrophobic segments of mitochondrial 

precursor proteins are protected from misfolding and aggregation by HSP70 that escorts them to 

the organelle's surface, where receptors Tom20 and Tom70 for precursor proteins take place. These 

receptors are part of the TOM complex (translocase of the outer membrane) representing the 

universal entrance for all proteins that are imported into mitochondria. Tom40, integrated into the 

outer membrane in a β-barrel conformation, is the central component of the TOM complex and 

forms aqueous pores for passing of precursor proteins. After this step, precursor proteins diverge to 

their final destination. Sorting and assembly machinery (SAM) inserts β-barrel proteins into the 

outer membrane and intermembrane space proteins containing cysteine-rich signals (CxnC) are 

imported via the mitochondrial intermembrane space import and assembly (MIA) pathway. The 

presequence translocase of the inner membrane 23 (TIM23 complex) helps to insert precursor 

proteins into IMM or cooperates with presequence translocase-associated motor (PAM), that 

regulates matrix HSP60 action to drive precursor proteins into the matrix. Small TIMs and 

translocase of the inner membrane 22 (TIM22 complex) transport carrier proteins of the IMM (see 

Fig. 3) (Dudek J. et al., 2013). After the import, the N-terminal presequence is proteolytically 

cleaved by the mitochondrial processing peptidase and other proteases (Mossmann D. et al., 2012) 

and proteins are folded, often with the aid of matrix HSP70 chaperones. In addition, new protein - 

import pathways for the sorting of precursor proteins to the other mitochondrial subcompartments 

were identified. In that case, many precursor proteins do not contain typical N-terminal targeting 

signals but instead harbor cryptic targeting information within their mature sequences. Although 

general principles of protein import into mitochondria mainly originates from studies on yeast 
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae, most of the protein machineries involved were later found to be highly 

conserved in higher eukaryotes. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Mitochondrial protein import pathways (adapted from (Dudek J. et al., 2013))  
Mitochondrial proteins encoded by nuclear DNA are sorted and imported into mitochondria across one or 
both mitochondrial membranes. Transport mechanisms are catalyzed by the translocases and are driven by 
redox reactions or by the mitochondrial membrane potential (∆ψ). Molecular chaperones and assembly 
complexes cooperates through the processes. TOM - translocase of the outer membrane; SAM - sorting and 
assembly machinery; MIA - mitochondrial intermembrane space import and assembly pathway; TIM - 
translocase of the inner membrane; PAM - presequence translocase-associated motor; MPP - 
mitochondrial processing peptidase; OM - outer membrane; IMS - intermembrane space; IM - inner 
membrane. 
 

The mitochondrial genome 

The mitochondrial genome is regulated and expressed in a unique manner. This genetic 

system is able to translate the mitochondria-encoded genes into 13 proteins representing subunits 

of the electron transport chain complexes. Structure and gene organization of mitochondrial DNA 

(mtDNA) is highly conserved among mammals (Wolstenholme D. R., 1992), generally in multiple 

identical copies in each organelle (Robin E. D. and Wong R., 1988). The mammalian mtDNA (Fig. 

4) is a double-stranded circular molecule 16.569 kb in length that contains 37 genes (Anderson S. 

et al., 1981). The heavy (H) strand contains genes encoding 2 rRNAs, 14 tRNAs and 12 

polypeptides, the light (L) strand codes for 8 tRNAs and a single polypeptide. Replication and 
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transcription of mtDNA that are regulated by nuclear-encoded proteins imported into mitochondria, 

initiate from a small noncoding region, the D-loop. Mitochondrial RNAs are transcribed in a form 

of long polycistronic precursor transcripts from both H and L strands, which do not contain introns. 

The tRNA sequences are interspersed between contiguous rRNA and protein-coding sequences. 

Based on tRNA processing (“tRNA punctuation model” (Ojala D. et al., 1981)), 22 interspersed 

tRNAs are excised to concomitantly release individual rRNAs and mRNAs. Maturation of the 

different RNA species is than completed by polyadenylation of the 3′ends of mRNAs and rRNAs, 

specific nucleotide modifications and addition of CCA trinucleotides to the 3′ends of tRNAs 

(Taanman J. W., 1999; Nagaike T. et al., 2005; Rossmanith W. et al., 1995). 

 A set of nucleus-encoded factors regulate the control of transcription, translation and other 

functions within the mitochondria, whereas others govern the expression of nuclear genes required 

for mitochondrial metabolism and organelle biogenesis. Mitochondrial transcription is directed by 

a small number of nucleus-encoded factors (Tfam, TFB1M, TFB2M, mTERF), which expression is 

coordinately regulated by transcriptional activators and coactivators. Physiological induction of 

PGC-1 family coactivators (PGC-1alpha, PGC-1beta, and PRC) is associated with targeting of 

specific transcription factors (e.g. NRF-1, NRF-2, and ERR alpha) in the expression of respiratory 

genes. This system provides a mechanism for linking respiratory chain expression to environmental 

conditions and for integrating it with other functions related to cellular energetics (Scarpulla R. C. 

et al., 2012; Jornayvaz F. R. and Shulman G. I., 2010).   

 

Figure 4. A map of the human mitochondrial 
genome (adapted from (Taylor R. W. and Turnbull 
D. M., 2005)) 
The genes that encode the subunits of electron 
transport chain complexes, ATP synthase and 
rRNAs are depicted in colors: blue - complex I 
subunits (ND1-ND6 and ND4L); red - cytochrome c 
oxidase subunits (COI-COIII); green - cytochrome 
b of complex III; yellow - subunits of the ATP 
synthase (ATPase 6 and 8); purple - 12S and 16S 
rRNAs. 22 tRNAs are indicated by black lines and 
denoted by their single letter code. The 
displacement loop (D-loop), or non-coding control 
region, contains sequences that are vital for the 
initiation of both mtDNA replication and 
transcription, including the proposed origin of 
heavy-strand replication (shown as OH). The origin 
of light-strand replication is shown as OL. 
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1.1.4 Mitochondrial diseases 

Mitochondrial diseases (MD) represent wide spectrum of clinical phenotypes, which are 

usually caused by primary disorders of mitochondrial OXPHOS system (Zeviani M. and Di Donato 

S., 2004). Epidemiological studies of childhood and adult demonstrate, that MD belong among the 

most common inherited human diseases, which occur at an approximated prevalence of 1 in 5000 

live births (Schaefer A. M. et al., 2004). Clinical presentation is highly variable, from affecting  a 

single organ as in Leber hereditary optic neuropathy (Wallace D. C. et al., 1988) to, in most cases, 

involvement of multiple organ systems. Many of these disorders involve brain, skeletal muscle and 

heart, and thus are often described as mitochondrial encephalo-cardio-myopathies. The symptoms 

of mitochondrial disorders are usually more severe and progressive in children, leading to disability 

and often death.  

Because the subunits of OXPHOS enzyme complexes are encoded both by mtDNA and 

nuclear genes (dual genetic control), inheritance of OXPHOS diseases can be autosomal recessive, 

autosomal dominant, X-linked or maternal, or be due to sporadic (de novo) mutations (Munnich A. 

and Rustin P., 2001). The first mitochondrial dysfunction was reported in 1962 by (Luft R. et al., 

1962) in a young Swedish woman with non-thyroidal hypermetabolism (Luft syndrome), but the 

molecular era of OXPHOS diseases began in 1988, when the first mtDNA mutations were 

described (Holt I. J. et al., 1988; Wallace D. C. et al., 1988). In the 37 mtDNA genes, several 

hundreds of pathogenic mutations have been already reported and the MITOMAP database lists 

confirmed pathogenic variants associated with maternally inherited syndromes (MITOMAP, 

http://www.mitomap.org/MITOMAP) (Ruiz-Pesini E. et al., 2007). As nuclear DNA encodes about 

1500 additional mitochondrial proteins, researchers now focus on uncovering of new pathogenic 

mutations in these genes, which contribute to development of MD. Up to now, mutations in more 

than 200 nuclear genes have been identified (Rahman S., 2015) to associate with various types of 

mitochondrial disorders. They were categorized according to pathological mechanism to defects in 

(i) OXPHOS enzymes nuclear subunits, (ii) OXPHOS enzymes assembly factors, (iii) mtDNA 

maintenance, (iv) mitochondrial translation, (v) cofactor biosynthesis, (vi) membrane function and 

import and (vii) miscellaneous. 

Considerable clinical differences were revealed in patients suffering from OXPHOS defects 

caused by nuclear or mtDNA mutations. While patients with nuclear gene mutations show similar 

severe progressive course and become symptomatic in the first years of life, those with mtDNA 

http://www.mitomap.org/MITOMAP�
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mutations have more gradual, relatively less severe and rather distinct clinical course and become 

symptomatic at an older age (except Leigh and Leigh-like phenotype) (Rubio-Gozalbo M. E. et al., 

2000). Some patients display a typical discrete clinical syndromes, such as Kearns-Sayre syndrome 

(KSS), mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS), 

Leigh syndrome (LS) etc. (DiMauro S. and Schon E. A., 2003), however, many affected 

individuals do not fall within one concrete syndrome and show considerable clinical variability 

with common clinical features of MD including skeletal muscle myopathy, cardiomyopathy, 

seizures, strokes, ataxia, peripheral neuropathy, blindness, deafness, hypothyroidism, 

immunodeficiency, liver failure, bone marrow dysfunction, pancreatic exocrine and endocrine 

dysfunction (DiMauro S., 2004). Thus, MD affect mainly tissues and organs with high-energy 

demands, such as heart, skeletal muscles, brain or sensory organs, but also endocrine system, blood 

cells, gastrointestinal system and kidney. Because mtDNA mutations also accumulate in post-

mitotic cells, these somatic mutations appear to be the aging clock and may be important in the 

etiology of certain cancers (Wallace D. C., 2005). In addition, mitochondrial disorders are linked 

with large number of other phenotypes like diabetes mellitus, soft tissue tumors (paragangliomas) 

or neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease) 

(Ristow M., 2004; Her Y. F. and Maher L. J., 2015; Moran M. et al., 2012). 

 With exception of few treatable MD (e.g. defects of CoQ biosynthesis, defects of riboflavin 

transport and ACAD9 deficiency, biotinidase deficiency (Rahman S., 2015)) causal therapy is not 

available at present. Treatment of MD is extremely difficult because of unique properties of 

mtDNA as well as unusual genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity of MD. Scientific efforts mainly 

focus on understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying mitochondrial disease pathology, 

clinical trials, development of cell and animal models, development of mitochondrially targeted 

drugs able to pass across mitochondrial membranes, gene therapy, but also supportive therapy, 

because symptomatic treatment is important for improving quality of patients life (Kanabus M. et 

al., 2014). 
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1.2 Cytochrome c oxidase (COX) 

 Cytochrome c oxidase (COX) represents the terminal enzyme of the RC, which catalyzes 

transfer of electrons from reduced cyt c to oxygen molecule. Mammalian COX is composed of 14 

protein subunits and in the IMM it occurs in a form of monomer, dimer or in respiratory 

supercomplexes, in interaction with RC complexes CI and CIII, respectively. Three mtDNA 

encoded subunits (COX1, COX2, COX3) form structure of the catalytic core of the enzyme, almost 

identical in the crystal structures of the dimeric bovine (Fig. 5) (Tsukihara T. et al., 1996) and the 

monomeric enzyme from P. denitrificans (Abramson J. et al., 2001; Iwata S. et al., 1995). It 

contains the binding site for cyt c and the redox centers CuA (COX2), heme a  and the oxygen-

binding binuclear center heme a3-CuB (COX1). Remaining subunits encoded by nuclear DNA 

(COX4, COX5a/5b, COX6a/6b/6c, COX7a/7b/7c, COX8) were added to COX structure during 

eukaryotic evolution. Seven of them contain a single transmembrane helix each (COX4, COX6a, 

COX6c, COX7a/7b/7c, COX8), extramembrane part of the enzyme is then formed by COX6b at 

the cytosolic and COX5a/5b at the matrix side (Kadenbach B. et al., 2000). Recently, the NDUFA4 

protein, formerly described as complex I subunit, was recognized as the 14th nuclear encoded 

subunit of the COX (Balsa E. et al., 2012). NDUFA4 is loosely attached to assembled COX 

complex and appears to be essential for enzyme biogenesis (Pitceathly R. D. et al., 2013). These 

nuclear DNA encoded subunits do not participate in electron transfer, but they are responsible for 

structural integrity of the enzyme, its regulation and also dimerization, where COX6a and COX6b 

subunits stabilize dimeric COX by forming the major contacts between the two monomers 

(Stanicova J. et al., 2007). In the COX crystal structure, non-redox active metal centers were also 

identified (Abramson J. et al., 2001). The zinc ion, with unknown function, is bound by a nuclear 

encoded subunit COX5b on the matrix side of the membrane, the Mg2+ was proposed to stabilize 

the interface between COX1 and COX2 subunits and Ca2+/Na+ ions bind in a loop formed by 

helices I and II of COX1. Binding of Ca2+ at the cation binding site on COX1 was recently 

proposed to inhibit proton-transfer through the exit part of the proton H pathway (Vygodina T. et 

al., 2013). 

As a part of crystalline bovine heart COX structure, 11 molecules of phospholipids were 

found (1 phosphatidylcholine, 3 molecules of phosphatidylethanolamine, 4 molecules of 

phosphatidylglycerol and 3 triglycerides) (Shinzawa-Itoh K. et al., 2007). In addition, mammalian 

COX usually contains 3-4 molecules of tightly bound cardiolipins and at least two of 
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these cardiolipins were found to be required for full electron transport activity (Robinson N. C., 

1993). One molecule of cardiolipin furthermore participates in COX dimerization (Sedlak E. et al., 

2006; Shinzawa-Itoh K. et al., 2007). It interacts with COX3 and COX6a within a monomer and 

bridges the other monomer at subunits COX1 and COX2. The contacts of other three phospholipids 

(2 phosphatidylethanolamines and 1 phosphatidylglycerol) of one monomer with the other 

monomer are much weaker than those of cardiolipin. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Structure of the dimeric cytochrome c oxidase complex from bovine heart (adapted from 
(Kadenbach B. et al., 2000)) 
The crystal structure of a cytochrome c molecule (Cyt. c) is shown in dark blue ribbons on the cytosolic 
side.  Marked in yellow backbone are subunits COX1, COX2 and COX3, the nuclear encoded subunits are 
shown as ribbons in the indicated color and denoted on the right COX monomer in Roman numerals. The 
hemes c, a, and a3 are indicated in black; the iron atoms as orange points; CuA and CuB as blue points. On 
the cytosolic side on the left COX monomer, the chemical reaction is indicated schematically. On the right 
COX monomer, the binding sites for the regulatory compounds ATP or ADP and 3,5-diiodothyronine (3,5-
T2) are indicated. 
 
 
1.2.1 Function of  COX 
 
Catalytic cycle 

Cytochrome c is mobile electron carrier, which electrostatically binds to the 

extramembraneous domain of COX2 subunit and in its reduced form it serves up always one 

electron to COX. Electron enters the COX via a conserved tryptophan (Trp 121) in COX2 and is 

transferred to oxygen molecule through four internal redox centers in COX2 and COX1 subunits to 
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form two water molecules. The CuA center is located at the hydrophilic domain on the cytosolic 

side of COX2 and represents the lower potential copper portion of the oxidase. This first and sole 

acceptor site of electrons in the COX complex is composed of two electronically coupled 

mixedvalence Cu1+/Cu2+ copper ions. The electron is subsequently transferred from the CuA center 

to close, low-spin heme a. The high-spin heme a3 electronically coupled with the high potential 

CuB ion form the binuclear center of the enzyme in COX1, which is buried about one third into the 

depth of the membrane. This site of oxygen binding and water formation requires free access for its 

substrates (oxygen and protons). The oxygen reduction process is coupled with translocation of 

four protons through the COX across the IMM against an electrochemical gradient. The free 

energy of the oxidase reaction is thus stored in a proton gradient (Fig. 6) (Ludwig B. et al., 2001).  

Figure 6 depicts current hypotheses of oxygen reduction in binuclear center heme a3-CuB 

and protonic coupling steps during one turnover. Briefly, in the oxidized state (O), the binuclear 

center metal ions carry Fe3+ (heme a3) and Cu2+ (CuB) charge. Involved tyrosine residue (Tyr 280) 

in its neutral state forms covalent bridge (C-N side chain cross-link) to histidine 276, one of the 

three histidine ligands of CuB. When first two electrons enter the binuclear site, both metal centers 

become reduced in sequence (Fe2+, Cu+) (E, R). With two redox equivalents available at the 

binuclear site (R), oxygen can enter the site forming species A. The oxidative reaction phase is 

linked to translocation of two protons (Bloch D. et al., 2004). Then, highly exergonic two electron 

reduction of the oxygen initiates and state  P originates. After concerted hydrogen atom transfer 

from the cross-linked His-Tyr species, dioxygen bond is immediately cleaved and oxoferryl species 

(Fe4+), CuB
2+-OH- and the tyrosyl radical are formed (Proshlyakov D. A. et al., 1998). Once oxygen 

is bound, the O-O bond is split even if the supply of further electrons is stalled. This arrangement 

avoids the formation of reactive oxygen species such as superoxide anion or hydrogen peroxide. 

Following steps of the cycle comprise transfer of the third electron for reduction of the tyrosine 

radical and transfer of the fourth electron to reduce the iron center of heme a3 from its ferryl state 

to the initial state (Fe4+ → Fe3+) (P to O state). In the course of this last steps, other two protons  

are translocated (Michel H., 1999; Ludwig B. et al., 2001).   
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A B

 
 
Figure 6.  
(A) Current scheme of the O2 reduction cycle catalyzed by COX (adapted from (Richter O. M. H. and 
Ludwig, B., 2013))  
Reactions are described in the text above. Main intermediates O→F R formed during the COX catalytic 
cycle. For selected redox states (O, R, PM, F) are described electronic states of redox components in the 
binuclear center of COX1 subunit in the four gray boxes. Four electrons coming into reactions are 
numbered 1.-4. and depicted in gray circles. Four translocated protons represent bold red arrows, the 
binding of dioxygen is in blue.  
(B) Reaction scheme and location of redox centers in the COX (adapted from (Bloch D. et al., 2004)) 
Blue thin arrows show the redox reaction and its orientation with respect to the membrane. Blue bold arrow 
shows uptake of the four protons to the binuclear site for water formation. Red bold arrows depict proton 
translocation coupled to the redox reaction. The heme a, a3 groups and CuB lie within the membrane. N-side 
= matrix; P-side = intermembrane space. 
 
 
 
Proton translocation pathways 

During each COX catalytic cycle four electrons provided by cyt c together with four 

protons (the ‘‘substrate’’ protons), taken up from the negative matrix side of the IMM, are used to 

reduce dioxygen to water. At the same time, four protons (the ‘‘pumped’’ protons) are translocated 

across the membrane from the matrix side to the positive mitochondrial IMS. Both pumped and 

substrate protons contribute to mitochondrial membrane potential (∆ψ m). Over the years of many 
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studies and discussions characteristic proton translocation stoichiometry ~ 1.0. H+ per/e- for the 

COX monomer of bacteria and mitochondria was generally accepted (Hendler R. W. et al., 1991). 

Thus, the enzyme needs a proton translocating pathways for substrate protons as well as for protons 

to be pumped across the IMM. With the help of site-directed mutagenesis (Fetter J. R. et al., 1995; 

Garcia-Horsman J. A. et al., 1995) and X-ray crystallographic studies of mammalian and bacterial 

COX (Iwata S. et al., 1995; Yoshikawa S. et al., 1998), three different potential proton conduction 

pathways, the D, K and H channels were identified.  

The D and K channels named after residue Asp 91 and Lys 319 (in mammals), are 

represented by two polar cavities. These proton pathways are essentially the same for both 

mammalian and bacterial COX structures. The K channel provides direct access for protons to the 

binuclear center. As described in Fig. 7 A, it leads into pore B from Ser 255 to the binuclear center 

through  Lys 319, Thr 316, the -OH group of the hydroxylethylfarnesyl side chain of heme a3, Tyr 

244 and His 240 (Abramson J. et al., 2001). Based on mutational studies of (Adelroth P. et al., 

1998; Adelroth P. et al., 1997; Backgren C. et al., 2000) it was revealed that the K channel is used 

during the reduction step of the enzyme and one or two substrate protons pass through, whereas all 

other protons are taken up through the D channel in a dual-purpose function. It is assumed, that the 

D channel conducts protons from the matrix side surface to Glu 242 near heme a3 (E242 in Fig. 7 

A), where substrate protons are directed to the binuclear center. The pumped protons are, by 

contrast, routed to a postulated proton loading site prior to their release to the IMS surface 

(Belevich I. and Verkhovsky M. I., 2008; Sharpe M. A. and Ferguson-Miller S., 2008).  

In the crystal structure of the bovine heart COX, a third proton pathway, H channel, was 

postulated (Yoshikawa S. et al., 2006). It starts from the matrix side surface and terminate at Asp 

51 (D51) on the IMS side surface, mediated by redox-dependent changes in water cavities residing 

between the matrix side of the membrane and the heme a macrocycle (Fig. 7 B). It appears that 

mammalian COX has a different proton pumping mechanism from the bacteria, because the 

residues in the channel are not fully conserved in bacterial enzymes, i.e. P. denitrificans lacks the 

key residue Asp 51. Recent study, indeed, brought to light  the proton translocation through the H 

channel that is tightly controlled by the redox change in heme a, regardless of the oxidation and 

coordination state of the heme a3, and is gated by the conformational state of the heme a farnesyl 

side chain and formyl group (Egawa T. et al., 2013). The oxidized to reduced transition of heme a 

triggers the uptake of a proton from the matrix side surface via the H channel to the proton loading 
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site constituted by the heme a-propionateA group, where protons are transiently stored. The reduced 

to oxidized transition of heme a induces conformational gate and the release of a proton from the 

proton loading site to the IMS side surface. Each time an electron passes through heme a, a proton 

is translocated from the matrix side surface to the IMS side surface. 

Based on molecular dynamic simulations of bovine COX, binding sites of cardiolipins 

(CLs) on the entrance of the D and H proton channels were identified (Arnarez C. et al., 2013). 

Strong H-bond network forms clear extensions of the D and H pathways on the matrix side of the 

COX. CLs binding sites are therefore directly connected to residues D91and D407 defining the 

matrix side entrances to the D and H pathways, respectively. CLs with their ability to trap protons 

(Kates M. et al., 1993) therefore provide a source of protons at the surface of the membrane 

facilitating COX electron transport activity. Inhibition of proton pumping activity of bovine COX 

was afterwards demonstrated by removal of CLs from the COX prior to its incorporation into 

phospholipid vesicles (Musatov A. and Robinson N. C., 2014). 
 
 

A B

 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  The proton pathways of COX (adapted from (Abramson J. et al., 2001; Egawa T. et al., 2013)) 
(A) Transfer of protons through D and K channels of COX are marked by green arrows. The residues in 
bovine COX designated in red and for P. denitrificans COX in blue are superimposed. Positions of residues 
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for P. denitrificans are numbered in brackets. Structures of helices, heme a3 and metal centers are based on 
the P. denitrificans structure. (B) Postulated H channel in bovine COX. Proton translocation pathway is 
marked by dashed red arrow. The large voids for water storage found near the H channel in the crystal 
structure of oxidized COX are highlighted by the gray surfaces. 

 
 

1.2.2 Isoforms of nuclear DNA encoded COX subunits 

COX is the only complex of mammalian OXPHOS with known tissue-specific isoforms of 

nuclear encoded subunits that emphasize the key role of COX in OXPHOS adaptation and 

regulation in different tissues (Kadenbach B. et al., 2000; Little A. G. et al., 2010). The emergence 

of COX subunits isoforms is ascribed to ancestral subunit coding genes duplications, which lead to 

two gene homologues (paralogous) co-existing in the same genome (Little A. G. et al., 2010). So 

far, isoforms for at least 5 subunits (COX4, COX6a, COX6b, COX7a and COX8) have been 

described in mammals, which are expressed in a tissue-specific and/or developmentally regulated 

way.  

For COX6a, COX7a and COX8 heart/skeletal muscle isoforms H and liver isoforms L 

(COX6aH/L, COX7aH/L, COX8H/L) have been found. Liver-type COX is expressed in most 

organs such as liver, kidney or brain (but generally in all tissues), which have lower amount of 

COX enzyme with high basal activity, because these tissues possess lower number of 

mitochondria. On the other hand, heart isoforms predominate in contractile tissues (heart, muscle) 

with high number of mitochondria and thus high aerobic capacity (Benard G. et al., 2006; 

Vijayasarathy C. et al., 1998). COX6a isoforms affect the H+/e- stoichiometry of COX catalysis 

(see below), but the role of COX7a, COX8 isoform expression remains to be elucidated. 

Interestingly, COX8 subunit has no specific L/H isoform in humans and monkeys, in contrast to 

other mammals and birds (Rizzuto R. et al., 1989). For COX6a and COX7a, isoform switch from 

L-type to H-type was described in mice and human skeletal and cardiac muscle during postnatal 

development; interestingly, this switch was proposed to serve as a potential mechanism of 

spontaneous recovery in reversible infantile respiratory chain deficiency (Boczonadi V. et al., 

2015). However, implications of this developmental changes for mitochondrial diseases have not 

been proved yet. 

Except ubiquitously expressed L isoform, COX6b subunit has also testicular isoform 

COX6b-2 (Huttemann M. et al., 2003). This isoform interacts with a testes-specific cyt c that 

presumably fulfill sperm-specific energy requirements.  
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COX4-1 subunit isoform is ubiquitously expressed in all mammalian tissues, whereas the 

other isoform COX4-2 is highly expressed in adult lung (Huttemann M. et al., 2001), but not in 

fetal lung suggesting developmental regulation of COX4-2 expression. COX4-2 was also found in 

placentae, astrocytes and cerebellar cells (Horvat S. et al., 2006; Huttemann M. et al., 2007). As 

described recently, COX complex containing COX4-2 supports a constantly high neuronal activity, 

and hypoxia-mediated and toxin-dependent up-regulation of COX4-2 isoform expression have 

positive effect on kinetic properties of COX enzyme (Arnold S., 2012). Oliva et al. demonstrated 

the role of COX4-1 in severe pathogenesis of aggressive glioma (Oliva C. R. et al., 2015). COX4-1 

expression attenuates mitochondrial ROS production and mediates hereby increase of BMI1 

expression, a stem cell regulatory gene, and thus tumor cell proliferation.  

The function of COX4 subunit as one of the key regulators of COX activity is described 

below.  

 

1.2.3 Regulation of COX activity 

COX represents one of the important rate-controlling sites of OXPHOS, where electron 

flux and energy transduction depend on various kinetic effectors, including adenine nucleotides. 

They influence modification in cyt c binding affinity, allosteric inhibition and changes in proton 

pumping efficiency. At physiological concentrations, ATP binds to cyt c, that leads to inhibition 

of the reaction between cyt c and COX, and to elimination of the low Km phase of the otherwise 

biphasic kinetics with COX (Ferguson-Miller S. et al., 1976; Lee I. et al., 2006). Multiple binding 

sites for adenine nucleotides exist at the COX subunits and  bovine heart COX contains 10 high-

affinity ADP binding sites, 7 of which are exchanged for ATP at high ATP/ADP ratios. COX4, 

the largest nuclear DNA encoded COX subunit is the key regulatory subunit, where one of the 

binding sites for ADP/ATP is located at the intermembrane domain. Binding of cytosolic ATP 

instead of ADP there leads to decreased affinity of the COX for cyt c (Napiwotzki J. and 

Kadenbach B., 1998). Another ATP/ADP high-affinity binding pocket is located in the matrix 

domain of the COX4 subunit. Allosteric regulation of the COX is turned on by exchange of 

bound ADP to ATP in COX4 causing allosteric inhibition of COX activity and decrease of 

mitochondrial membrane potential (∆ψ m) at high intra-mitochondrial ATP/ADP ratios, thereby 

matching energy production to energy demand (Arnold S. and Kadenbach B., 1997; Kadenbach 

B. et al., 2000). The allosteric inhibition of COX was described as a “second mechanism of 
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respiratory control”. It is independent of proton motive force ∆p, that otherwise controls the cell 

respiration in the “first mechanism of respiratory control“ (stimulation of ATP synthase by ADP) 

as explains the chemiosmotic hypothesis (Ludwig B. et al., 2001). Various experimental and 

physiological factors abolish the allosteric ATP inhibition and allow for a high turnover even at 

high ATP/ADP ratios (Fig. 8), e.g. detergent dodecylmaltoside or TMPD (N,N,N,N-tetramethyl-

p-phenylenediamie) used for activity measurements, submicromolar concentrations of palmitate, 

insufficient amount of cardiolipin in COX structure, dephosphorylation of the COX and also low 

concentrations of thyroid hormone T2 (3,5-diiodo-L-thyronine), that binds to subunit COX5a 

adjacent to ATP (ADP) - binding site of COX4 (Arnold S. et al., 1998). 

In addition, expression of COX6aH isoform is induced in the presence of high 

intramitochondrial ATP/ADP ratios that decreases the pumped H+/e- stoichiometry. These 

conditions arise in mammalian skeletal muscle at rest and enhanced energy dissipation may 

participate in mechanism of thermogenesis (Kadenbach B. et al., 2000). 

COX is phosphorylated in vivo by mitochondrial cAMP-dependent protein kinase(s) that 

can be modulated by signaling pathways (Huttemann M. et al., 2008; Huttemann M. et al., 2012). 

At least 14 phosphorylation sites have been mapped through mass spectrometry in COX molecule, 

but the functional relevance and the dynamics of these phosphorylations need to be explored 

(Huttemann M. et al., 2012). A hierarchical order of the COX regulation was proposed, therefore 

the allosteric regulation through ATP/ADP ratio is enabled when given COX subunit is 

phosphorylated. Recently, PKA-dependent reversible phosphorylation of amino acid residue Ser 58 

in the matrix loop of COX4-1 allosteric site was described to modulate allosteric inhibition of COX 

by matrix ATP in mouse A9 cell line (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2011). Other sites of cAMP-dependent 

phosphorylation of bovine COX were found to regulate respiration (e.g. on Ser 126 of COX2 

(Huttemann M. et al., 2012), on Tyr 304 of COX1 (Lee I. et al., 2005), on Ser 441 of COX1 

(Ludwig B. et al., 2001)), or specific binding of protein kinase A to COX5b was shown in HeLa 

cells (Yang W. L. et al., 1998). At condition of allosteric inhibition, the ∆ψm is low and sufficient 

for the synthesis of ATP. Extracellular signals that increase mitochondrial Ca2+ concentration 

(stress, hormones) activate mitochondrial Ca2+-dependent protein phosphatases, that 

dephosphorylate the COX. Respiratory control by the intramitochondrial ATP/ADP ratio is thereby 

abolished and respiration is controlled by ∆p, allowing increase of respiration and ∆ψm. High ∆ψm 

is accompanied by decreased H+/e- stoichiometry, increasing the free energy of oxygen reduction 
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that is physiologically related to increase of respiration, thermogenesis and ATP synthesis (see Fig. 

8). 

The COX activity may be further physiologically regulated directly, e.g. through Ca2+ or 

NO. NO produced by mitochondrial NO synthase is able to directly interact with COX by binding 

to COX5a subunit that increases local concentration of NO. The NO competes with oxygen 

molecule at the binuclear binding site and reversibly inhibits the COX activity. This mechanism 

coincides with many human diseases as cancer or diabetes (Huttemann M. et al., 2008). Binding of 

Ca2+ at the cation binding site at the very periphery of COX1 subunit was recently proposed to 

inhibit proton-transfer through the exit part of the proton conducting H pathway (Vygodina T. et 

al., 2013). 

 

 
 
Figure 8.  Schema of postulated regulation of OXPHOS via reversible cAMP- dependent 
phosphorylation of the COX (adapted from (Kadenbach B. et al., 2000)) 
The COX is phosphorylated (COX-P) by cAMP-dependent protein kinase(s) resulting in efficient energy 
transduction and low ∆ψm. This relaxed state is controlled by the intramitochondrial ATP/ADP ratio and 
represents the rate-limiting step of the RC. Dephosphorylation of the COX (COX-OH) is induced by 
“stress” hormones through Ca2+- activated mitochondrial protein phosphatases, leading to an excited state 
controlled by ∆p and accompanied by increased respiration rate, ∆ψm, ATP synthesis and production of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS). This state can be also switched on without dephosphorylation (COX-P*) by 
3,5-diiodothyronine or after high-caloric diet (high ferro/ferricytochrome c ratio (cytc2+/cytc3+) and free 
palmitate).  
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1.2.4 COX assembly process  

Biogenesis of mammalian COX is a complicated and highly regulated process that proceeds 

sequencionally through four/five distinct assembly intermediates S1 - S4 (Fig. 9) (Fornuskova D. et 

al., 2010). The COX assembly mechanism is not spontaneous, because numerous accessory nuclear 

DNA encoded proteins are needed to build the holoenzyme. Their function is required for all steps 

of the process and many of them are significantly conserved from yeast to humans (Soto I. C. et al., 

2012). Described and investigated COX assembly proteins in humans are essential for (i) 

regulation of expression of catalytic core subunits (LRPPRC, TACO1, hCOA3, COX14, 

MITRAC7) (Weraarpachai W. et al., 2009; Xu F. et al., 2012; Weraarpachai W. et al., 2012; 

Clemente P. et al., 2013; Dennerlein S. et al., 2015), (ii) copper metabolism and insertion (COX17, 

SCO1, SCO2, COX11, COX19, COA6, COX20) (Leary S. C. et al., 2004; Leary S. C. et al., 2009; 

Oswald C. et al., 2009; Leary S. C. et al., 2013; Bourens M. et al., 2014; Leary S. C., 2010; 

Pacheu-Grau D. et al., 2015), (iii) heme a biosynthesis and insertion (COX10, COX15, FDX2) 

(Antonicka H., Mattman A. et al., 2003; Antonicka H., Leary S. C. et al., 2003; Sheftel A. D. et al., 

2010), and (iv) membrane insertion and processing of catalytic core subunits (OXA1l, COX18) 

(Sacconi S. et al., 2009; Stiburek L. et al., 2007). A few other COX assembly proteins have been 

identified participating in early stages (SURF1, COA5) (Stiburek L. and Zeman J., 2010; Huigsloot 

M. et al., 2011) or intermediate stage (PET100, MCUR1) (Lim S. C. et al., 2014; Paupe V. et al., 

2015) of COX biogenesis, but their precise function is not known yet.  

Recently, the MITRAC complexes (mitochondrial translation regulation assembly 

intermediates of COX) have been described, which are formed during the COX biogenesis pathway 

integrating mitochondrially encoded and newly imported nuclear encoded proteins with the help of 

TIM21 protein (Mick D. U. et al., 2012). The first COX subassembly (S1) is formed exclusively by 

COX1 subunit, which acts as a seed for sequential incorporation of COX subunits (Dennerlein S. 

and Rehling P., 2015; Nijtmans L. G. et al., 1998). The function of early-MITRAC complex lies in 

regulation of COX1 translation by coordinating the interaction of COX1 with specific assembly 

proteins (COX14, MITRAC12 - hCOA3, MITRAC7) before it enters into the further steps of COX 

assembly process. Insertion of heme a into COX1, where the SURF1 protein is implicated, 

probably occurs before the addition of following subunits COX4 and COX5a, suggesting that the 

presence of heme a in COX1 might stabilize its binding to COX4 and COX5a. The formation of 

COX4-COX5a heterodimer precedes its assembly with COX1 and thus assembly of S2 
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intermediate. COX2 may then associate with the COX1-COX4-COX5a intermediate upon its 

copper metallization by the specific SCO1/SCO2 copper chaperones (Stiburek L. et al., 2005; 

Williams S. L. et al., 2004). The assembly process continues with the formation of the third 

proposed intermediate (S3) by the addition of the last mtDNA encoded COX3 and structural 

subunits COX5b, 6c, 7a/b, 7c, 8. In recent study, a new COX assembly intermediate (S4*) was 

identified presumably representing other rate limiting step of COX assembly (Fornuskova D. et al., 

2010). S4* is formed by the addition of COX7a and probably COX6b to the assembly intermediate 

S3. Subunit COX6a appears to be added as the last assembled structural subunit to form the final 

S4 intermediate, fully active COX monomer respectively. In addition, with the help of in vitro 

import experiments, COX6a and COX7a were found to be incorporated to COX intermediate 

slightly higher than COX monomer that was assumed as novel intermediate for the biogenesis of 

COX6a, and hence COX7a, into human COX. These subunits could also be apparently 

incorporated into pre-existing COX, by cycling with pre-existing subunits, and its higher molecular 

structures (Lazarou M. et al., 2009).  

 

 
 
 
Figure 9. Assembly scheme of human COX  
Step-by-step formation of COX through distinct assembly intermediates (S1-S4) from 13 individual COX 
subunits. S4 corresponds to a fully assembled COX monomer. Accessory assembly proteins are inscribed 
with italic, question marks mean unknown precise function.  

 

 

SURF1 assembly protein 

SURF1 protein (SURF1), encoded by a SURF1 nuclear gene, is a 30 kDa hydrophobic 

protein embedded in the IMM with two predicted transmembrane domains (aa positions 61-79 and 

275-293) and its central loop facing the mitochondrial intermembrane space (Duhig T. et al., 1998; 
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Tiranti V. et al., 1999; Yao J. and Shoubridge E. A., 1999). The protein has a characteristic N-

terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence. The SURF1 gene is ubiquitously expressed, whereas 

tissue specific expression was investigated in humans, when e.g. expression in brain was found low 

compared with other highly aerobic tissues, such as heart, skeletal muscle and kidney (Yao J. and 

Shoubridge  E. A., 1999). SURF1 is not absolutely required for the COX assembly, because when 

it is absent in mitochondria due to SURF1 gene mutations or knockout of the gene (see below in 

section 1.4.2), certain amount of COX is fully assembled and catalytically active and is able to 

interact into respiratory supercomplexes (Dell'agnello C. et al., 2007; Pecina P. et al., 2003; 

Kovarova N. et al., 2012). Thus, SURF1 appears to increase the efficiency of COX assembly. 

Up to now, SURF1 is supposed to be involved in a formation of S2 assembly intermediate 

and in association of COX2 subunit with COX1-COX4-COX5a subassembly (Williams S. L. et al., 

2004; Stiburek L. et al., 2005), because native electrophoretic analysis of patients cells/tissues with 

SURF1 mutations show accumulation of S1 and S2 COX subcomplexes (Fig. 9). Moreover, recent 

study showed, that SURF1 defective patient cells accumulate the late-stage COX intermediate 

ascribed to biogenesis of COX6a and COX7a subunits (Lazarou M. et al., 2009). So it seems, that 

SURF1 participates also in later phases of COX assembly. However, its function might be more 

redundant, because studies on yeast homologue Shy1 indicate, that Shy1/SURF1 might play a role 

in heme a transfer/insertion into COX1 subunit (Bareth B. et al., 2013; Smith D. et al., 2005). 

Furthermore, in a recent study of Mick et al. (Mick D. U. et al., 2012) MITRAC12 protein was 

identified, which was found in interaction with just SURF1 and COX1 subunit in a mitochondrial 

translation regulation assembly intermediate of the COX. Tissue-dependent copper deficiency was 

found in patients harboring SURF1 gene mutations that points on possible function of SURF1 in 

maintaining of proper cellular copper homeostasis (Stiburek L. et al., 2009).  

 

1.3 COX in respiratory supercomplexes  
 

1.3.1 Respiratory chain supramolecular organization 

Individual RC complexes can physically interact and form dynamic supramolecular 

organizations called supercomplexes (SCs). Initially, RC complexes were proposed to be closely 

packed in the so-called respirasome in the “solid model” of the RC, to ensue rapid diffusion of the 

mobile components, CoQ and cyt c, and thus high efficacy in electron transport (Green D. E. and 
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Tzagoloff A., 1966). This model of the RC organization was replaced by the later “fluid or random 

collision model” favored by many kinetic studies, where RC complexes are embedded in the IMM 

as independent entities and electron transport is accomplished by random collisions with mobile 

electron carriers, which freely diffuse in the lipid membrane (Hackenbrock C. R. et al., 1986). This 

model was supported also by the fact, that all five complexes can be purified in a physiologically 

active form and by lipid dilution experiments using isolated mitochondrial membranes.  

Crucial evidences against a random distribution of the RC complexes came from 

investigations of specific associations between RC complexes introduced by blue native 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN PAGE) after solubilisation of yeast and mammalian 

mitochondria using mild non-ionic detergent digitonin (Schagger H. and von Jagow G., 1991; 

Schagger H. and Pfeiffer K., 2000). This technique enabled characterization of many types of SCs 

like I-III2 SC including CI and dimeric CIII, III2-IV1–2 SCs consisting of dimeric CIII and one or 

two copies of CIV, large I-III2-IV1–4 SCs comprising CI, dimeric CIII and one to four copies of 

CIV and also dimeric ATP synthase, which constitute oligomeric chains in IMM cristae (Wittig I. 

and Schagger H., 2009). SCs containing complexes I, III2 and IV are also called respirasomes, 

since they are supposed to enable transfer/channeling of electrons directly from NADH (CI) to 

oxygen molecule (CIV). BN PAGE together with other types of colorless- native PAGEs (Wittig I. 

and Schagger H., 2005; Wittig I. et al., 2007) thus became widely used experimental strategies for 

identification and characterization of respiratory SCs from various biological samples (mammalian 

tissues - heart, liver, muscle etc., yeast, fungi, plants, bacteria). 

By native electrophoretic techniques, I-III2, III2-IV1-2 and I-III2-IV1-4 SCs are reproducibly 

isolated together with individual RC complexes. Different ratios among individual complexes and 

SCs are cell-type specific and respond to physiological stimuli. The accurate stoichiometry of 

OXPHOS complexes as described for bovine heart mitochondria (Schagger H. and Pfeiffer K., 

2001) indicated that I-III2 interactions are rather stable, and only 14-16% of total CI was found in 

free form in the presence of digitonin. In human skeletal muscle, even all CI was present in SCs 

(Schagger H. et al., 2004). It seems therefore, that in the absence of detergents, at physiological 

conditions respectively, all CI is bound to CIII2 in mammals. Approximately 30% of total CIII2 is 

not bound to CI, it is free or in interaction with CIV. The free form of CIV represents ˃  85% of its 

total amount, remaining CIV is bound in III2-IV1-2 and I-III2-IV1-4 SCs. Similar proportions of RC 

complexes and SCs were found in human fibroblast cell line (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2004). That is 
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why interactions of OXPHOS complexes are not simply “solid” but rather should be considered as 

dynamic and also tissue/species-specific (Vonck J. and Schafer E., 2009; Nubel E. et al., 2009; 

Reifschneider N. H. et al., 2006). Therefore, the „plasticity model“ of the OXPHOS system has 

been developed to demonstrate its structural variability (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2008; Acin-Perez R. 

and Enriquez J. A., 2014) - coexistence of fluid structures and SCs. This integrated model reflects 

the stoichiometry of the complexes and the variable stability of different free/associated structures 

under different physiological conditions and substrate availabilities in the cell (Fig. 10). 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Schematic representation of proposed models explaining the organization of the OXPHOS 
complexes (adapted from (Acin-Perez R. and Enriquez J. A., 2014)) 
(A) Fluid model (or random-collision model), (B) Solid model, (C) Plasticity model. The shapes and color 
codes representing the individual OXPHOS complexes are denoted in panel A. Only one complex unit of 
each type is represented in the different supercomplex associations, although the actual stoichiometry may 
vary. The question mark indicates putative associations or supercomplexes containing CII, which existence 
is not fully confirmed. Small red-filled stars represent CoQ, purple-filled triangles represent cytochrome c.  

 

Association of the CII into respiratory SCs is rather questionable, although Acín-Peréz et al. 

reported potential incorporation of CII in the mouse respirasome also together with mobile electron 
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carriers (as shown in Fig. 10) (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2008). The CII is substantially different from 

other RC complexes, because it directly participates also in the TCA cycle, it gives electrons to 

CoQ without creation of transmembrane proton gradient and does not have mtDNA encoded 

subunits. Although transient/minority participation of the CII on respirasome formation might not 

be excluded, interactions of the CII into higher structures are probably different from respirasome, 

as indicates identification of rather unstable higher molecular weight structures of the CII that 

contain at least mitochondrial CV (Kovarova N. et al., 2013). This interaction is characteristic for 

mitoKATP channel, where CII functions as a regulatory component (Wojtovich A. P. et al., 2013). 

Other specific interaction partners of CII have not been identified, so far. 

 

Functions of the respiratory supercomplexes 

SCs organization appears to be a prerogative of the energy-conserving RC complexes CI, 

CIII2, CIV, and it is also supported by recent experimental evidence of different CoQ pools in 

mammalian mitochondria. Respiratory SCs containing CI (I-III2, I-III2-IVn) use separate CoQ pool 

trapped in the SCs structure for transferring electrons coming from NADH. Free CoQ molecules 

are used for electron flow from the FADH2 substrate to CIII2 or III2-IV1-2 SCs (Lapuente-Brun E. et 

al., 2013) (Fig. 11 B). In addition, free CoQ may also serve as a reservoir for binding to the I-III2(-

IVn) SCs or for other functions as i.e. regulation of uncoupling proteins functions (Echtay K. S. et 

al., 2000). These CoQ pools are supposed to compete for the delivery of electrons to CIII2. When 

glucose is the main respiratory substrate, electrons mostly enter the RC through NADH and CI, I-

III2 and I-III2-IVn SCs respectively, whereas fatty acid oxidation feeds more electrons through a 

FAD-linked pathway (ETF dehydrogenase). The dynamic supramolecular organization of the RC is 

thus able to optimize the use of available substrates. Given SC form would behave as a single 

enzyme unit and inhibition of any one of the enzyme components would elicit the same flux 

control. Kinetic testing using metabolic flux control analysis revealed, that both complexes I and 

III are highly rate-controlling over NADH oxidation (with control coefficients CI=1.06 and 

CIII=0.9-0.99) supporting functional association between these two complexes. Although CIV 

dynamically/stably interacts into SCs, it appears to be randomly distributed based on kinetic 

analysis (CIV=0.26), most likely because abundant portion of CIV is in free form. Complex II is 

fully rate-limiting for succinate oxidation indicating the absence of substrate channeling toward 

Complexes III and IV (Bianchi C. et al., 2004; Genova M. L. et al., 2008).  
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Other presumed function of the SCs is a role in assembly/stability of their components. I-III2 

SC is thought to be the stable core SC form, where the CI is stabilized through interaction with 

CIII2, or eventually with CIII2 in I-III2-IVn SCs. Mutations in subunits of CIII or CIV were found to 

destabilize CI in human and mice cells (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2004; Schagger H. et al., 2004; Diaz 

F. et al., 2006). Conversely, some specific CI gene mutations consequently lead to significantly 

reduced amount of CIII and CIV (Ugalde C. et al., 2004). Moreover, complex I assembly was 

suggested to complete during the I-III2-IV formation, when CI in certain phase of its assembly 

represents a building block for I-III2-IV association and thus for finishing of its assembly process 

(Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012). Further evidence of SCs beneficial formation was described, 

when due to decreased amount and stability of CIV monomer, the SURF1-deficient patient 

fibroblasts preferably incorporated CIV into I-III2-IVn SCs for its stabilization and most likely 

more efficient energy production (Kovarova N. et al., 2012; Lazarou M. et al., 2009). Another 

study on cybrid clones carrying the heteroplasmic cytochrome b m.A15579G mutation 

demonstrated that its deleterious effects were attenuated when CIII was assembled into I-III2-IVn 

SCs (Caporali L. et al., 2013). 

SCs assemblies are suggested to limit the extent of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generation by the RC, because redox components of the RC complexes would be maintained in the 

oxidized state in the respirasome through the facilitation of electron flow by channeling (Panov A. 

et al., 2007). Maranzana et al. experimentally demonstrated that loss of SCs formation causes an 

enhancement of ROS generation by CI itself, after disruption of respiratory assemblies or 

prevention of their association (Maranzana E. et al., 2013) (Fig. 11 A). Semiubiquinone associated 

with iron-sulfur cluster N2 of the CI is a potential ROS source, most likely predominating in 

membrane particles, but FMN in the matrix arm of CI would become exposed to oxygen when CI 

is dissociated from CIII2 (Lenaz G. and Genova M. L., 2010). The actual 3D structure of the I-III2-

IV1 SC from bovine heart (Schafer E. et al., 2007) suggests, that CI has slightly different 

conformation in SC formation than as a single complex. In the respirasome structure, CI matrix 

arm is in closer proximity to the membrane arm and has a higher bending toward the membrane 

and presumably to CIII2 enabling reduced exposure of CI FMN to oxygen. Mitochondrial ROS at 

their physiological concentration represent important signaling molecules. They participate in 

homeostasis as modulators of growth factor signaling, activators of uncoupling proteins and 

regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis (Sundaresan M. et al., 1995; Echtay K. S. et al., 2002; 
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Moreno-Loshuertos R. et al., 2006). Proposed mechanism of SCs formation in a response of 

physiological energetic demands was suggested also as a mechanism, how to regulate ROS level in 

the cell (Enriquez J. A. and Lenaz G., 2014). Enhanced ROS generation by decrease/dissociation of 

respiratory SCs was confirmed e.g. in mouse fibroblasts expressing the activated form of the k-ras 

oncogene (Lenaz G. and Genova M. L., 2010), in a canine coronary microembolization-induced 

heart failure experimental model (Rosca M. G. and Hoppel C. L., 2009) or in lymphoblasts from 

patient affected by Barth syndrome, where cardiolipin remodeling leads to SCs alteration 

(McKenzie M. et al., 2006). Moreover, a hypothesis of destabilization of the SCs accompanied by 

increased ROS production is considered in a process of ageing (Gomez L. A. and Hagen T. M., 

2012).   

 

 

Figure 11. CI supercomplexes and ROS 
generation (adapted from (Acin-Perez R. and 
Enriquez J. A., 2014)) 
(A) Impact of destabilization of CI 
supercomplexes on reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
production. (B) Plasticity model of the RC 
complexes showing CI SCs (I-III2, I-III2-IV1) with 
CoQ pool coexisting with III2-IV SC and free CII, 
CIII2 and CIV. CoQNADH and cyt cNADH represent 
the pool of CoQ and cyt c participating on 
electron transfer from NADH. CII represents all 
the delivery of electrons to the CoQ pool 
(CoQFAD) through FADH2. Dihydroorotate 
dehydrogenase (DHOH); glycerol-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (G3PDH); electron transfer 
flavoprotein-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (ETF-
QO); sulfide CoQ reductase (SQR); choline 
dehydrogenase (Choline DH); proline 
dehydrogenase (Proline DH). Small red-filled 
stars represent CoQ, purple-filled triangles 
represent cytochrome c. 
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Highly ordered architectures  

For all investigated types of SCs, highly ordered architectures were observed. The 

interaction of individual components within the SCs is successfully studied by single-particle 

electron microscopy (EM); prior to EM analyses BN PAGE or sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation 

are applied for the preparation of SCs fractions. The first 2D electron projection maps were 

obtained for plant (Arabidopsis) V-shaped I-III2 SC, yeast (S. cerevisiae) III2-IV1-2 SCs and 

dimeric ATP synthase of Polytomella and yeast (S. cerevisiae) (Boekema E. J. and Braun H. P., 

2007; Dudkina N. V. et al., 2006). Afterward, 2D projections of I-III2 and I-III2-IV1 of bovine heart 

mitochondria were structurally characterized by transmission electron microscopy (Schafer E. et 

al., 2006). The triangular-shaped I-III2 SC was proposed as a building block of the larger I-III2-IV1 

SC (Fig. 12 A), where CIV was shown to interact through its interface for dimerization. Based on 

this model, competition of I-III2-IV1 SC formation with CIV dimerization was suggested, although 

up to 4 copies of CIV were found to associate with I-III2 (Schagger H. and Pfeiffer K., 2001).  

The first 3D structure of bovine I-III2-IV1 was generated by random conical tilt EM 

determining the spatial positions and interactions of individual complexes (Schafer E. et al., 2007). 

In this structure, extensive interaction of CIII2 with membrane arm of the CI was shown, that is 

needed for CI stability. CIV was mapped to interact at the end of the CI membrane arm through its 

dimer interface. Moreover, the binding sites for mobile electron carriers ubiquinone and cyt c were 

located in the I-III2-IV1 in the arrangement of short diffusion distance for both carriers, that makes 

possible direct electron channeling from CI via CIII to CIV. It was also shown, that presence of 

CIV in I-III2-IV1 modifies the conformation of other two complexes enhancing their catalytic 

activities that are otherwise lower in I-III2 formation. 

More detailed 3D reconstruction of bovine heart I-III2-IV1 respirasome was achieved at 2.2 

nm resolution by cryoelectron tomography (Dudkina N. V. et al., 2011), that allowed mapping of 

the I-III2-IV1 at the level of the secondary structure (α-helices) after the fitting of high-resolution 

structures of its three components in a cryo-EM reconstruction (Fig. 12 B, C). This approach also 

revealed, that CIV contacts to CIII2 with the opposite site to its dimer interface, because 

organization of individual subunits was clearly distinguishable, in contrast to the first available 3D 

EM map (Schafer E. et al., 2007). Another 3D cryo-EM map of amphipol-solubilized I-III2-IV1 

confirmed the position of CIV dimer interface outwards on the matrix side (Althoff T. et al., 2011) 

(Fig. 12 D, E).  
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 3D cryo-EM maps showed single complexes barely in a close contact, because at the level 

of the membrane, the gap was found between CIII2 and CIV, most likely representing the place of 

membrane lipid molecules also participating on SCs formation by lipid-protein interactions 

(Dudkina N. V. et al., 2011). Cryo-EM map of amphipol-solubilized I-III2-IV1 enabled 

identification of three potentially strong protein-protein interactions, which were found between 

complexes III2 and IV, two of them on the matrix side and one in the lipid boundary region on the 

intermembrane side (Althoff T. et al., 2011). These contacts are thought to form spacers to keep the 

complexes 2-5 nm apart in the hydrophobic membrane core. It was assumed, that 30% of the 3D 

map volume is most likely occupied by lipids, and thus roughly 300 lipid molecules were estimated 

to fill the spaces among complexes in I-III2-IV1 SC presumably facilitating the diffusion of 

ubiquinol between CI and CIII2. Mitochondrial phospholipid cardiolipin was indeed proved to be 

enriched in SCs fraction by thin-layer chromatography (Althoff T. et al., 2011).  
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Figure 12.  Mapping of the I-III2-IV1 SC structure by electron microscopy  
(A) 2D projection map of the SC I1-III2-IV1 (side view and top view - as looking from the intermembrane 
space) with superimposed x-ray structures of CIII2 (red) and CIV (green), scale bar 10 nm, adapted from 
(Schafer E. et al., 2006). (B, C) 3D cryo-EM map of I-III2-IV1 SC seen from aside, adapted from (Dudkina 
N. V. et al., 2011). (B) I-III2-IV1 occupies the membrane plane in dimensions of 27 nm, the giant hydrophilic 
domain of CI determines a maximal height 23 nm. Arrow point to CIII2, arrowhead to CIV. (C) Cryo-EM 
map superimposed with high-resolution X-ray structures of bovine CIII2 (green), CIV (purple) and medium- 
resolution X-ray data of CI from the yeast Y. lipolytica (yellow). Arrowhead points to flavoprotein, orange 
arrowheads indicate the position of detergent micelles. Scale bar 10 nm. (D, E) 3D cryo-EM map of 
amphipol solubilized I-III2-IV1, adapted from (Althoff T. et al., 2011). (D) Cryo-EM map as seen from two 
opposite sides (left), from the matrix (top right), and the intermembrane space (lower right). Amphipol was 
used for detergent replacement after SC solubilisation, the amphipol belt in a membrane space is shown in 
red. The circle marks the gap between complex I and complex III. (E) 3D map of I-III2-IV1  with fitted X-ray 
structures of CI (blue), CIII2 (red), CIV (green), cytochrome c (black). Matrix (MA), membrane (M), 
intermembrane space (IM). 

 

Mechanism of electron transfer in I-III2-IV1 SC  

Mobile electron carriers, cyt c and ubiquinol, were first detected  as a true components of I-

III2-IV1 SC in mouse liver mitochondria by western blot and HPLC analysis by (Acin-Perez R. et 

al., 2008). After isolation of this large SC/respirasome from native gel and adding of proper 

substrates it was shown to be respiratory active, the oxygen consumption was measured 

respectively. One cyt c and at least one molecule of ubiquinol were found also in bovine I-III2-IV1 

SC that was imaged by cryo-EM and the unique arrangement of the three complexes in 3D I-III2-

IV1 map enabled to establish the position and mutual orientation of ubiquinol and cyt c binding 

sites (Althoff T. et al., 2011). These are in a close proximity facing each other and thus facilitate 

electron transfer along the pathway of about 40 nm distance from the matrix arm of the CI to 

oxygen molecule embed in CIV (Fig. 13). The ubiquinol-binding sites between CIII monomer and 

CI are placed in a short distance of about 13 nm. The CIII branch proximal to the membrane arm of 

CI is proposed to be more effective in ubiquinol oxidation and it also binds cyt c. Close distance 

between CI and CIII ensures short movement of ubiquinone to speed up the electron transfer and 

minimize their loss during the transfer to prevent the production or oxygen radicals. Distal CIII 

monomer may be needed for electron transfer to cyt c via its flexible Rieske domain and its cyt c 

binding site is unoccupied in the I-III2-IV1 SC.  

The cyt c binding site lined by negative charges is situated on extramembraneous domain of 

COX2 subunit of CIV with distance of 10 nm and 11 nm from similar cyt c binding sites on CIII2. 

The shorter distance (proximal branch) is supposed to be preferred in electron transport through the 

supercomplex (Fig. 13). However, direct transfer of cyt c is rather disputable, because flux control 
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experiments did not provide clear evidence for substrate channeling of cyt c between CIII and CIV 

in SC (Bianchi C. et al., 2004). In yeast mitochondria it was found, that cyt c is not trapped within 

SCs as no restriction to its diffusion was shown by time-resolution spectrophotometric technique 

(Trouillard M. et al., 2011). Substrate channeling is therefore not the only reason for I-III2-IV1 

formation in mitochondria.  

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 13. Electron transfer pathway in the I-III2-IV1 SC (adapted from (Althoff T. et al., 2011)) 
Outline of the I-III2-IV1 SC 3D map seen from the membrane (A) and from the matrix (B) with marked 
cofactors, which are active during electron transport: FMN (blue), Fe-S clusters (purple), 
quinols/stigmatelins - a potent inhibitor of the quinol oxidation (Qo) site of the CIII2 (green), hemes (red), 
copper ions (orange). Electron trajectories are marked in black arrows/lines. The dashed circle marks the 
distal cyt c binding site on CIII2, unoccupied in the SC. The shortest distances from the cyt c binding sites on 
CIII2 to the site of cyt c oxidation on CIV are indicated by straight arrows. Matrix (MA), inner 
mitochondrial membrane (M), intermembrane space (IM), ubiquinol (UQ), cytochrome c (Cyt c). Scale bar, 
10 nm. 
 

 
1.3.2 Assembly and stabilization of respiratory supercomplexes 

True mechanism of interaction of RC complexes into higher SCs is incompletely 

understood yet. Because of many suggested functions of RC SCs and their proposed dynamic 

formation depending on many physiological and pathophysiological factors, it is not excluded, that 

more than one type of assembly mechanism exists. These complicated structures may originate 

from the ordered associations of fully assembled individual RC complexes as was initially 
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concluded from analysis of time course incorporation of metabolic-labeled mitochondrial subunits 

into RC complexes and SCs by pulse-chase experiments (Acin-Perez R. et al., 2008). Assembly of 

individual complexes preceded the formation of complete SCs and interestingly, I-III2 SC appeared 

to be synthesized earlier than I-III2-IVn SCs, despite the fact, that CIV was already fully assembled. 

Later on, another mechanism of SCs assembly was proposed, where CI assembly pathway is linked 

with I-III2-IV1 formation independently on assembly of individual CIII2 and CIV (Fig. 14) 

(Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012). This mechanism is supported by the observations that 830 kDa 

subassembly of CI, the first supercomplex assembly intermediate (SC1),  interacts with CIII core 

subunits into partially assembled SCs in patients´ cells and mutant mice tissues (Lazarou M. et al., 

2007; Calvaruso M. A. et al., 2012; Fernandez-Vizarra E. et al., 2009) and that COX subunits  

preferentially accumulate in SCs in patients cells with COX assembly defect (Lazarou M. et al., 

2009). Importantly, the respirasome assembly model could also explain RC combined defects in 

patients, i.e. when defects in the correct assembly of CIII are present as combined complex III/I 

defects at the protein level, or when CIV deficiencies lead to pleiotropic CI defects that in turn lead 

to the accumulation of CI 830 kDa subassembly, or when failure in the insertion of Rieske protein 

into CIII may causes secondary CI and CIV deficiencies in humans (Schagger H. et al., 2004; 

Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012; Calvaruso M. A. et al., 2012; Moran M. et al., 2010).   

 

Figure 14. Model for the assembly of mitochondrial 
SCs (adapted from (Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012)) 
At first, assembled and fully active CIII and CIV reach a 
threshold that probably triggers the accumulation of their 
free subunits and subassemblies. The assembly of 
∼830 kDa CI intermediate, the first SC assembly 
intermediate (SC1), also initiates. Then, CIII subunit 
CORE2 and CIV subunits COX4 and COX5a bind to form 
a second SC assembly intermediate (SC2). The 
incorporations of CI NDUFS4 and CIV COX2 subunits, 
and maybe other free RC subunits or subassemblies, take 
place in a third stage (SC3). In the fourth stage (SC4), the 
catalytic CIII RISP and CIV COX1 subunits and the 
structural CIV subunit COX6c incorporate to the 
supercomplexes. In the latest SC assembly step (SC5), the 
catalytic subunits from the CI NADH dehydrogenase 
module associate with SC4 prior to the respirasome 
activation. 
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Many studies now focus on finding assembly proteins, which could mediate or regulate SCs 

formation. Identification of specific SCs assembly factors and their mutations affecting the SCs 

formation could lead to clarify more the physiological relevance/functions of the respiratory SCs. 

Considering the I-III2-IV1 assembly mechanism linked with CI biogenesis, CI assembly protein 

NDUFAF2 could be one of the SCs assembly chaperone candidates. It participates in a late stage of 

CI assembly and it binds to the 830 kDa subcomplex enabling the insertion of the N catalytic 

module into the complex that is actually one of the last steps in the I-III2-IV1 assembly pathway 

(Moreno-Lastres D. et al., 2012). HIG2A, a mammalian homolog of yeast RCF1, supposedly 

promoting the stability of III2-IV1-2 SCs, was suggested to stabilize of CIV SCs formation, as 

knockdown of HIG2A in mouse cells caused depletion of SCs containing COX (Chen Y. C. et al., 

2012). Because the decreased level of SCs was accompanied with slight reduction of CIV level and 

increased CIV subassemblies, its role as specific CIV SCs assembly factor is therefore disputable. 

COX7a2l, SC assembly factor I (SCAFI) respectively, was found to modulate III2-IV1-2 interactions 

without affecting the stability of the individual complexes in some mice strains, whereas presence 

of its short isoform in given strains was found to preclude SC formation (Lapuente-Brun E. et al., 

2013). However, this was challenged by others, demonstrating CIV SCs formation in mice 

irrespective of COX7a2l isoform present (Mourier A. et al., 2014).  

Lipid-protein interactions provide flexible interface between RC complexes, which 

maintain them together. The specific mitochondrial anionic phospholipid cardiolipin (CL) seems to 

have one of the central role in formation, stabilization and structural organization of respiratory 

SCs (Paradies G. et al., 2014; Mileykovskaya E. and Dowhan W., 2014). Moreover, CL molecules 

were found as integral part of mammalian respiratory enzymes CI, CIII and CIV modulating their 

functions and thus participating on the coupled electron transfer process (Fry M. and Green D. E., 

1981; Robinson N. C., 1993; Paradies G. et al., 2004). CL is embedded in the IMM and has 

specific conical structure formed by double glycerophosphate backbone and four fatty acyl side 

chains (Chicco A. J. and Sparagna G. C., 2007). Recent studies showing three-dimensional density 

maps of atomic models of purified mammalian and yeast SCs revealed spaces in transmembrane 

domains of individual complexes forming respiratory SCs filled with phospholipids. About 200 

CLs were estimated to be bound in the bovine I-III2-IV1 respirasome (Althoff T. et al., 2011) and 

50 CLs in the yeast III2-IV2 SC (Mileykovskaya E. et al., 2012) suggesting, that CL possibly acts 

as a glue between the transmembrane parts of SCs components. The exact explanation of how CLs 
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participate in overall processes of individual complexes/SCs assembly and how modulate their 

activity remains unexplored yet. For instance, negatively charged CL head groups are supposed to 

participate in attracting of cyt c to the I-III2-IV1 SC (Althoff T. et al., 2011). The essential role of 

CL in SCs formation in yeast S. cerevisiae was demonstrated after mixing of the purified 

complexes III and IV into liposomes of different phospholipid composition. Presence of CL in 

proteoliposomes clearly resulted in III2-IV1 and III2-IV2 reconstitution (Bazan S. et al., 2013). The 

yeast mutant lacking CL was characterized by significantly decreased and unstable III2-IV2 SC and 

other phospholipids increased in this mutant strain, like phosphatidylethanolamine or 

phosphatidylglycerol, but could not substitute for CL and thus SCs dissociated (Zhang M. et al., 

2002). In humans, mutation in Tafazzin gene, coding for a putative phospholipid acyltranferase that 

is involved in the remodeling of CL, was described in patients with Barth syndrome, a cardio-

skeletal myopathy with neutropenia. Resulting loss of mature CL causes weakening of interactions 

between complexes I, III and IV and thus destabilizes respiratory chain SCs I-III2-IVn and I-III2 

(McKenzie M. et al., 2006).  

 

1.4 COX disorders 

Mitochondrial diseases caused by COX defects belong to the most severe ones, which can 

affect single or multiple organs (DiMauro S. et al., 2012; Shoubridge E. A., 2001). Mutations in the 

mtDNA-encoded COX subunit genes are relatively rare and present with variable clinical 

phenotypes ranging from isolated myopathy to multisystem disease and with onset from late 

childhood to adulthood. In contrast, the most of isolated COX deficiencies caused by mutations in 

nuclear-encoded genes are inherited as autosomal recessive disorders and generally present with 

early onset and fatal outcome. The first reported COX deficiency was published in 1977 and 

represented the patient with the typical subacute necrotizing encephalomyelopathy called Leigh 

syndrome (LS) (Willems J. L. et al., 1977). Over the time, the LS alone or associated with 

cardiopathy, hepatopathy or nephropathy was found as the most common neurological disorder 

linked with COX defects. 

 

COX deficiencies caused by mutations in the mitochondrial genome 

In all three mtDNA-encoded genes COX1, COX2 and COX3 numerous pathogenic 

mutations have been reported. The clinical manifestations are often less severe and have later onset 
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compared to those associated with nuclear COX defects, which could be partly explained by 

heteroplasmy of mtDNA mutations - the coexistence of normal and mutated mtDNA in the same 

cell (Rossignol R. et al., 1999). Pathological changes occur when the amount of mutated mtDNA 

exceeds a certain threshold. The threshold effect is tissue specific, thus cells/tissues are differently 

sensitive to given mtDNA mutation. Mutations in mtDNA-encoded COX genes cause many 

clinical manifestations of different severity and most of them are listed in MITOMAP 

(http://www.mitomap.org). 

 In COX1 gene, the following heteroplasmic mutations were described: T7445C mutation 

leading to an alteration of the COX1 stop codon associated with deafness-sensory neural hearing 

loss (Reid F. M. et al., 1994), 5-bp microdeletion located in the 5' end of the COX1 gene causing an 

isolated motor neuron disease (MND) (Comi G. P. et al., 1998), a nonsense mutation G6930A in a 

multisystem disorder  (Bruno C. et al., 1999), the A7445G substitution changing the final residue 

of the COX1 stop codon associated with deafness (Pandya A. et al., 1999), two heteroplasmic 

point mutations T6742C and T6721C affecting the same transmembrane helix within COX1 

causing idiopathic sideroblastic anemia (Gattermann N. et al., 1997), heteroplasmic C6489A 

missense mutation showing 90% mutated mtDNA in muscle fibers of a patient with therapy-

resistant epilepsy (Varlamov D. A. et al., 2002), a nonsense mutation G5920A in the COX I gene in 

muscle mtDNA in mitochondrial myopathy and exercise intolerance (Karadimas C. L. et al., 2000), 

G6708A nonsense mutation in mitochondrial myopathy and rhabdomyolysis (Kollberg G. et al., 

2005), G6955A transition in the COX1 gene in a patient with a moderate mental retardation and a 

mild exercise intolerance (Herrero-Martin M. D. et al., 2008) or a novel heteroplasmic mutation 

7402delC causing frameshift and a premature termination codon leading to muscle weakness, 

epilepsy and slow neurological deterioration (Debray F. G. et al., 2014). 

 Mutations in COX2 gene comprise T7587C mutation, which changes the initiation codon of 

COX2 and associates with encephalomyopathy (Clark K. M. et al., 1999), the nonsense mutation 

G7896A in the COX2 gene in a patient with early-onset multisystem disease and COX deficiency 

in muscle (Campos Y. et al., 2001), 8042delA frame-shift mutation producing a truncated COX2 

protein leading to encephalomyopathy and severe lactic acidosis (Wong L. J. et al., 2001), 

missense mutation T7671A and T7989C sporadic mutation in COX2 associated with mitochondrial 

myopathy (Rahman S. et al., 1999; McFarland R. et al., 2004), A8108G (p.I175V) mutation 

http://www.mitomap.org/�
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causing deafness-sensory neural hearing loss (Wang Q. et al., 2005) and G7970T nonsense 

mutation causing multisystemic disease with myopathy (Horvath R. et al., 2005).  

 Among described mutations in COX3 gene belong a homoplasmic 9537insC frameshift 

mutation in a patient with severe lactic acidosis and Leigh-like syndrome (Tiranti V. et al., 2000), 

G9952A mutation, heteroplasmic in the patient's skeletal muscle, causing encephalomyopathy 

(Hanna M. G. et al., 1998), missense T9957C mutation associated with mitochondrial 

encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) (Manfredi G. et al., 1995), 

15-bp microdeletion in a highly conserved region of the COX3 in a patient with recurrent 

myoglobinuria and myopathy (Keightley J. A. et al., 1996), heteroplasmic missense mutation 

T9789C leading to exercise intolerance and rhabdomyolysis (Horvath R. et al., 2005), single base 

pair deletion 9559delC associated with rhabdomyolysis (Marotta R. et al., 2011) or heteroplasmic 

G9276C mutation affecting stability of COX3 in a patient with mitochondrial diabetes (MD) and 

deafness associated with nephropathy (Tabebi M. et al., 2015). 

A very rare mtDNA mutation was investigated in two patients in the ATP6 gene - a 2 bp 

microdeletion at positions 9205 and 9206 (9205delTA), respectively, which cancels the STOP 

codon of ATP6 gene and the cleavage site between the RNAs for ATP6 and COX3 (Seneca S. et al., 

1996; Jesina P. et al., 2004). The mutation leads to combined ATP synthase/COX defect, detected 

as instability of the ATP synthase complex and alteration in COX assembly process. Patients 

markedly differed in clinical manifestations of the 9205delTA microdeletion, the first presented 

with relatively mild phenotype (seizures with several episodes of transient lactic acidosis), but the 

other one had severe encephalopathy and hyperlactacidaemia. The reason of different phenotypes 

was found to be a level of heteroplasmy of the mutation, which exceeded the threshold for 

induction of pathological changes in the second patient (Hejzlarova K. et al., 2015). 

 

Also point mutations of mt-tRNA genes and large scale deletions in mtDNA affect 

mitochondrial protein synthesis and thus can negatively influence all respiratory chain complexes 

including COX. These mutations are usually associated with multisystem disorders and ragged-red 

fibers (RRF) in the muscle biopsy due to massive subsarcolemal proliferation of COX deficient 

mitochondria. RRF intensively react with the succinate dehydrogenase (nDNA encoded) but stain 

weakly for the COX activity (affected by mtDNA mutations) (DiMauro S. and Schon E. A., 2001; 

DiMauro S., 2004). Here are examples of clinical phenotypes/syndromes linked to COX defects:    
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 MELAS (encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes syndrome) 

phenotype is typically caused by point mutations in mt-tRNALeu or mt-tRNAGln (MITOMAP, 

http://www.mitomap.org) and usually COX-positive muscle fibers are observed. This could be 

explained, that mutational load in muscle of patients with typical MELAS does not surpass the 

extremely high threshold needed to impair COX activity (Petruzzella V. et al., 1994; DiMauro S. 

and Schon E. A., 2001). 

In case of MERRF (myoclonic epilepsy and ragged red fiber disease), point mutations in 

e.g. mt-tRNALys, mt-tRNAIle or mt-tRNAPhe were described (MITOMAP, 

http://www.mitomap.org), besides other symptoms, leading to COX-deficient muscle fibers. In 

patient with the most common mutation A8344G of tRNALys, decreased COX activity was also 

found in fibroblasts with 89% mutated mtDNA (Antonicka H. et al., 1999). 

Infantile reversible COX deficiency syndrome (termed also “benign reversible myopathy”) 

is caused by a homoplasmic mitochondrial T14674C mutation at the discriminator base (at the 3′ -

end) of mt-tRNAGlu (Horvath R. et al., 2009). Some of the patients recover completely within 

infancy/childhood, however, many patients are left with mild residual myopathy. At the beginning 

of disease, COX1-3 subunits were found to be markedly decreased, but not later in life. 

Large-scale deletions of mtDNA, which could be partial deletions or partial duplications 

(Zeviani M. and Di Donato S., 2004), are associated with three main clinical syndromes: Pearson’s 

syndrome (Pearson Marrow/Pancreas Syndrome) - sideroblastic anemia and exocrine pancreas 

dysfunction, Kearn-Sayre Syndrome (KSS) - multisystem disorder with progressive external 

ophthalmoplegia (PEO) and pigmentary retinopathy, and sporadic PEO with RRF. A common 4.9 

kb deletion is frequently seen in these patients. Variably severe defects of COX activity were found 

to associate with defects in other RC complexes (Moraes C. T. et al., 1989; Trounce I. et al., 1991; 

Yamamoto M. et al., 1991). 

 

COX deficiencies caused by mutations in the nuclear genome 

Up to date, only a few mutations in nuclear genes coding for COX subunits have been 

described. In the first case, a homozygous mutation (c.G221A substitution) in exon 2 of COX6B1 

gene leading to decreased activity and stability of COX holoenzyme was found in two children 

with early onset leukodystrophic encephalopathy, myopathy and growth retardation (Massa V. et 

al., 2008). Another missense mutation (p.R20C) in the COX6B1 gene was described in a patient 

http://www.mitomap.org/�
http://www.mitomap.org/�
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with isolated COX deficiency manifesting with encephalomyopathy, hydrocephalus and 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Abdulhag U. N. et al., 2015). Three new mutation in COX7B gene 

were identified by mutational analysis in females with microphthalmia with linear skin lesions 

(MLS) - a heterozygous 1 bp deletion c.196delC (leading to a frameshift) in exon 3 of COX7B, a 

heterozygous splice mutation (c.A41-2G) in intron 1 and a heterozygous nonsense mutation 

(c.C55T) in the second exon of COX7B. Impaired COX7B affected COX assembly process, COX 

activity and mitochondrial respiration (Indrieri A. et al., 2012). 

 

 Isolated COX deficiency is most often caused by mutations in nuclear genes of COX 

assembly factors. Defects in COX assembly factors lead to incompletely assembled COX enzyme 

with reduced regulatory activity causing fatal infantile mitochondrial diseases.  

Mutations in SCO2 gene coding for metallochaperone involved in mitochondrial copper 

delivery cause very severe clinical phenotype manifesting as a fatal, early onset hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy with encephalopathy (Papadopoulou L. C. et al., 1999; Jaksch M. et al., 2000; 

Gurgel-Giannetti J. et al., 2013). The fatal infantile presentation is typical of compound 

heterozygote patients, who usually harbor the common missense mutation G1541A resulting in an 

E140K substitution adjacent to the highly conserved CxxxC metal-binding site (Leary S. C. et al., 

2006). In turn, homozygosity for this mutation is associated with longer survival (Vesela K. et al., 

2008). Among 50 patients with mutations in SCO2, strict prevalence was described just for E140K 

mutation (Gurgel-Giannetti J. et al., 2013). Several other SCO2 mutations cause severe COX 

deficiency that is tissue-specific, affecting mainly cardiac and skeletal muscle. For instance, two 

compound heterozygote patients with C1280T transition creating a stop codon at Gln-53 (Q53X), 

and a G1541A transition converting Glu-140 to Lys (E140K) were described and also one patient 

with the same G1541A (E140K) mutation plus a C1797T transition converting Ser-225 to Phe 

(Papadopoulou L. C. et al., 1999). Mutations in the other copper chaperone SCO1 are rather rare 

and are associated with completely different phenotypes. In case of SCO1 gene, compound 

heterozygosity was reported in a family with hepatopathy and neonatal ketoacidosis comas (Valnot 

I., Osmond S. et al., 2000): 2-bp frameshift deletion (363delGA) resulting in a premature stop 

codon and a highly unstable mRNA and C520T mutation changed a highly conserved proline 

(P174L) adjacent to the putative CxxxC copper binding domain. G132S mutation in the 

juxtamembrane region of SCO1 was also described in a patient presented with early onset 
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hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, encephalopathy, hypotonia and hepatopathy (Stiburek L. et al., 

2009). Described mutations of COA6 gene (W66R) lead to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in 

patients (Baertling F. et al., 2015). COA6 protein selectively interacts with SCO2 in a COX2-

dependent manner. Because pathogenic amino acid substitutions in both SCO2 and COA6 

destabilize complex formation, the observed cardiac defect is most likely linked with 

destabilization of SCO2/COA6 interaction (Pacheu-Grau D. et al., 2015). 

Mutations in COX10 and COX15 genes, coding for factors involved in the heme a 

biosynthetic pathway lead to different clinical presentation also with fatal outcome early on life. 

COX10 encodes the heme o synthase that catalyzes the first step in the conversion of protoheme to 

heme o. The first homozygous mutation (C612A transversion) in COX10 was reported by (Valnot 

I., von Kleist-Retzow J. C. et al., 2000) with the major effect on the level of subunit COX2 in a 

patient presented with tubulopathy and leukodystrophy. Other patients with heterozygous missense 

mutations in COX10 presented with anemia, sensorineural deafness and hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy or with anemia and Leigh syndrome (Antonicka H., Leary S. C. et al., 2003). 

COX15 encodes the heme a synthase, which catalyzes the final step of heme a synthesis. Mutation 

in COX15 gene causing fatal infantile, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy associated with isolated COX 

deficiency was identified in a patient with a missense mutation (C700T) on one allele, and a splice-

site mutation in intron 3 on the other allele (C447-3G), resulting in a deletion of exon 4 and in an 

unstable mRNA (Antonicka H., Mattman A. et al., 2003). Typical LS was diagnosed in two 

patients, the first with homozygous missense mutation C700T (R217W) (Oquendo C. E. et al., 

2004) and the other compound heterozygous patient with C503G transversion, introduces a 

premature stop codon in exon 4 and a T1081C missense transition in exon 8 (Bugiani M. et al., 

2005). 

A homozygous mutation c.G157C (p.A53P) in C2orf64 gene was described in two siblings 

affected by fatal neonatal cardiomyopathy. C2orf64 is the human ortholog of yeast PET191, which 

encodes the COX assembly protein Pet191p. Disturbed COX assembly process in patient 

fibroblasts indicates involvement of C2orf64 in an early step of the COX assembly as well 

(Huigsloot M. et al., 2011).  

A novel mutation affecting the translation of COX1 subunit was described in five children 

of consanguineous family with slowly progressive Leigh syndrome (Weraarpachai W. et al., 2009). 

A homozygous single-base-pair insertion in CCDC44 gene, which encodes TACO1, a translational 
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activator of COX1,  led to decreased level of mRNA and a specific defect in the synthesis of COX1 

and thus, to COX deficiency. The COX-deficient French Canadian type of LS (common in 

Sagueney-Lac St-Jean region of Quebec) is almost always caused by mutations in LRPPRC gene, 

which encodes an mRNA-binding protein likely involved with mtDNA transcript processing 

(Mootha V. K., Lepage P. et al., 2003). In the presence of the common C1119T transition in exon 9 

(predicting a missense A354V change), the translation of COX1 and COX3 was specifically 

reduced (Xu F. et al., 2004). COX assembly defect and a specific decrease in the synthesis of 

COX1 was also found to be caused by a homozygous missense mutation (c.G88A) in C12orf62 

gene in a patient with severe congenital lactic acidosis and dysmorphic features (Weraarpachai W. 

et al., 2012). C12orf62 codes for a very small (6 kDa), uncharacterized, single-transmembrane 

protein, which was suggested to be required for coordination of the early steps of COX assembly 

with the synthesis of COX1 subunit. 

SURF1 gene mutations are described below more in detail. 

 

1.4.1 SURF1 gene mutations in humans 

 Mutations in the SURF1 gene were found to be the most frequent cause of COX deficiency 

manifesting as typical autosomal recessive Leigh syndrome (LS). The SURF1 gene is located on 

chromosome 9q34 in a highly conserved cluster of six housekeeping genes (SURF1-SURF6) and is 

ubiquitously expressed (Zhu Z. et al., 1998; Poyau A. et al., 1999). It consists of nine exons 

spanning almost 5000bp and codes for 300 amino acid SURF1 protein, see section 1.2.4. 

The first case of COX-deficient LS was reported in 1977 (Willems J. L. et al., 1977), but 

the SURF1 gene, mutated in LS, was discovered more than ten years later in human LS fibroblasts 

using complementation analyses (Zhu Z. et al., 1998; Tiranti V. et al., 1998). The LS manifests 

usually several months after birth as a fatal neurodegenerative mitochondrial disorder, originally 

described by Leigh (Leigh D., 1951) many years before the association of LS with a dysfunction of 

various steps of mitochondrial RC and energetic metabolism was revealed. The typical course of 

LS, the neonatal subacute necrotizing encephalomyelopathy, includes symmetrical lesions in the 

basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum or brain stem on magnetic resonance imaging, 

neurodevelopmental regression, brain stem and basal ganglia signs (as e.g. ataxia, dystonia, optic 

atrophy, myopathic facies), failure to thrive, lactic acidosis and other manifestations with death 

often occurring before the age of 10 years (Leigh D., 1951; Rahman S. et al., 1996). Patients with 
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atypical course LS were also described without lactic acidosis or unique brain lesions (Lee I. C. et 

al., 2012).  

In recent study, 74 known SURF1 gene mutations linked to LS and atypical LS have been 

summarized (Fig. 15) (Lee I. C. et al., 2012), but without genotype-phenotype correlation (Aulbert 

W. et al., 2014; Piekutowska-Abramczuk D., Magner M., et al. 2009; Piekutowska-Abramczuk D., 

Popowska E. et al., 2009; Bruno C. et al., 2002; Tanigawa J. et al., 2012; van Riesen A. K. et al., 

2006). Approximately 22% (16/74) of SURF1 gene mutations are located in exon 8 suggesting an 

important function for this region. 

 
 

Figure 15. The alignment of the 74 mutations of SURF1 on the DNA and the encoded protein (adapted 
from (Lee I. C. et al., 2012)) 
Bold and underline indicate the novel mutation described in (Lee I. C. et al., 2012). N-TM indicates the N-
terminal transmembrane domain of SURF1 protein extending from protein position 61 to 79, C-TM 
indicates C-terminal transmembrane domain extending from protein position 274 to 290. The coding 
sequence includes: exon 1 (1 to 55), exon 2 (56 to 107), exon 3 (108 to 240), exon 4 (241 to 323), exon 5 
(324 to 515), exon 6 (516 to 588), exon 7 (589 to 751), exon 8 (752 to 835), and exon 9 (836 to 903). 
 

The SURF1 mutation responsible for the first reported case of LS due to COX defect 

(Willems J. L. et al., 1977) was characterized as late as the 2006 by (Coenen M. J. et al., 2006). A 

homozygous transition (G370A) in the SURF1 cDNA (substitution of a highly conserved glycine 

by arginine G124R in the protein) was a cause of reduced amount of COX due to assembly defect. 
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Among the first LS patients, who were screened for mutations were those with: heterozygous 

mutation - C765T mutation producing a nonsense codon in exon 7 and a T337+2C mutation in the 

donor splice site of intron 4, heterozygous mutation - an insertion/deletion mutation in exon 4 

(312ins2del10) creating premature stop codon and a 2-bp deletion in exon 9 removing three CT 

repeats between positions 855 and 860, homozygous insertion mutation 882insT in exon 9 and also 

2-bp deletion 845_846delCT producing a premature stop codon at nt 867 in one homozygous and 

two compound heterozygous patients. All of these mutations resulted in reduced SURF1 transcript 

stability (Zhu Z. et al., 1998; Tiranti V. et al., 1998). 

Over the years and with the growing number of established SURF1 deficient LS patients, 

the most common mutation among reported cases is the deletion c.845_846delCT in Slavonic 

population and the deletion c.312_321del10insAT in non-Slavonic population (Bohm M. et al., 

2006; Sue C. M. et al., 2000). Mutations in the SURF1 gene have been subdivided into three 

groups: insertion/deletion mutations, missense/nonsense mutations and mutations in splicing sites 

(Pequignot M. O. et al., 2001). All deletion/insertion mutations introduce a frameshift in the open 

reading frame and create a premature stop codon resulting in truncated SURF1 protein. This type 

of mutation have been already described in all nine exons. Interestingly, a few patients with more 

favorable course of LS were described with longer survival (beyond 10 years): e.g. one with 

heterozygous mutations c.C688T and 806_820 dup15 (Moslemi A. R. et al., 2003) or the other one 

with c.312_321delinsAT and c.572_573insCCCT mutations (Salviati L. et al., 2004). As proposed 

in (Lee I. C. et al., 2012) with the identification of new SURF1 mutation in patients with longer 

survival than usual (heterozygous c.653_654delCT and c.807_810del4ins9 or c.845_846delCT and 

c.T269C mutations), frameshift mutations resulting in SURF1 protein truncations closer to the C-

terminus may support some residual function, resulting in a milder phenotype. Missense mutations 

of SURF1 may result in normal mRNA levels, however, this mRNA could be translated into an 

unstable protein that is readily degraded (Yao J. and Shoubridge E. A., 1999). These mutations 

were suggested to correlate with prolonged survival of LS patients over 4 years (Piekutowska-

Abramczuk D., Magner M. et al., 2009). Late onset and mild LS phenotype was suggested to be 

characteristic of patients carrying at least one SURF1 missense mutation, as e.g. dinucleotide 

deletion c.845_846delCT on one allele and c.A821G (p.Y274C) substitution on the second allele or 

a homozygous missense mutation c.T269C. In case of c.T269C mutation, the authors detected a 
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small amount of SURF1 protein on western blot that could be the protective against developing a 

severe course of LS (Van Riesen A. et al., 2004).  

 

1.4.2 SURF1-/- mouse model 

To better understand the pathophysiological mechanisms of SURF1 gene mutations and the 

function of SURF1 protein in COX biogenesis, the group of Zeviani has generated two knock-out 

mice (SURF1-/-) models. In the first case, constitutive SURF1-/- mouse was obtained by disrupting 

the SURF1 by targeted insertion of a neomycin cassette and replacement of exons 5 to 7 resulting 

in a high embryonic lethality (Agostino A. et al., 2003). This was subsequently attributed to 

deleterious effects of the presence of the NEO cassette. A few homozygous SURF1-/- mice, who 

survived, were characterized with morphological abnormalities of skeletal muscle, isolated COX 

defect in skeletal muscle, liver and less in brain and heart, but with no overt neurological activity.  

The second SURF1-/- mouse model was generated by the insertion of neomycin cassette 

with loxP sequence in exon 7 to disrupt only the last portion of the gene (Dell'agnello C. et al., 

2007). After the neomycin cassette was excised, SURF1-/- mice were viable. As in the first case, 

these SURF1-/- mice failed to show spontaneous neurodegeneration at any age and were also 

protected from neuronal damage induced by kainic acid, which was accompanied by reduced 

mitochondrial uptake of calcium ions. These animals were smaller at birth, had mild reduction in 

motor skills at adult age and COX activity was found to be mildly reduced in brain, skeletal 

muscle, heart and liver tissues. Interestingly, SURF1-/- mice showed prolonged lifespan, about 5 

months longer compared to wild-type littermates. In C. elegans, RC inhibition, including COX 

inhibition, can result in increased lifespan. Therefore, mild inhibition of RC due to SURF1 absence 

may initiate a protective mechanisms in SURF1-/- mice organism. Indeed, initiation of 

mitochondrial stress response pathways including mitochondrial biogenesis, the UPRMT and Nrf2 

activation and also increased fat utilization and improved insulin sensitivity was observed in 

SURF1-/- mice (Deepa S. S. et al., 2013; Pulliam D. A. et al., 2014). COX biochemical and 

assembly defects were found to be also tissue specific and milder in SURF1-/- mouse than in 

patients with LS due to lack of SURF1 factor (Kovarova N. et al., 2016).  
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2. AIMS OF THE THESIS 

Cytochrome c oxidase (COX) is one of the key enzymes of mitochondrial energetic 

metabolism and its function is regulated by a set of metabolites in response to different 

physiological conditions. Defects of COX in humans lead to a wide variety of disorders with severe 

pathological features and can arise from mutations in mtDNA or nuclear DNA encoded COX 

subunits or from mutations in any of the assembly factors. For several isolated COX deficiencies, 

mouse models were created to better understand the pathophysiological mechanisms of these 

diseases.  

The aim of this thesis was to characterize in detail molecular pathogenic mechanism of 

COX deficiency at the level of COX biogenesis and its regulation when COX defects are caused by 

mutations or knock-out of SURF1 gene, coding for COX-specific assembly protein, or when COX 

deficiency results from mtDNA 9205delTA microdeletion that affects genes encoding 

mitochondrially synthesized COX3 and ATP6 subunits. In addition, the study also focused on 

possible specific interactions of COX enzyme with respiratory chain flavoprotein dehydrogenases. 

The thesis is based on longstanding research of COX pathologies in the Department of 

bioenergetics at the Institute of Physiology CAS, in collaboration with other research teams from 

the 1st Faculty of Medicine, CU in Prague, the Children's Memorial Health Institute in Warsaw, 

Poland, the Molecular Neurogenetics Unit of Institute of Neurology ”C. Besta” in Milano or MRC 

in Cambridge, UK. 

 

Specific aims of the thesis were: 

 

(i) To compare the impact of SURF1 gene mutations on the expression of the OXPHOS genes and 

other pro-mitochondrial genes at the transcriptional and protein levels in SURF1 patients’ 

fibroblast cell lines. 

 

(ii) To investigate the isolated COX defect due to human SURF1 gene mutations with respect of 

the mechanism of COX assembly process and ability of COX to interact into respiratory chain 

supercomplexes.  

(iii) To characterize tissue/cell specificity of  COX defect in SURF1 knock-out mouse and to find 

out interspecies differences in the impaired process of COX biogenesis, from early assembly 
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intermediates to formation of COX supercomplexes in fibroblasts from SURF1 knock-out mouse 

and SURF1 patients. 

(iv) To elucidate mechanism responsible for different severity of clinical manifestations caused by 

9205delTA microdeletion of mtDNA, which impairs the expression of COX3 and ATP6 subunits 

and thus structure and function of COX and ATP synthase (CV). 

(v) To investigate possible non-canonical supercomplex formations as interactions of COX enzyme 

with respiratory chain flavoprotein dehydrogenases  CII (SDH) or mGPDH. 

 

3. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 

The thesis consists of five publications. The first two publications are focused on detailed 

description of isolated COX deficiency in patients’ cells with different mutations of SURF1 gene, 

from whole genome transcript levels determination and the correlation with adaptive changes in 

protein content of other RC complexes, to the disturbed COX assembly pathway due to SURF1 

protein absence, respectively. They further describe species-specific differences in COX assembly 

process in humans and mice and analyze how the COX biogenetic pathway is influenced by human 

SURF1 gene mutation or knock-out of mouse SURF1 gene. Finally, they demonstrate differences 

in kinetics of COX holoenzyme and COX supercomplexes formation that underlie interspecies 

differences in SURF1 absence. 

The third paper addresses COX deficiency due to mtDNA 9205delTA mutation. With the 

help of cybrid cell lines it shows that pathogenic mechanism originating from altered synthesis of 

COX3 subunit depends on steep threshold of mutated mtDNA.  

The fourth and fifth paper are dedicated to rather unexplored theme concerning the possible 

interaction of COX with FAD-dependent RC dehydrogenases CII (SDH) and mGPDH into higher 

structures/supercomplexes in mammalian respiratory chain. 
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1. Adaptation of respiratory chain biogenesis to cytochrome c oxidase deficiency caused by 

SURF1 gene mutations. Nikola Kovářová, Alena Čížková - Vrbacká, Petr Pecina, Viktor 

Stránecký, Ewa Pronicka, Stanislav Kmoch, Josef Houštěk.  Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 2012, 1822: 

1114–1124. IF = 4.882 

This study was based on analysis of fibroblast cell lines from 9 patients with different 

SURF1 gene mutations that are frequent cause of severe COX defects with clinical manifestation of 

the Leigh syndrome - a fatal neurodegenerative disease. These mutations lead to loss of a SURF1 

assembly protein, which is supposed to participate in an early step of COX assembly process 

during the association of COX2 subunit with the assembly intermediate S2 composed of COX1-

COX4-COX5a subunits. We focused first on adaptive-compensatory changes induced by a 

decrease of COX level (to 30%) in SURF1 patient’s mitochondria which resulted in up-regulation 

of OXPHOS complexes I, III and V (130-150%) and accumulation of COX5a subunit. 

We have studied expression of genes coding for OXPHOS structural subunits as well as the 

genes related to mitochondrial biogenesis and functional regulations with respect of changes 

observed in the protein content of OXPHOS complexes. Whole genome expression profiling 

revealed a general decrease of transcriptional activity in SURF1 patient’s cells with the most down-

regulated transcripts for NDUFA4, NDUFB6 of CI and IF1 of CV. Only two mRNA for nuclear 

encoded COX subunits COX7a2 and COX6c corresponded with the decrease of COX complex 

while no significant up-regulation of the regulatory genes of mitochondrial biogenesis was 

observed. The compensatory increase in several OXPHOS complexes therefore originated from 

posttranscriptional changes in later stages of protein biosynthesis.   

Then we investigated alteration of COX assembly process as a consequence of SURF1 

mutations and possible differences in supercomplex (SC) formation due to decreased amount of 

COX. Using 2D electrophoretic analysis we demonstrated that two comigrating COX1 assembly 

intermediates accumulate in the 85-130 kDa region in COX-deficient SURF1 patient fibroblasts. 

The smaller one was the presumed S2 subcomplex consisting of COX1, COX4 and COX5a 

subunits, the bigger one contained large amount of COX1 subunits associated with other 

proteins/complexes that might be connected with COX1 biogenesis. Fully assembled and 

functional COX was preferentially found in I-III2-IV1 SC, possibly to take an advantage of 

substrate channeling through respiratory chain in otherwise energy-deficient SURF1 patients´ cells. 
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Consequently, lack of COX in SURF1 patients further led to accumulation of I-III2 SC and CIII 

dimer, as well as disappearance of COX dimer and III2-IV SC, on the other hand. 

 

2. Tissue- and species-specific differences in cytochrome c oxidase assembly induced by 

SURF1 defects. Nikola Kovářová, Petr Pecina, Hana Nůsková, Marek Vrbacký, Massimo Zeviani, 

Tomáš Mráček, Carlo Viscomi, Josef Houštěk. Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 2016, 1862(4), 705-715. IF 

= 4.882 

In this study we aimed at distinct biochemical phenotype of COX deficiency in mouse and 

humans caused by absence of SURF1 protein, an important ancillary factor needed for efficient 

COX biogenesis. This study was based on collaboration with research group of Prof. Zeviani from 

Molecular Neurogenetics Unit of  Institute of Neurology ”C. Besta” in Milano and MRC in 

Cambridge, who created an unique mouse model of SURF1 gene knock-out (SURF1-/- mouse). 

SURF1-/- knockout in mouse surprisingly results in mild COX deficiency and no neurodegenerative 

disorder in contrast to patients with SURF1 gene mutations, who suffer from severe Leigh 

syndrome. We therefore investigated SURF1-/- mouse tissues and fibroblasts in comparison with 

patient fibroblasts lacking SURF1 protein in a view of impaired COX assembly process and COX 

ability to incorporate into respiratory supercomplexes (SCs). Our results revealed, that COX 

activity was considerably decreased in SURF1 patient fibroblasts compared to SURF1-/- mouse 

tissues/fibroblasts. Using 2D electrophoretic analysis we have found accumulation of abundant 

COX1 assembly intermediates and low content of fully assembled COX monomer preferentially 

recruited into I-III2-IV1 SCs in SURF1 patient fibroblasts, as was actually described in the first 

paper of this thesis. In contrast, SURF1-/- mouse tissues/fibroblasts showed lower accumulation of 

COX1 assembly intermediates, which were markedly variable, milder decrease in COX monomer, 

which appeared more stable, and very low amount of I-III2-IVn SCs. The COX defect was the least 

pronounced in SURF1-/- mouse liver and brain, whereas it was more severe in SURF1-/- mouse 

fibroblasts. We further analyzed kinetics of COX biogenesis in SURF1 patient and SURF1-/- mouse 

fibroblasts by doxycycline reversible arrest of mitochondrial translation and 35S-labeling of 

mtDNA encoded proteins. During the gradual recovery after doxycycline inhibition, COX 

monomer and SCs distributed in rather stable proportion in human control cells while COX 

monomer markedly decreased and formation of SCs was preferred in SURF1 patient cells. In 

SURF1+/+ and SURF1-/- mouse cells, the recovery proceeded mainly to the level of COX monomer 
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and COX SCs formed only temporarily during recovery process. Pulse-chase metabolic labeling 

showed a higher stability of COX monomer and faster degradation/depletion of COX assembly 

intermediates in SURF1-/- mouse fibroblasts, whereas gradually decreasing signal of COX 

monomer was accompanied with persistent abundant COX assembly intermediates in SURF1 

patient cells. Our study thus clearly demonstrated better tolerance of SURF1 protein absence in 

mouse cells compared to SURF1 patient cells, where COX biogenesis is much less effective. 

 

3. Alteration of structure and function of ATP synthase and cytochrome c oxidase by lack of 

Fo-a and COX3 subunits caused by mitochondrial DNA 9205delTA mutation. Kateřina 

Hejzlarová, Vilma Kaplanová, Hana Nůsková, Nikola Kovářová, Pavel Ješina, Zdeněk Drahota, 

Tomáš Mráček, Sara Seneca and Josef Houštěk. Biochemical Journal, 2015, 466: 601–611. IF = 

4.396 

Cytochrome c oxidase (COX) deficiency can be caused also by numerous missense 

mutations in mtDNA encoded subunits. A different type of pathogenic mechanism is represented 

by very rare 9205delTA microdeletion of mtDNA, which removes the STOP codon of MT-ATP6 

gene and alters the splicing site for processing of the polycistronic transcript MT-ATP8/MT-

ATP6/MT-COX3. This mutation was found only in two patients, supposedly harboring 

homoplasmic mutation, but surprisingly presenting with highly different severity of the diseases. In 

fibroblast cells of a patient with fatal clinical course, pronounced decrease of ATP production was 

accompanied with reduced content of COX and altered ATP synthase structure, whereas no 

significant biochemical changes could be observed in a patient with mild phenotype. The possible 

reason could be mtDNA heteroplasmy, which was unmasked during the prolonged cultivation of 

fibroblast cells of the latter patient, where presence of wt mtDNA indicated that negative 

segregation of 9205delTA mutation occurred. Therefore, to learn more about the pathogenic 

mechanism of 9205delTA mutation, cybrid cell lines with different heteroplasmy were prepared, 

ranging from 52% to more than 99% 9205delTA mutation load. In these 9205delTA homoplasmic 

cybrids, the amount of COX3 subunit was strongly reduced as well as other mtDNA coded 

subunits COX1 and COX2, whereas nuclear encoded COX subunits were affected less, compared 

to control wild-type mtDNA homoplasmic cybrid cells. As a consequence, COX biosynthesis was 

strongly diminished but the structure of the enzyme was not influenced. The content of Fo-a 

subunit, coded by MT-ATP6 gene, was also strongly decreased in 9205delTA homoplasmic 
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cybrids, but other ATP synthase subunits were unaffected or even slightly increased. This led to 

alteration of ATP synthase structure, which assembled into 60 kDa smaller enzyme complex 

devoid of Fo-a subunit, retaining hydrolytic activity, but unable to synthetize ATP. Decreased 

amount of COX and non-functional ATP synthase thus prevented the most of the mitochondrial 

ATP production. Normal levels of both COX3 and Fo-a subunits were present up to ~ 90% 

mutation heteroplasmy, whereas above this threshold, the biochemical changes caused by 

9205delTA mutation manifested with steep dependence on increasing mutation load. Importantly, 

the COX activity, ATP synthesis and ADP-stimulated respiration showed the same dependence on 

9205delTA mutation load, thus resulting in near-linear relationship among functional parameters 

and Fo-a and COX3 subunits content. Therefore, different phenotypes observed in the two patients 

could be explained by the threshold effect of 9205delTA mutation originating from a gene-protein 

level. 

 

4. High molecular weight forms of mammalian respiratory chain complex II. Nikola 

Kovářová, Tomáš Mráček, Hana Nůsková, Eliška Holzerová, Marek Vrbacký, Petr Pecina, 

Kateřina Hejzlarová, Katarína Kľučková, Vojtěch Rohlena, Jiří Neužil, Josef Houštěk. PLoS ONE, 

2013, 8(8): e71869. IF = 3.234 

Mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes are known to interact into higher structures - 

supercomplexes (SCs), which can be well preserved in mild detergent solubilizates and isolated by 

native electrophoretic systems. These SCs usually consist of complexes I, III and IV, but 

involvement of complex II (CII), linking respiratory chain with tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, in 

SCs structures remains questionable. In this study we found CII associated in higher molecular 

weight structures (CIIhmw), which were enzymatically active and differed in electrophoretic 

mobility between different tissues (500 - over 1000 kDa) and cultured cells (400 - 670 kDa). 

CIIhmw structures were well resolved only under very mild conditions of isolation, using digitonin 

solubilisation and clear native electrophoresis. In the presence of n-dodecyl-ß-D-maltoside or 

Coomassie blue G dye, routinely used in blue native electrophoretic analysis, CIIhmw were rather 

unstable and readily dissociated into CII monomer and individual subunits. The existence of CIIhmw 

led us therefore to search for possible interaction partners of CII. To test the dependence of CIIhmw 

formation on other respiratory chain complexes we analyzed human fibroblasts with different types 

of OXPHOS defects, ranging from mtDNA devoid cells to isolated OXPHOS defects, including 
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the COX deficient patient fibroblasts with SURF1 gene mutation. Isolated COX defect would 

potentially lead to decrease/absence of CIIhmw structures, if COX interacts with CII. However, clear 

native electrophoretic analysis clearly showed presence of CIIhmw structures in SURF1 patients’ 

cells, as well as in other types of isolated OXPHOS defects. We also did not observe structural 

interactions of CII with other TCA cycle enzymes, but our immunoprecipitation experiments 

pointed to a specific interaction of CII with ATP synthase, which confirmed CII as a structural 

component of mitochondrial ATP-sensitive K+ channel. Thus, our study excluded respiratory chain 

CII to be a part of respirasome SC, but existence of CIIhmw structures indicated, that CII or its 

subunits may have another role beyond direct involvement in the mitochondrial bioenergetics. 

 

5. ROS generation and multiple forms of mammalian mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase. Tomáš Mráček, Eliška Holzerová, Zdeněk Drahota, Nikola Kovářová, Marek 

Vrbacký, Pavel Ješina and Josef Houštěk. Biochim Biophys Acta, 2014, 1837(1):98-111. IF = 5.353 

Mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH) belongs to the group of 

enzymes representing the respiratory chain (RC) but its expression is highly tissue specific. The 

highest activity of mGPDH is known to be in mammalian mitochondria of brown adipose tissue 

(BAT) and in this study we used rat BAT to analyze different forms of mGPDH occurring in vivo. 

Using native electrophoretic systems we found, that mGPDH solubilized by digitonin from BAT 

mitochondria is present in several homooligomeric forms, most likely as dimer, trimer, tetramer but 

also in high molecular weight SCs of more than 1000 kDa. mGPDH SCs were labile in the 

presence Coomassie blue G dye or at increased concentration of detergent digitonin. This suggests, 

that weak electrostatic interactions are responsible for mGPDH SCs formation, similarly as in case 

of CII higher structures described in the study above. As respiratory chain complexes CI, CIII and 

COX interact into SC forms, which may support the electron transport activity of the RC and also 

stability of interacting enzymes, it was of interest to investigate possible interactions of mGPDH 

with other RC complexes. However, detailed electrophoretic analysis did not confirm any 

associations with CI, CIII or COX, although it would make kinetic sense because of sharing of 

common electron transfer pathway. Moreover, mGPDH SCs were capable of ROS production, 

which production could be prevented, if mGPDH was bound in RC SCs ensuing more efficient 

channeling of electrons to COX. 
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Contributions of dissertant to these publications 

All the findings presented in the five studies above are results of teamwork, the following 

are the concrete contributions of the dissertant: 

 

1. Cultivation of control and SURF1 protein deficient human and mouse skin fibroblast cell lines, 

isolation of cell membranes and mitochondria from fibroblast cell lines and isolation of 

mitochondria from different types of rodent tissues. 

2. Quantification of OXPHOS complexes using SDS electrophoresis in combination with 

immunodetection, structural determination of COX subcomplexes and respiratory chain 

supercomplexes using different native and two-dimensional electrophoretic systems in combination 

with immunodetection. 

3. In-gel activity measurements of OXPHOS complexes. 

4. Spectrophotometric activity measurements of OXPHOS complexes. 

5. Immunoprecipitation analysis for determination of CII interaction partners in its higher 

structures. 

6. Proteomic analysis of COX subcomplexes and CII higher structures: preparing of samples for 

mass spectrometry using in-gel digestion of proteins isolated by native electrophoretic systems.  

7. Doxycycline treatment and pulse-chase metabolic labeling of mtDNA encoded proteins of 

control and SURF1 protein deficient human and mouse skin fibroblast cell lines. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 Based on the results obtained in studies summarized in the thesis, the following conclusions 

can be made: 

1.   Decreased content of COX in SURF1 patients’ fibroblasts was accompanied by the 

compensatory upregulation of complex I, III and V, which originated from posttranscriptional 

events, because no specific upregulations of OXPHOS genes or mitochondrial regulatory genes at 

the level of mRNA expression could be observed. 

SURF1 gene mutations lead to disturbed COX assembly process characterized by 

accumulation of abundant COX1 assembly intermediates - the S2 subcomplex containing COX1-

COX4-COX5a subunits, which comigrate with subcomplex(es) containing COX1 and perhaps 
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other proteins, respectively. This may reflect the impaired efficacy of COX1 biogenesis and its 

delayed interaction with other COX subunits due to SURF1 protein absence. 

Decreased amount of fully assembled COX is preferentially recruited into respiratory I-III2-

IV1 SC in SURF1 patient cells, which is supposed to stabilize the COX enzyme and enables 

substrate channeling for more efficient energy production. 

COX assembly kinetics was considerably different in SURF1 patient cells compared to 

control cells. Newly synthetized COX monomer was unstable, rapidly decreased, and only small 

amount was bound into I-III2-IV1 SC, whereas incomplete COX forms accumulated over the course 

of time in SURF1 patient cells. Control cells, in contrast, gradually established a distribution 

balance among COX SCs, monomer and subcomplexes. 

 

2. In SURF1-/- mouse with knock-out of SURF1 gene, the amount and activity of COX 

enzyme was decreased, the decrease was tissue/cell specific, but was not as pronounced as in 

SURF1 patient cells. COX1 assembly intermediates accumulated due to SURF1 protein absence 

and again varied among different tissues and fibroblasts. 

An important difference between SURF1-/- mouse and SURF1 patient fibroblasts we 

uncovered was, that I-III2-IVn SCs represented just a small portion of the total COX content and 

COX monomer remained the dominant form in mouse cells. This pattern was characteristic also for 

mouse control cells. 

Assembly kinetics of COX proceed mainly at the level of COX monomer and COX assembly 

intermediates over the course of time in SURF1-/- mouse cells, newly synthetized COX monomer 

was more stable and COX assembly intermediates were faster depleted/degraded compared to 

SURF1 patient fibroblasts. SURF1 protein thus seems to be more required for effective COX 

assembly process in humans, than in mouse.  

 

3.         Detailed study of cybrid cell lines with different mutation load of 9205delTA mutation in 

mtDNA affecting synthesis of Fo-a and COX3 subunits explained different severity of pathogenic 

phenotypes in two patients. The disease manifestation was ascribed to the level of heteroplasmy 

exceeding the 90% threshold of the mutation that was linked with formation of incomplete ATP 
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synthase unable to synthetize ATP due to the lack of Fo-a subunit and with decreased level of 

COX3 subunit that led to downregulation of assembled COX enzyme. In these pathogenic 

conditions caused by threshold effect of 9205delTA mutation, the combined defect of both ATP 

synthase and COX prevented the most of the mitochondrial energy production. 

 

4.          COX interactions with RC flavin dehydrogenases CII (SDH) and mGPDH into higher 

molecular weight structures were not found/confirmed despite application of several approaches 

previously utilized to uncover such a type of interactions. These enzymes perhaps occur mainly in 

their multimeric forms or form SCs with other proteins with the functional relevance beyond the 

RC, as mitochondrial ATP-sensitive K+ channel in case of CII. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 COX is structurally and functionally very complicated protein complex, which correct and 

exact assembly process depends on many ancillary proteins, among which belongs also the SURF1 

protein. Mutations in SURF1 gene lead to absence of this protein, resulting in severe COX defects 

manifesting as fatal neurodegenerative Leigh syndrome within several months after the birth. On 

the contrary, knockout of SURF1 gene in mouse organism is accompanied by much less 

pronounced COX defect that does not lead to development of any associated pathology as 

exemplified by uncompromised lifespan and welfare of these animals.  

In analyzed fibroblast cell lines of patients with different SURF1 gene mutations, main 

changes were observed at the level of protein expression. Decreased amount of COX holoenzyme 

to about 30% was accompanied by upregulation of other OXPHOS complexes I, III and V, most 

likely as a compensatory reaction of SURF1 patient´s cells, which was not observed in mRNA 

transcript levels. However, this adaptive upregulations did not rescue disturbed energetic 

metabolism due to the severe COX defect. It seems, that compensatory upregulations of OXPHOS 

or other mitochondrial proteins are rather frequent responses of cells/tissues to mitochondrial 

disorders. For instance, increased amount of COX and CIII was found in fibroblasts of patients 

with isolated deficiency of ATP synthase due to TMEM70 gene mutation. As in SURF1 patient 

fibroblasts, mRNA transcript levels of respective proteins were not changed (Havlickova 

Karbanova V. et al., 2012). Increased amounts of ANT and PIC (ADP/ATP translocase and 
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inorganic phosphate carrier, respectively) in fibroblasts from ATP synthase deficient patients 

(Nuskova H. et al., 2015) or accumulated level of CII in ragged-red muscle fibers of MERRF 

patients (DiMauro S. and Schon E. A., 2001) may be other examples, how cells/tissues respond to 

given pathophysiologic state. Nevertheless, the functional relevance of such adaptive changes is 

mostly questionable.  

COX assembly pathway was markedly affected at first steps in SURF1 patient’s cells, S2 

assembly intermediate accumulated together with another COX assembly intermediate containing 

COX1 subunit. It means, that SURF1 protein absence led to disturbed/slowed down biogenesis of 

COX1 and also impaired subsequent process of COX assembly, from interaction of COX2 subunit 

with S2 intermediate up to final COX monomer. Interestingly, as a reaction on COX defect, fully 

assembled COX monomer was preferentially incorporated into I-III2-IV1 SC in SURF1 patient’s 

cells. COX usually interacts into large SCs, but its significant portion occurs in monomeric form in 

control cells. Because COX is dramatically decreased in SURF1 patient cells, its preferred 

incorporation into SC structure could improve COX stabilization and help the  cells to cope partly 

with the energetic deficiency, considering the advantage of direct electron transfer from CI to COX 

in SCs. In previous study of Pecina et al. (Pecina P. et al., 2003) it was shown, that the functional 

properties of COX were considerably altered in SURF1 patient’s cells. The enzyme seems to have 

upregulated electron transfer activity, which could be explained by the fact, that major portion of 

COX associated in SCs participates in electron transfer from substrate to oxygen. On the other 

hand, impaired proton pumping activity of COX and decreased affinity to oxygen (Pecina P. et al., 

2004) may underline the pathologic phenotype of SURF1 mutations in patients. 

 In mouse with SURF1 gene knockout (SURF1-/-), tissue specific decrease of COX amount 

and activity were found and the highest COX defect showed SURF1-/- mouse fibroblasts. 

Compared to SURF1 patient fibroblasts, the amount of fully assembled COX monomer was higher 

and formation of I-III2-IV1 SC was less significant. Kinetic analysis of COX monomer assembly 

and its interaction into SCs revealed marked differences in SURF1-/- mouse and SURF1 patient 

fibroblasts, newly assembled COX monomer was of higher stability and COX assembly 

intermediates were faster depleted/degraded in SURF1-/- mouse than in SURF1 patient cells. 

Contrariwise, more SCs were formed in time, which final amount was higher compared to COX 

monomer in SURF1 patient cells. These results showed, that human and mouse fibroblasts react 

differently on COX defect due to SURF1 protein absence and that SURF1-/- mouse cells probably 
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cope better with this conditions. SURF1-/- mouse fibroblasts displayed similar pattern of COX 

functional alterations as SURF1 patient’s fibroblasts, which were less pronounced as expected due 

to milder COX defect. The most pronounced functional changes were observed also in the COX 

affinity for oxygen (manuscript in preparation).  

As a common consequence of SURF1 defect in human and mouse cells/tissues is the 

accumulation of COX1 assembly intermediates that characterizes impaired efficiency of COX1 

biogenesis and its delayed interaction with other COX subunits. During the COX1 maturation, 

catalytic components like hemes and CuB are incorporated with the help of COX specific assembly 

proteins. Shy1, yeast homolog of SURF1, was found to form early intermediate with COX1, where 

both heme a and heme a3 cofactor sites are formed in a stepwise process and presumably also CuB 

site (Mick D. U. et al., 2007; Khalimonchuk O. et al., 2010). Moreover, Shy1 most likely 

cooperates in heme a transfer and insertion into early COX1 assembly intermediates, because it 

was found in association with heme a synthase COX15 (Bareth B. et al., 2013). Based on these 

findings we can only suppose analogous function of SURF1 in the mammalian cells/tissues, but it 

has not been experimentally proved yet. As ensures from our results, the COX assembly process 

seems to proceed faster in mouse than in human fibroblasts. Especially faster assembly, rapid 

recycling of unincorporated COX subunits and production of higher steady state COX content in 

SURF1-/- mouse cells may suggest some similar compensatory mechanism as described in yeast 

Shy1 mutant, which phenotype was partially restored by the suppressor MSS51 through increased 

translation of Cox1 subunit (Barrientos A. et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the decrease in the amount of 

newly synthetized COX1 subunit was approximately equal in both mouse and human fibroblasts 

with SURF1 defect without any indication of compensatory upregulation in mouse cells. Based on 

diversity of yeast and mammalian mitochondrial genome, mammals do not have functional 

homolog of translation activator Mss51p, which is primarily specific translation factor for yeast 

COX1 mRNA, and expression of mammalian COX1 is thus markedly different. This suppression 

mechanism of COX assembly defect is therefore solely chatacteristic for yeast. 

 Another cause of investigated COX assembly defect was specific 9205delTA microdeletion 

in mtDNA, which alters processing of the polycistronic transcript of the genes for ATP8, ATP6 

and COX3 subunits. Detailed analysis of different cybrid clones with variable mutation load 

revealed, that after exceeding of the 90% level of mutated mtDNA, COX and ATP synthase defects 

manifest with steep dependence on increasing mutation load. In these conditions, reduced amount 
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of COX holoenzyme and synthesis of non-functional ATP synthase led to energetic defect in cells  

that resulted in severe clinical manifestations in described patient with the mutation. Thus, such 

threshold effect with resulting fast biochemical changes means, that a few % increase in mutation 

load can cause phenotypic changes from benign clinical course (Seneca S. et al., 1996) to fatal 

disorder  (Jesina P. et al., 2004). It seems, that primarily more critical is COX deficiency for the 

disease progression, because low content of COX dramatically decreases the overall proton 

translocating activity of the respiratory chain in homoplasmic 9205delTA cybrids and thus would 

prevent/limit the energetic function of ATP synthase, even if it was fully functional. 

 COX occurs often in its SC forms in the IMM. Interactions of COX with FAD-dependent 

dehydrogenases of the respiratory chain, glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH) and 

succinate-CoQ oxidoreductase (CII, SDH), however, were not detected in this thesis. The initial 

reasoning was, that interactions of CII/mGPDH with CIII and COX might be functionally relevant, 

because such SCs could ensure more efficient electron transfer from given dehydrogenase up to 

COX and prevent from possible electron leak and ROS formation considering, that both CII and 

mGPDH are important sites of electron leak and ROS generation (Quinlan C. L. et al., 2012; 

Drahota Z. et al., 2002). We have succeeded to uncover large supramolecular structures of CII and 

of mGPDH, but the only interaction with other OXPHOS complexes we have found was that of CII 

with CV - ATP synthase, supporting previous studies suggesting that both of these complexes exist 

in a SC comprising the mitochondrial ATP-sensitive K+ channel (mKATP), where CII functions as a 

regulatory component (Ardehali H. et al., 2004; Wojtovich A. P. et al., 2013). The mKATP is a 

central component of ischemic preconditioning mediated protection against ischemia reperfusion 

injury. mKATP channel openers, such as specific inhibitors of CII, can mimic ischemic 

preconditioning and are therefore cardioprotective. Thus, CII may be a potential component for 

therapeutic target in ischemia reperfusion injury. mGPDH interaction into higher supramolecular 

structures characterized in our study disproved mGPDH participation in respirasome SC, but it may 

suggests interaction with some other mitochondrial proteins and thus another role of mGPDH 

beyond the entire energetic metabolism.   
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DISKUSE 

 COX je strukturně a funkčně velmi komplikovaným proteinovým complexem, jehož 

správné a přesné sestavení závisí na mnoha pomocných faktorech, ke kterým patří také SURF1 

protein. Mutace SURF1 genu vedou k absenci tohoto proteinu, což následně způsobuje vážný 

defekt COX projevující se během několika měsíců po narození dítěte jako fatální 

neurodegenerativní onemocnění, Leighův syndrom. Knockout SURF1 genu v myším organismu je 

charakteristický mnohem méně výrazným COX defektem a navíc není spojen s rozvojem 

podobného patologického fenotypu, což dokumentuje délka života a dobré prospívání těchto zvířat. 

 V analyzovaných fibroblastových buněčných liniích od pacientů s různými mutacemi 

SURF1 genu byly hlavní změny pozorovány na úrovni proteinové exprese. Snížené množství COX 

holoenyzmu zhruba na 30% hodnoty kontrol bylo doprovázeno zvýšenou hladinou dalších 

OXPHOS komplexů I,  III a V, nejspíše jako kompenzační reakce buněk SURF1 pacientů, což se 

ale na úrovni mRNA transkriptů nepotvrdilo a ukázalo na posttranskripční charakter změn v 

obsahu respiračních komplexů. Tyto adaptivní změny však nevedly ke zmírnění narušeného 

energetického metabolismus v důsledku COX defektu. Zdá se, že kompenzační zvýšení obsahu 

OXPHOS nebo jiných mitochondriálních proteinů jsou častou reakcí buněk/tkání na 

mitochondriální poruchy. Zvýšené množství COX a CIII bylo například zaznamenáno ve 

fibroblastech pacientů s izolovaným defektem ATP syntázy vyvolaným mutací TMEM70 genu. 

Stejně jako ve fibroblastech SURF1 pacientů, hladiny mRNA transkriptů příslušných proteinů 

nebyly změněny (Havlickova Karbanova V. et al., 2012). Zvýšená množství ANT a PIC 

(ADP/ATP translokátor a přenašeč anorganického fosfátu) ve fibroblastech pacientů s defektem 

ATP syntázy (Nuskova H. et al., 2015) nebo sub-sarkolemmální akumulace abnormálních (COX-

defektních) mitochondrií ve svalových vláknech pacientů s MERRF mutacemi (DiMauro S. and 

Schon E. A., 2001) mohou být dalšími příklady reakcí buněk/tkání na daný patofyziologický stav. 

Smysl takovýchto adaptivních změn je nicméně nejasný.  

Asemblační dráha COX enzymu v pacientských buňkách byla výrazně ovlivněna v prvních 

fázích tvorby enzymu, docházelo k hromadění nejen S2 asemblačního intermediátu, ale také 

dalšího asemblačního intermediátu obsahujícím COX1 podjednotku, což znamená, že absence 

SURF1 proteinu vede k narušení/zpomalení biogeneze samotné COX1 podjednotky i následnému 

postupu COX asemblace od S2 intermediátu připojením COX2 podjednotky po finální COX 

monomer. Velmi zajímavou reakcí na COX defekt v buňkách SURF1 pacientů byla preferenční 
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interakce plně asemblovaného COX monomeru do I-III2-IV1 SC. COX obvykle interaguje do 

velkých SCs v kontrolních buňkách, ale významné množství zůstává ve formě monomeru. Protože 

v SURF1 pacientských buňkách je COX dramaticky snížená, může její preferenční vestavění do SC 

vést k lepší stabilizaci COX i k účinnějšímu transportu elektronů z CI na COX a tím umožnit COX 

defektním buňkám určitou adaptaci na energetický deficit. Již v předchozí studii bylo zjištěno, že v 

buňkách SURF1 pacientů jsou výrazně změněné funkční vlastnosti COX (Pecina P. et al., 2003). 

Zvýšená elektron transportní aktivita enzymu může být vysvětlena právě tím, že se na 

elektronovém přenosu ze substrátů na kyslík podílí převážně COX asociovaná do superkomplexů. 

Narušená proton translokační aktivita COX a snížená afinita COX ke kyslíku (Pecina P. et al., 

2004) nejspíše také významně přispívají k patologickému fenotypu SURF1 mutací u pacientů. 

 U myší s knockoutem SURF1 genu (SURF1-/-) bylo zjištěno, že snížené množství a aktivita 

COX enzymu se v různých tkáních liší, přičemž nejvýraznější defekt COX ukazovaly SURF1-/- 

myší fibroblasty. Oproti SURF1 pacientským fibroblastům však bylo množství tvořeného COX 

monomeru v SURF1-/- myších fibroblastech vyšší a formování I-III2-IV1 SC nebylo tak výrazné. Při 

analýze kinetiky asemblace COX monomeru a jeho zabudovávání do SCs ve fibroblastech SURF1 

pacientů a SURF1-/- myší se ukázaly významné rozdíly. Zahrnovaly větší stabilitu nově vzniklého 

COX monomeru u SURF1-/- myší a rychlejší využívání a/nebo degradaci COX asemblačních 

intermediátů oproti SURF1 pacientským buňkám, ve kterých se naopak formovalo více 

superkomplexů, takže jejichž množství finálně přesáhlo množství COX monomeru. Tyto výsledky 

ukazují, že lidské a myší fibroblasty odlišně reagují na COX defekt v důsledku absence SURF1 

proteinu, a že SURF1-/- myší buňky se s těmito podmínkami nejspíše vyrovnají lépe. Funkční 

vlastnosti COX byly v SURF1-/- myších fibroblastech narušené podobně jako ve fibroblastech 

SURF1 pacientů, avšak ne tak výrazně, což se dá předpokládat díky mírnějšímu COX defektu u 

myší. Největší funkční změny byly opět pozorovány na úrovni afinity COX ke kyslíku 

(připravováno k publikaci).  

Společným důsledkem SURF1 defektu v lidských a myších buňkách/tkáních je hromadění 

COX1 asemblačních intermediátů, což je charakteristické pro narušenou účinnost COX1 biogeneze 

a opožděnou interakci COX1 s dalšími COX podjednotkami. Během maturace COX1 podjednotky 

dochází k zabudování katalytických komponent, tedy hemů a CuB, za účasti specifických COX 

asemblačních proteinů. Bylo zjištěno, že Shy1, kvasinkový homolog SURF1, tvoří raný 

intermediát s COX1, kde dochází k postupnému formování hem a a hem a3 kofaktorových míst a 
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nejspíš také CuB místa (Mick D. U. et al., 2007; Khalimonchuk O. et al., 2010). Shy1 se navíc 

pravděpodobně podílí také na hem a transportu a inzerci do raných COX1 intermediátů, jelikož 

byla prokázána jeho interakce s hem a syntázou - COX15 (Bareth B. et al., 2013). Na základě 

těchto poznatků je možné předpokládat, že SURF1 má podobnou funkci i v savčích 

buňkách/tkáních, ale experimentálně to zatím nebylo prokázáno. Jak vyplývá z našich experimentů, 

COX asemblační proces v myších fibroblastech nejspíše probíhá rychleji, než v lidských. 

Obzvláště rychlá asemblace, rapidní recyklace nazabudovaných COX podjednotek a produkce 

většího množství COX v SURF1-/- myších fibroblastech může naznačovat podobný kompenzační 

mechanismus jako u kvasinek, kde bylo popsáno obnovení normálního fenotypu u Shy1 

mutovaného kmene zvýšenou translací Cox1 podjednotky pomocí MSS51 supresoru (Barrientos A. 

et al., 2002). Nicméně přibližně stejný pokles množství nově syntetizované COX1 podjednotky jak 

v myších, tak v lidských fibroblastech se SURF1 defektem neukázal žádnou kompenzační 

upregulaci v myších buňkách. Z důvodu různorodosti kvasinkového a savčího mitochondriálního 

genomu savci nemají funkční homolog translačního aktivátoru Mss51, který je primárně specifický 

pro kvasinkovou COX1 mRNA, a exprese savčí COX1 je proto velmi odlišná. Supresorový 

mechanismus COX asemblačního defektu je proto výhradně charakteristický pro kvasinky. 

 Závažný defekt COX je také vyvolán 9205delTA mikrodelecí v mtDNA, která zasahuje do 

procesování polycystronního transkriptu genů pro ATP8, ATP6 a COX3 podjednotky. Detailní 

analýzou různých klonů cybridů s variabilním množstvím mutované mtDNA jsme zjistili, že po 

překročení 90% podílu mutované mtDNA defekt COX i ATP syntázy strmě narůstá se zvyšujícím 

se množstvím 9205delTA mutace. Za těchto podmínek dochází k výraznému snížení množství 

COX holoenyzmu a k syntéze nefunkční ATP syntázy, což následně vede k energetickému defektu 

v buňkách a tím k vážném zhoršení klinických projevů u popsaného pacienta s touto mutací. Tento 

prahový efekt biochemických změn tak objasňuje proč malá změna v heteroplasmii mutované 

mtDNA může změnit benigní klinický průběh (Seneca S. et al., 1996) ve fatální onemocnění 

(Jesina P. et al., 2004). Je pravděpodobné, že pro progresi onemocnění je primárně významnější 

defekt COX, jelikož nízká hladina COX dramaticky snižuje celkovou proton translokační aktivitu 

dýchacího řetězce v homoplazmických 9205delTA cybridech - snížený elektrochemický potenciál 

protonového gradientu by limitoval energetickou funkci ATP syntázy, i kdyby byla plně funkční.  

COX se ve vnitřní mitochondriální membráně vyskytuje často ve fo rmě SCs, a to jako 

monomer nebo v několika kopiích. Interakce COX s flavinovými dehydrogenázami dýchacího 
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řetězce, glycerofosfát dehydrogenázou (mGPDH) a sukcinát-CoQ oxidoreduktázou (CII, SDH), 

však nebyly v této práci prokázány. Z funkčního hlediska by ale interakce CII a mGPDH s CIII a 

COX mohla být přínosem, protože takový SC by mohl zajistit efektivnější přenos elektronů z 

dehydrogenáz až na COX a bránit tak možnému úniku elektronů a tvorbě ROS, vzhledem k tomu, 

že právě CII a mGPDH jsou významnými místy elektronového úniku a generace ROS (Quinlan C. 

L. et al., 2012; Drahota Z. et al., 2002). I když jsme úspěšně odhalili velké supramolekulární 

struktury CII i mGPDH, se zbylými OXPHOS komplexy se nám podařilo nalézt jedinou interakci, 

a to CII s CV - ATP syntázou. To podporuje předešlé studie, které uvádějí existenci obou těchto 

komplexů v SC tvořícího mitochondriální ATP - senzitivní K+ kanál (mKATP), kde CII funguje jako 

regulační složka (Ardehali H. et al., 2004; Wojtovich A. P. et al., 2013). mKATP je centrální 

složkou v procesu ischemické prekondice, který zprostředkovává ochranu tkáně před škodlivými 

změnami v důsledku znovuobnovení krevního průtoku po ischemii. Právě specifické inhibitory CII 

otevírají mKATP kanál podobně jako u ischemické prekondice. CII může být tedy považován za 

potencionální terapeutický cíl při ischemicko-reperfuzním poškození. mGPDH interakce do 

vyšších supramolekulárních struktur charakterizované v naší studii neprokázaly přítomnost 

mGPDH v respirasomu, ale mohou naznačovat interakce s jinými mitochondriálními proteiny a 

tedy i další možnou roli mGPDH mimo centrální energetický metabolismus. 
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The loss of Surf1 protein leads to a severe COX deficiencymanifested as a fatal neurodegenerative disorder, the
Leigh syndrome (LSCOX). Surf1 appears to be involved in the early step of COX assembly but its function re-
mains unknown. The aim of the study was to find out how SURF1 gene mutations influence expression of
OXPHOS and other pro-mitochondrial genes and to further characterize the altered COX assembly. Analysis
of fibroblast cell lines from 9 patients with SURF1mutations revealed a 70% decrease of the COX complex con-
tent to be associated with 32–54% upregulation of respiratory chain complexes I, III and V and accumulation of
Cox5a subunit. Whole genome expression profiling showed a general decrease of transcriptional activity in
LSCOX cells and indicated that the adaptive changes in OXPHOS complexes are due to a posttranscriptional
compensatory mechanism. Electrophoretic and WB analysis showed that in mitochondria of LSCOX cells com-
pared to controls, the assembled COX is present entirely in a supercomplex form, as I–III2–IV supercomplex
but not as larger supercomplexes. The lack of COX also caused an accumulation of I–III2 supercomplex. The ac-
cumulated Cox5a was mainly present as a free subunit. We have found out that the major COX assembly sub-
complexes accumulated due to SURF1 mutations range in size between approximately 85–140 kDa. In addition
to the originally proposed S2 intermediate they might also represent Cox1-containing complexes lacking other
COX subunits. Unlike the assembled COX, subcomplexes are unable to associate with complexes I and III.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The eukaryotic cytochrome c oxidase (COX) (E.C.1.9.3.1), the com-
plex IV (cIV) of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, is a multimeric
enzyme of dual genetic origin, whose assembly is a complicated and
highly regulated process.

The COX monomer of 205 kDa consists of 13 subunits. The three
largest subunits Cox1, Cox2 and Cox3 are highly hydrophobic trans-
membrane proteins encoded by mitochondrial DNA and form the cat-
alytic core. The ten small subunits (Cox4, Cox5a, Cox5b, Cox6a, Cox6b,
Cox6c, Cox7a, Cox7b, Cox7c and Cox8) surrounding the core of the
enzyme are encoded in the nuclear genome. They are necessary for
the regulation of the COX functioning [1,2], the assembly/stability of
the holoenzyme and for COX dimerization. Nijtmans et al. proposed
a model showing four assembly intermediates (S1–S4) that accumu-
late during COX assembly [3]. Cox1 represents the first intermediate
; COX, cytochrome c oxidase;
oxidase deficiency; cI, cII, cIII,
l ATP synthase
: +420 2 4106 2149.
.

l rights reserved.
S1 which proceeds to Cox1–Cox4–Cox5a subassembly by insertion
of Cox4–Cox5a heterodimer. The Cox2 then supposedly joins this S2
intermediate. The process continues by the formation of the third
proposed intermediate S3 by the addition of most of the remaining
subunits. Finally, Cox6a and Cox7a/b are added to complete the holo-
enzyme [3–5]. The incorporation of small, nuclear encoded subunits
in the late stages of COX assembly has been addressed by recent stud-
ies [6,7] that indicate the existence of additional assembly intermedi-
ates as well as possible incorporation of some of these subunits into
already preexisting holoenzyme, similarly as found in complex I bio-
genesis [8].

The COX assembly is a multistep progression through discrete
short-lived intermediates requiring more than 30 diverse assistant
factors. Of them, Surf1 is most likely involved in an early step of as-
sembly during the association of Cox2 subunit with Cox1–Cox4–
Cox5a subassembly. There is also evidence that Surf1 may act in the
formation of heme a3-CuB center [9]. Other known assembly proteins
such as Sco1, Sco2, Cox11 and Cox17 are necessary for the copper in-
sertion into COX. Proteins encoded by genes COX10 and COX15 are in-
volved in the heme a biosynthesis [5,10].

COX deficiencies are mainly COX assembly defects. There are two
main groups of COX defects that are caused by mutations either in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbadis.2012.03.007
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbadis.2012.03.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254439
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mtDNA genes encoding structural components of the COX or in nucle-
ar genes encoding assembly factors. Recently, the first mutation in a
nuclear-encoded structural subunit Cox6b1 was reported which
causes a mitochondrial encephalomyopathy [11].

Up to now, pathogenic mutations in several assembly factors have
been described. Quite common are mutations in SCO1, SCO2 [12],
COX10 [13] and COX15 [14] but the most frequent are mutations in
SURF1 gene [10]. Human Surf1 is a 30 kDa transmembrane protein lo-
calized in the inner mitochondrial membrane [4,9]. The loss of the
human Surf1 function is associated with Leigh syndrome, a fatal neuro-
degenerative disorder caused by severe COX deficiency (LSCOX). Leigh
syndrome is frequent, although genetically heterogeneous, mitochon-
drial disorder [15,16]. It manifests as a progressive encephalopathy,
mainly characterized by bilateral necrotic lesions in the basal ganglia
and brainstem [17,18]. The first symptoms usually appear before two
years of age and consist of optic atrophy, ophthalmoparesis, hypotonia,
ataxia and dystonia. Most patients die a few years after the onset of
symptoms [19,20].

In this work we focused on a further characterization of the isolat-
ed COX deficiency due to mutations in SURF1 gene. The exact function
of this protein is still unknown but it was suggested that human Surf1
promotes the association of Cox2 with the assembly intermediate
composed of Cox1, Cox4 and Cox5a. The aim of the present study
was to find out how mutations in SURF1 gene influence protein and/
or transcript level of OXPHOS and other pro-mitochondrial genes
and to further characterize the altered COX assembly. In the experi-
ments we used fibroblasts from 9 patients carrying different muta-
tions in SURF1 gene (Table 1) and 5 control fibroblast cell lines.

Our results indicate that SURF1 gene mutations induce a pro-
nounced, but variable decrease in the protein content of COX subunits
apparent as relative enrichments in Cox5a subunit, but also a com-
pensatory increase in respiratory complexes I, III and V, not mirrored
by any changes in transcript levels for subunits of OXPHOS complexes
and related mitochondrial biogenesis factors. A detailed analysis of
COX assembly process shows that the patient fibroblasts accumulate
the Cox5a subunit and assembly intermediates between ~85 and
140 kDa containing dominant portion of Cox1 but only substoichio-
metric amounts of Cox4-1, Cox5a or Cox2, and that assembled COX
in LSCOX fibroblasts is exclusively present in a supercomplex form.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Patients

Fibroblast cell lines from 9 patients with SURF1 mutations and
COX deficiency were used in this study. All the patients showed
major clinical symptoms associated with mitochondrial disease due
to COX specific defect. For relevant clinical, biochemical and molecu-
lar data on individual patients see [20,21] and Table 1. Importantly,
Western blot experiments confirmed the absence of Surf1 protein in
Table 1
SURF1 mutations in LSCOX fibroblasts used in the study.

Patient Exon Mutations Mutation type

P1 9/7 845 del CT/T704>C Frameshift: stop codon 870–872/
Met235>Thr

P2 9/9 845 del CT/845 del CT Frameshift: stop codon 870–872
P3 9/? 845 del CT/? Frameshift: stop codon 870–872/?
P4 9/8 845 del CT/A821>G Frameshift: stop codon 870–872/

Tyr274>Cys
P5 9/9 845 del CT/845 del CT Frameshift: stop codon 870–872
P6 9/? 845 del CT/? Frameshift: stop codon 870–872/?
P7 6/9 C574>T/845 del CT Arg192>Trp/Frameshift: stop codon

870–872
P8 4/8–9 312 insATdel10/821 del18 Frameshift: stop codon 316–318/exon

8 removal
P9 7/7 C688>T/C688>T Arg230>stop
all patient cell lines used in this study [20,21]. Selected 5 control fi-
broblast cell lines were used repeatedly in previous diagnostic bio-
chemical tests and showed no signs of any mitochondrial or other
metabolic defect.

The project was approved by the ethics committees of all collabo-
rating institutions. Informed consent was obtained from the parents
of the patients according to the Declaration of Helsinki of the World
Medical Association.

2.2. Cell cultures

Human skin fibroblasts were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere in the DMEM medium (with L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate
and high glucose concentration 4.5 g/l) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum, 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and in the presence of pen-
icillin (10 U/ml) and streptomycin (10 μg/ml). Cells were harvested
using 0.05% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA and washed twice in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 8 mM
Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.2).

2.3. Isolation of mitochondria

Isolation utilizing hypotonic disruption of cells was carried out
according to [22] with slight modifications to increase the yield.
Weighed cell pellet was suspended in ten times the amount of
10 mM Tris-buffer supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail
(PIC, Sigma, 1:500). Cells were homogenized using Teflon/glass ho-
mogenizer (8 strokes, 600 rpm) and immediately 1/5 volume of
1.5 M sucrose was added. Homogenate was centrifuged at 600 g,
10 min at 4 °C and supernatant was saved. The pellet was suspended
in the original volume of SEKTP (250 mM sucrose, 40 mM KCl, 20 mM
Tris, 2 mM EGTA, pH 7.6, PIC 1:500), rehomogenized and centrifuged
again at 600 g. Pooled supernatants were centrifuged at 10000 g,
10 min at 4 °C min and pelleted mitochondria were washed by centri-
fugation and suspended in SEKTP. Protein concentration was mea-
sured by Bradford method (BioRad).

2.4. Isolation of membranes

For native electrophoresis, mitochondria-enriched membrane
fraction was prepared from 20 mg wet weight aliquots of sedimented
cells as described [23]. Briefly, cells were homogenized (30 strokes,
500 rpm) in 0.5 ml of 83 mM sucrose, 6.6 mM Imidazole pH 7, PIC
1:500, and centrifuged at 20000 g, 10 min at 4 °C. Samples were fro-
zen and stored at −80 °C.

2.5. Electrophoretic techniques and immunoblotting

Samples of mitochondria or pelleted cell membranes were solubi-
lized for 15 min at 0 °C using indicated concentrations of dodecyl
maltoside or digitonin and centrifuged for 20 min at 20000 g. Pro-
teins in supernatants were analyzed by BN-PAGE and hrCN3-PAGE
[23,24] on 6–15% separating gel using the Mini-Protean apparatus
(BioRad). For two-dimensional electrophoresis, gel slices from the
1st dimension were incubated in 1% SDS and 1% mercaptoethanol
for 1 h and then subjected to SDS-PAGE on 10% slab gels [25].

Proteinswere transferred fromgels to PVDF-membranes (Immobilon-
P, Millipore) using semidry electrotransfer. The membranes were
blocked with 10% non-fat dried milk in TBS (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM
Tris, pH 7.5) for 1 h and incubated for 2 hwith the specific primary an-
tibodies diluted in TBST (TBS with 0.1% Tween-20). Monoclonal anti-
bodies to NDUFB6, Core1, Rieske protein, Cox1, Cox2, Cox4-isoform 1,
Cox5a, d subunit of cV and Blue Native OXPHOS Complexes Detection
Kit (containing monoclonal antibodies to NDUFA9, SDH 70, Core2,
Cox4, α-subunit of complex V) were obtained from Mitosciences; goat
polyclonal antibody to Cox3 was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; rabbit
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polyclonal antibody to subunit Fo-a [26], rabbit polyclonal antiserum to
mGPDH was custom prepared against the C-terminal of the protein
[27]; and rabbit antibody to porin (VDAC1) was a kind gift from Prof.
Vito De Pinto, University of Catania. Membranes were then incubated
for 1 h with corresponding secondary fluorescent antibodies — IRDye
680- or 800-conjugated donkey anti-goat IgG or goat anti-mouse IgG
(Molecular Probes) or goat anti-rabbit IgG (Rockland). Detection of pro-
teins was performed using Odyssey fluorescence scanner at the excita-
tion of 680 nmand emission of 700 nmor 800 nm. The quantification of
signals was carried out in Aida Image Analyzer program version 3.21.
For presentation, the data from individual control and patient cell
lines were averaged and subgroups were statistically evaluated using
Student's t-test.

2.6. In-gel activity staining of complex IV

Activity staining of complex IV in native gels was performed
according to a modified protocol originally described in [28]. Gel
slices were stained using solution of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4), 0.5 mM DAB (3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride)
and 1.1 mM oxidized cytochrome c overnight. For better visibility of
reddish bends indicating complex IV activity in contrast to the Coo-
massie stain background, gels were scanned through blue filter.

2.7. RNA preparation, cDNA labeling and hybridization

Total RNA was isolated from patient and control cultured cells
using the TRIZOL solution (Invitrogen). As a common reference RNA
for gene expression studies, total RNA from cultured HeLa cells was
used. RNA concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at
260 nm by NanoDrop (NanoDrop Technologies) and its quality was
checked on Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). Aliquots
of isolated RNA were stored at −80 °C until the analysis.

Isolated RNA (500 ng) was reverse transcribed, labeled and
hybridized onto Agilent 44 k human genome microarray using Two-
color Microarray Based Gene Expression Analysis Kit (Agilent Tech-
nologies). All 9 patient and 5 control samples (Cy5-labeled) were hy-
bridized against common reference RNA (Cy3-labeled).

The hybridized slides were scanned with GenePix 4200A scanner
(Axon Instruments) with PMT gains adjusted to obtain unsaturated
images of the highest intensity. Agilent Feature Extraction software
was used for image analysis of the TIFF files, generated by the scanner.

2.8. Experimental setup and microarray data normalization

Comparative analysis was performed according to MIAME guide-
lines [29]. Normalization was performed in R statistical environment
(http://www.r-project.org) using the Limma package [30] which is
part of the Bioconductor project (http://www.bioconductor.org).
Raw data from individual arrays were processed using Loess normal-
ization and normexp background correction. The quantile function
was used for normalization between arrays. Linear model was fitted
for each gene given a series of arrays using lmFit function. The empir-
ical Bayes method was used to rank differential expression of genes
using eBayes function. Multiple testing corrections were performed
using Benjamini and Hochberg method [31].

Data accession — gene expression data reported in this study are
stored and available in Gene Expression Omnibus repository (GEO
ID: GSE26322) and (GEO ID: GPL 4133).

2.9. Statistical analysis

Gene expression was assessed as described previously [32] and
gene expression signals were background corrected, log2 trans-
formed and normalized using the quantile normalization method.
Significant gene expression changes between control and patient
subgroups were identified using t-test in R statistical environment
(http://www.r-project.org/). Applied parameters are provided in cor-
responding result sections.

3. Results

3.1. Compensatory upregulation of OXPHOS complexes

The first aim of the study was to investigate whether the content
of respiratory chain complexes can be modified as a consequence of
SURF1 mutations. Our previous study [21] indicated an increased
content of F1-ATPase α subunit in LSCOX patients that pointed to a
compensatory mechanism induced by impaired energy provision.
Therefore, we used the whole cell homogenate and isolated mito-
chondria from fibroblasts of LSCOX patients and controls to quantify
the content of OXPHOS protein complexes by Western blotting of
the proteins separated by SDS-PAGE. For immunodetection we used
the OXPHOS Complexes Detection Kit (Mitosciences) containing spe-
cific monoclonal antibodies to representative subunits of OXPHOS
complexes — NDUFA9 subunit of complex I, 70 kDa subunit of com-
plex II, Core2 subunit of complex III, Cox4 subunit of complex IV,
and alpha subunit of complex V. Their signals were related to the sig-
nal of the mitochondrial marker porin. Fig. 1A shows that the low
content of complex IV (cIV) was associated with a slight increase in
the content of complex I (cI), III (cIII) and V (cV) in LSCOX whole cell
lysates. This was even more apparent and significant when analyzing
isolated mitochondria (Fig. 1B). Specifically, a 70% decrease in cIV
resulted in a 48% increase in the content of cI, 54% increase of cIII
and 32% increase of cV, indicative of compensatory changes triggered
by COX dysfunction and impairment of mitochondrial energy provi-
sion. Similar statistically significant upregulation of OXPHOS complexes
content in LSCOX cells was observed using individual antibodies against
other subunits of complexes I, III, and V—NDUFB6 of cIwas increased to
147% of control (pb0.05), Core1 and Rieske protein of cIII were in-
creased to 149% and 170% of control, respectively (pb0.01 and
pb0.05, respectively), d and a subunits of cV were upregulated to
118% and 126% of control, respectively (pb0.05 and pb0.01, respective-
ly). In contrast, the amounts of other dehydrogenases of the respiratory
chain, complex II (cII) and mitochondrial glycerol 3-phosphate dehy-
drogenase (mGPDH) were not changed.

3.2. Variable content of COX subunits

As COX deficiency due to the absence of Surf1 assembly factor is
characterized by accumulation of incomplete COX assemblies, we
also determined the amount of several COX subunits in LSCOX fibro-
blasts in order to uncover putative variations in subunit content
reflecting the impaired assembly. Control and LSCOX samples were an-
alyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting using monoclonal anti-
bodies to three mitochondrial encoded COX subunits — Cox1, Cox2
and Cox3, and to two nuclear encoded COX subunits — Cox4 and
Cox5a, all of which are implicated in early stages of COX assembly.
Their content was again related to the content of porin. Both in ho-
mogenates and isolated mitochondria, all tested COX subunits
showed a pronounced, but variable decrease in LSCOX fibroblasts.
The decrease of individual subunits was 40–78% in cell homogenates
(Fig. 2A) and 39–86% in isolated mitochondria (Fig. 2B). In both cases,
the least decreased of the five tested subunits was the subunit Cox5a,
indicating its relative accumulation compared to other COX subunits.

3.3. Gene expression profile and its correlation with protein content

To find out how the isolated COX deficiency modulates the expres-
sion of genes in LSCOX fibroblasts at the transcriptional level, whole
genome transcript levels were determined in LSCOX and control fibro-
blasts using the 44 k human cDNA Agilent microarray.

http://www.r-project.org
http://www.bioconductor.org
http://www.r-project.org/


Fig. 1. Changes in the content of respiratory chain complexes in LSCOX fibroblasts. Western blot analysis of homogenates (A) and isolated mitochondria (B) from fibroblasts of pa-
tients (P) and controls (C) was performed using antibodies to subunits of cI (NDUFA9), cII (70 kDa subunit), cIII (Core2), cIV (Cox4-1), cV (alpha subunit), and mGPDH. Detected
signals were quantified separately for individual control and patient cell line and related to the signal of mitochondrial porin detected from the same blots. All data of controls and
patients were averaged and obtained value for patients was expressed as a percentage of controls value. Values are mean±SE of 3 experiments, pb0.05 (*), pb0.01 (**).
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The overall analysis comparing averaged data from control and
patient subgroups indicated upregulation of 18501 genes (42%) and
downregulation of 24832 genes (56%), but significant changes were
shown only in a small number of genes (Table 2). Thus, 507 genes
were differentially expressed at pb0.05 value and 95 genes at
pb0.01. In case of genes encoding OXPHOS structural subunits, 20
were changed at pb0.05 (11 subunits of cI, 1 subunit of cIII, 2 subunit
of cIV and 6 subunits of cV), but all of them were less expressed in
LSCOX compared to controls, in contrast with the protein analysis. Of
them, 3 genes have been 1.7–2 fold downregulated at pb0.01, namely
cI subunits NDUFA4 and NDUFB6 and cV inhibitor protein IF1. In addi-
tion, the expression of intramitochondrial superoxide dismutase
(SOD1) was also decreased two-fold at pb0.001.

The increased content of respiratory chain cI, cIII and cV observed
at the protein level was thus apparently not due to transcriptional
upregulation of structural subunits genes. It is also important that
no indication could be observed that the increase in these complexes
could be ascribed to a significant upregulation of different regulatory
genes. There was neither a significant change in the expression of
genes encoding specific ancillary or assembly factors of the respirato-
ry chain complexes, nor in mitochondrial biogenesis regulatory
genes, such as PGC1A, NRF1 or TFAM. The compensatory OXPHOS
upregulation in LSCOX fibroblasts must therefore arise at later stages
of protein expression.

Only the downregulation of mRNAs for two small, nuclear encoded
COX subunits Cox7a2 and Cox6c (Table 3) seems to correspond to the
decrease of COX complex. However, considering that the content of
COX subunits is decreased due to the stalled assembly, the transcrip-
tional downregulation of these two subunits may only be coincidental
since they are incorporated into the COX complex at the late stage of
the assembly process.

3.4. Modified COX assembly pattern in LSCOX fibroblasts

While it has long been established that Surf1 deficiency is associ-
ated with a pronounced COX deficiency and accumulation of its as-
sembly intermediates, most studies to date have been using
relatively strong detergent dodecyl maltoside to analyze the assembly
pattern of cytochrome c oxidase by BN-PAGE. In order to identify COX
assemblies under conditions closer to the in-situ state, we solubilized
isolated membrane fractions from LSCOX and control fibroblasts with
the mild detergent digitonin (4 and 8 g/g protein) and separated
them using native electrophoretic techniques BN-PAGE and hrCN3-
PAGE, which allow for detection of native OXPHOS supercomplexes.

In control fibroblasts, the signal from antibodies against Cox1,
Cox4-1 and Cox5a (Fig. 3A–C) was distributed among the i) COX
monomer, ii) COX dimer and heterodimers and iii) supercomplexes
(relative content of i/ii/iii approximately 1:0.25:1 — see quantifica-
tion or distribution profiles in Fig. 3). The supercomplexes' migration
distance and parallel WB detection with antibodies raised against
subunits of cI and cIII (NDUFB6 and Core1, respectively) (Fig. 3D), in-
dicated that the detected supercomplexes represent the previously



Fig. 2. Decreased content of COX subunits in LSCOX fibroblasts. Homogenates (A) and isolated mitochondria (B) from fibroblasts of patients (P) and controls (C) were analyzed by
Western blots using antibodies to COX subunits 1, 2, 3, 4-1 and 5a. Signals were processed as described in Fig. 1. Values are mean±SE of 3 experiment, pb0.01 (**).
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characterized assemblies I1–III2–IV1, I1–III2–IV2, and I1–III2–IV3

(supercomplexes consisting of one copy of complex I, dimer of com-
plex III, and 1–3 copies of complex IV), the first one being the most
abundant. Interestingly, the vast majority of the cI and cIII signals
were found in supercomplexes, in contrast with cIV, which seems to
reflect the excess capacity of COX. A strikingly different pattern was
observed in LSCOX fibroblasts. Here, the signal from anti-COX anti-
bodies was mainly distributed between an assembly intermediate of
about 130 kDa and a single form of supercomplex. Very little of COX
monomer and almost no dimer could be detected in patient cells
(Fig. 3A–C) as apparent from the relative content of these assemblies
(note that the three-fold amount of patient sample relative to control
was used). Based on the comparison with the control lane, the single
supercomplex in LSCOX represents the I1–III2–IV1 species. The detec-
tion of the I1–III2 supercomplex and the dimer of cIII in patient fibro-
blasts (Fig. 3D) indicates that the low content of COX limits the
supercomplex assembly. The absence of larger supercomplexes may
Table 2
Differentially expressed genes in LSCOX fibroblasts.

Genes p value Changed Down Up

All 0.05 507 347 160
0.01 95 72 23

OXPHOS 0.05 20 20 0
0.01 3 3 0
indicate that the association of multiple copies of cIV is less stable
than the “core” I1–III2–IV1 species, and therefore requires more abun-
dant pool of COX than in control fibroblasts. Alternatively, the assem-
bly of COX in the absence of Surf1 may yield complexes with slightly
modified structure preventing their multimerization.

An apparently identical migration distance of the I1–III2–IV1 spe-
cies in control and LSCOX cells as well as its detection with all of the
used antibodies suggest that this supercomplex contains the fully as-
sembled COX in patient fibroblasts. This was confirmed by COX in-gel
activity staining, which detected active COX as a monomer and also in
the supercomplex region in both control and patient sample (Fig. 3C).
Indeed, in a parallel BN-PAGE experiment with dodecyl maltoside-
solubilized membrane fractions, we observed dissociation of the
COX-containing supercomplex with a simultaneous increase in the
content of COX holoenzyme in both the control and LSCOX fibroblasts
(Fig. 4). To provide further evidence, we performed two-dimensional
BN/BN-PAGE analysis of the supercomplex composition (Fig. 5).
While the BN-PAGE in the first dimension preserves the supercom-
plex associations in digitonin-solubilized samples, the presence of
dodecyl maltoside in the cathode buffers of the second dimension
BN-PAGE results in their dissociation into free complexes. Western
blot detection with Cox1 and Cox4 antibodies revealed a dominant
form of COX dissociating from the supercomplexes in both the control
and patient cells with approximate size of 200 kDa, apparently repre-
senting the fully assembled COX holoenzyme (Fig. 5). The other, less
dominant bands below the monomer recognized by both Cox1 and
Cox4-1 antibodies represented dissociation products of COX likely
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Table 3
Differential expression of OXPHOS genes in LSCOX fibroblasts at pb0.05.

Gene Protein M Fold
change

p
value

SOD1 Superoxide dismutase 1 −1.03 2.00 0.001
NDUFA4 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,

subunit 4, 9 kDa
−0.97 2.00 0.002

NDUFB6 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 beta subcomplex,
subunit 6, 17 kDa, t.v. 2

−0.80 1.70 0.008

ATPIF1 ATP synthase, inhibitory factor 1, t.v. 3 −0.73 1.66 0.01
ATP5H ATP synthase, subunit d, t.v. 1 −0.71 1.60 0.02
COX6C Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit 6c −0.84 1.80 0.02
NDUFAF2 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,

assembly factor 2
−0.72 1.70 0.02

ATP5J2 ATP synthase, subunit F2, t.v. 1 −0.69 1.60 0.02
NDUFA12 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,

subunit 12, 13 kDa
−0.81 1.70 0.02

NDUFA1 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,
subunit 1, 7.5 kDa

−0.72 1.70 0.03

NDUFA2 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,
subunit 2, 8 kDa

−0.70 1.60 0.03

NDUFB3 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 beta subcomplex,
subunit 3, 12 kDa

−0.65 1.60 0.03

ATP5J ATP synthase, subunit F6 −0.70 1.60 0.03
ATP5C1 ATP synthase, gamma subunit, t.v. 2 −0.61 1.50 0.04
NDUFB10 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 beta subcomplex,

subunit 10, 22 kDa
−0.59 1.50 0.04

COX7A2 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7a
polypeptide 2 (liver)

−0.64 1.60 0.04

NDUFA8 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,
subunit 8, 19 kDa

−0.63 1.50 0.04

NDUFA6 NADH dehydrogenase, 1 alpha subcomplex,
subunit 6, 14 kDa

−0.59 1.50 0.05

UQCRQ Ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase, subunit
VII, 9.5 kDa

−0.60 1.50 0.05

ATP5E ATP synthase, epsilon subunit −0.66 1.60 0.05
NDUFS7 NADH dehydrogenase, Fe–S protein 7,

20 kDa
−0.56 1.50 0.05

t.v. — transcription variant.
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appearing due to combination of two detergents during the 2D BN/BN
experiment, as they migrate in direct vertical below the monomer.

3.5. Accumulation of non-canonical assembly intermediate in LSCOX

fibroblasts

As expected, the analysis of COX subunits in Fig. 2 revealed a de-
creased content of several detected COX subunits in a LSCOX patient
but it also suggested that Cox5a is much less affected in case of
Surf1 defect compared with other subunits. To find out in which
form this subunit accumulates we performed a detailed analysis of
COX assembly intermediates and subcomplexes solubilized from mi-
tochondrial membranes by mild detergent digitonin, using antibodies
to Cox5a, Cox4-1, Cox2 and Cox1 subunits. When a two-dimensional
BN/SDS-PAGE was performed to resolve well the low molecular
weight region, a distinct distribution of COX subunits 1, 2, 4 and 5a
was apparent (Fig. 6A). The second dimension yielded resolution su-
perior to the BN gel that allowed for an easier identification of early
assembly intermediates of subunits 4 and 5a. In the LSCOX cells,
Cox5a was present mainly as a free subunit (band y), less in COX ho-
loenzyme, Cox4–Cox5a complex (band x) or in supercomplexes. The
Cox4 was also present in LSCOX cells in free form (band z) and as as-
sembly subcomplexes, but most of Cox4 was detected in holoenzyme
and supercomplexes. The Cox1was present in LSCOX cells in supercom-
plex, COX monomer and dominantly in the detected subcomplex, to-
gether with Cox4 and Cox5a. This major subcomplex accumulating in
patient fibroblast with SURF1 mutations was repeatedly considered as
the S2 assembly intermediate. However, its size detected in our immu-
nodetection experiments (~130 kDa broad band ranging ~85–140 kDa)
only marginally corresponds to the theoretical mass of the Cox1–Cox4–
Cox5a complex (85 kDa). Although the mass determination may be
misleading due to specific detergent micelles behavior, the migration
range and shape of the band of the anti Cox1 antibody suggests at
least two major entities being present (Fig. 6B), with the smaller align-
ing with a Cox1-containing subassembly present marginally also in the
control cells. Furthermore, from the 2D Western blot images it became
clearly apparent that Cox4 and Cox5a are present in substoichiometric
amounts in this subcomplex (Fig. 6A). When the COX holoenzyme,
with the assumed 1:1:1 ratio of the subunits, was used as a reference
for relative quantification, the proportion of Cox1 appeared to be in pro-
nounced excess over the Cox4 and Cox5a subunits. Parallel quantifica-
tion directly from the first dimension BN gels yielded similar subunit
ratios, although in this case the quantification is less reliable due to pos-
sible problems with antibody reactivity towards native proteins within
detergentmicelles. Both systems, however, indicated underrepresenta-
tion of the nuclear-encoded subunits in the putatively stoichiometric
Cox1–Cox4–Cox5a subassembly. Therefore, we hypothesize that the
detected band could represent a so far incompletely characterized com-
plex, or rather comigrating complexes that may include the S2 interme-
diate as well as other protein factors involved in COX assembly. The
signal of Cox2 was present in COX monomer and supercomplex but a
small amount of Cox2was also in the 130 kDa region, again strongly un-
derrepresented with respect to Cox1.

To provide a comparison of our findings using digitonin solubili-
sates with previous studies where COX assembly was analyzed by
2D BN/SDS PAGE in samples solubilized by dodecyl maltoside, we
performed a parallel experiment using this stronger detergent. As
expected, the majority of signal found in the supercomplexes region
shifted towards the COX monomer (Fig. 6C). The migration of the
subcomplexes shifted towards lower molecular weights, creating pat-
tern similar to studies that identified the S2 and S1 intermediates in
the LSCOX cells (Fig. 6C, D). Whether the migration difference of as-
sembly intermediates, solubilized by either digitonin or dodecyl mal-
toside, is solely due to different detergent micelles or rather due to
partial dissociation of Cox1-containing subcomplex using stronger
detergent could not be definitively judged in this experimental
setup. Nevertheless, the underrepresentation of Cox4 and Cox5a ver-
sus Cox1 (relatively as compared to the antibody signal ratios in the
holoenzyme) is retained in experiments using both detergents.

4. Discussion

Mitochondrial disorders due to impaired structure and function of
the OXPHOS system can be associated with upregulation of mito-
chondrial biogenesis and increased mitochondrial content, or subcel-
lular distribution such as in RRFs [33] or in myocardial tissue from
failing heart [34]. The mechanism underlying these changes is, how-
ever, unclear.

In this study we investigated whether the frequent type of COX
deficiency due to SURF1mutations can also be followed by compensa-
tory changes in the OXPHOS system and found apparent upregulation
of three respiratory chain complexes — cI, cIII and cV. Rather than di-
rect consequence of the Surf1 protein absence, we hypothesize that
the compensatory upregulation is triggered by secondary effects of
the energy provision impairment due to COX deficiency. One of the
triggers might be decreased mitochondrial membrane potential,
which was previously reported in LSCOX by our group [35] and others
[36]. Other signal towards OXPHOS upregulation might be the in-
creased turnover of unassembled proteins by mitochondrial prote-
ases [37] or the related increased level of mitochondrial autophagy.
The comparison of Western blot data and mRNA expression profiling
further indicated that posttranscriptional events rather than tran-
scriptional upregulation of genes encoding subunits of these com-
plexes are responsible for the changes observed.

To assess possible changes in gene expression we analyzed the
whole genome expression pattern of LSCOX patient and control



Fig. 3. Digitonin solubilized COX assembly intermediates and COX supercomplexes in LSCOX fibroblasts. Mitochondrial membrane proteins from fibroblasts were solubilized using
4 g detergent/g protein, indicated protein aliquots were resolved by BN-PAGE (patient— P7, 30 μg protein, control— C, 10 μg protein). ForWestern blot detection antibodies to Cox1
(A), Cox4-1 (B), Cox5a (C), Core1 and NDUFA9 (D) were used. COX supercomplexes (SC), high molecular complexes (HMC), monomer (M), assembly intermediates (AI), Cox4-5a
heterodimer (X), free Cox5a subunit (Y) and dimer of complex III (cIII2) are marked in blots and distribution profiles (detected signals in patient blots were re-counted to 10 μg
protein). The presence of COX subunits in different COX forms as percentage is illustrated by tables inserted under the profiles. In gel activity staining of complex IV in control
(C) and LSCOX patient (P9) mitochondria solubilized using digitonin (4 g detergent/g protein) is depicted in part C of the figure. Active monomer of cIV in control mitochondria
and active cIV in supercomplexes (SC) in both control and LSCOX patient mitochondria were detected after scanning of the gel through blue filter.
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fibroblasts using a 44 k human cDNA Agilent microarray to find out,
whether the mutated SURF1 gene caused changes in the expression
of COX and other OXPHOS genes. Clearly, the downregulation of
COX content was not associated with a significant and consistent
change of transcripts for COX subunits, parallel to their low content
or accumulation as in case of Cox5a. This may not be surprising
when assuming that the low content of COX primarily results from
a lack of an assembly factor but not from a lack of COX subunits. On
the other hand, we did not find a transcriptional correlation with
the compensatory increase of three respiratory chain complexes, the
adaptive change that could result from a transcriptional activation
of structural genes or specific assembly factors or pro-mitochondrial
regulatory master genes such as PGC1A, NRF1 and TFAM. None of
those appeared to be the case.
The current view of the respiratory chain organization in the inner
mitochondrial membrane has undergone a major paradigm shift dur-
ing the last decade. The complexes are no longer considered as single
entities with electron transfer occurring through mobile carriers co-
enzyme Q (CoQ) and cytochrome c, but rather as organized into
respiratory supercomplexes, also known as respirasomes [38]. The
supercomplexes are composed of cI, cIII, and cIV, and it has been re-
cently demonstrated that they even contain cytochrome c and CoQ
and are therefore capable of transferring electrons all the way from
NADH to oxygen [38,39]. The absence of any of the three complexes
inevitably results in disappearance of the supercomplexes [39]. In
this regard, we were interested how would the selective decrease of
cIV in LSCOX fibroblasts influence the supercomplex pattern. Indeed,
we observed pronounced changes in the association of COX into
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Fig. 4. Dodecyl maltoside-solubilized COX forms in LSCOX fibroblasts. Mitochondrial membrane proteins from fibroblasts were solubilized using 2 g detergent/g protein, indicated
protein aliquots were resolved by BN-PAGE (patient — P7, 30 μg protein, control — C, 10 μg protein). For Western blot detection antibodies to Cox1 and Cox4-1 were used. COX in
high molecular complexes (HMC), COX monomer (M) and assembly intermediate (AI) are marked in blots and distribution profiles (with re-counting signals representing patient
to 10 μg protein), inserts give their quantification in percents. An arrow marks free Cox4-1 subunits in LSCOX patient fibroblasts.
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supercomplexes between patient and control cells. Surprisingly,
practically all of the fully assembled COX in LSCOX was found in the
I–III2–IV1 supercomplex. In controls, the COX was distributed among
the I–III2–IV1–3 supercomplexes, but also a significant portion of the
enzyme remained in the form of monomer, dimer and smaller com-
plexes. In control cells, the formation of supercomplexes seemed to
be limited by the cI availability as its whole portion was associated
in supercomplexes. The unassociated portion of COX perhaps repre-
sents the excess enzyme capacity often reported for this complex
[40,41]. In LSCOX cells, on the other hand, the limiting component
was COX, as evidenced by accumulation of the I–III2 supercomplex
or even free cIII2. Our results suggest that upon its assembly into
the holoenzyme, COX was preferentially associated with cI and cIII
to form supercomplexes, likely to the advantage of improved efficien-
cy of the electron transfer through substrate channeling [38]. We
could speculate whether the changes of COX distribution might lead
to functional alterations in respiratory chain. In our previous studies
concerning LSCOX fibroblasts we reported unexpectedly high oxygen
consumption that was only about 30–50% decreased compared to
controls even though the COX content and activity reached only quar-
ter of control values [10,35]. At the time, we interpreted this finding
as an upregulated electron transport activity of incomplete COX as-
semblies. Looking at the pattern of COX-containing complexes as
revealed by the present study, an alternative explanation comes to
mind. If we assume that only the portion of COX associated in super-
complexes participates in electron transfer from substrates to oxygen,
then this would explain the higher oxygen consumption per unit of
COX in LSCOX fibroblasts compared to controls.

Another issue emanating from our BN-PAGE experiments is the
relative underrepresentation of COX dimer and dimer-containing
supercomplexes in LSCOX cells. This is apparently in contrast to a fre-
quent opinion that dimer represents the active form of the complex
[42]. This popular view is mostly based on the fact, that COX has
been repeatedly crystallized in dimeric form [43]. Also, the isolated
COX dimer shows cooperative kinetics in the binding of cytochrome
c [44,45] suggesting a physiological role for the dimer. On the other
hand, the pattern of supercomplexes that are usually present in mul-
tiple forms differing in the number of copies of COX, or indeed the
predominance of the I–III2–IV1 supercomplex in patient cells strongly
suggests that COX is acquired into supercomplexes in monomeric
form and is able to perform its enzymatic activity as such. Neverthe-
less, we also cannot rule out the possibility that COX assembled in
the absence of Surf1 is unable to dimerize. Similarly, HEK293 cells
with subunit Cox5a knockdown presented with COX assembly defect
that also resulted in decreased level of COX dimeric structures [6].
Whether the dimer underrepresentation is a specific result of an in-
complete event during assembly or a mere consequence of generally
decreased COX cannot be resolved at the moment.

Owing to the relatively low protein size resolution of 1D BN-PAGE,
we employed 2D BN/BN-PAGE to precisely identify the COX complex
that was associated in the supercomplex. In fact, the detection on the
blots from one-dimensional gels using antibodies against subunits
Cox1, Cox4, and Cox5a could not rule out the possibility that just
the COX assembly intermediate is recruited into the supercomplexes.
Indeed, studies dealing with COX assembly suggested, that supercom-
plexes could contain, in addition to COX holoenzyme, also some COX
assembly subcomplexes [6,46]. Even more specifically, the study by
Lazarou et al. concerning the assembly of COX nuclear-encoded sub-
units clearly showed that unlike controls, SURF1 patient fibroblasts
are able to efficiently incorporate all tested subunits into the super-
complex, including the early-assembled subunit Cox4 [7]. However,
our experiments including activity staining in the 1D gel, and the sec-
ond native dimension in the presence of dodecyl maltoside which dis-
sociates the superassemblies revealed disintegration of the
supercomplex into full size cI, cIII, and cIV, demonstrating that pre-
dominantly the fully assembled and active form of COX rather than
its assembly intermediates interact with other OXPHOS complexes.
Nevertheless, the finding by Lazarou et al. is very intriguing as it indi-
cates a possible mechanism for COX nuclear subunit recycling of the
full-size complex (within the respiratory supercomplex) specific for
cells lacking Surf1 protein. In this way, it could substitute the role of
a Surf1 protein-containing complex involved in repair/maintenance
of COX as suggested by Reinhold et al. [47].

The precise identity of the major COX subcomplex accumulated in
LSCOX cells is clearly the most puzzling issue of the present study.
While it is generally agreed that cells harboring SURF1 mutations ac-
cumulate the S2 COX assembly intermediate (composed of subunits
1, 4, and 5a) [17,48,49], several lines of evidence suggest that we
may be looking at a different complex. First of all, the size of the
detected subcomplex – 130 kDa – is much larger than the predicted
mass of S2 intermediate of 85 kDa. As the mass calculations from
BN-PAGE may be incorrect, we further examined the composition of
this subcomplex in the second dimension using SDS-PAGE and
found that it contained at least subunits Cox1, 2, 4, and 5a.
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional BN/BN-PAGE analysis of COX forms in LSCOX fibroblasts. Digitonin-solubilized (4 g/g protein) mitochondrial proteins from control (40 μg protein) and pa-
tient 7 (60 μg protein) fibroblasts were resolved by BN-PAGE in the first dimension. In the second dimension 0.02% dodecyl maltoside (DDM) was used in cathode buffers. COX
supercomplexes (SC), dimer (D), monomer (M) and assembly intermediate (AI) were detected using Cox1 (A) and Cox4-1 (B) antibodies. Arrows mark the putative degradation
products of COX.
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Importantly, relative quantification revealed that Cox1 was likely pre-
sent in excess over the other two subunits, perhaps by as much as one
order of magnitude. We assume that this finding can only be
explained by the presence of several comigrating complexes with ap-
proximate size close to 130 kDa. One of them might be a canonical
COX assembly intermediate consisting of subunits 1, 2, 4, and 5a in
stoichiometric amount. In addition, Cox1 would be associated in dif-
ferent types of complex(es) lacking any other COX subunit. These as-
semblies could represent not yet described complexes that could
function in maturation of the subunit, insertion of its prosthetic
groups, its posttranslational import into the inner membrane, or
even repair/maintenance of the complex. The precise assignment of
the identity/function of this intermediate would be greatly alleviated
if we knew the function of Surf1. The studies performed in bacteria
suggest that Surf1 serves as a heme-binding chaperone for heme a3
insertion into the Cox1 subunit [50,51]. In the eukaryotic yeast
model, Surf1 ortholog Shy1 is associated within a COX protein
assembly complex of ~450 kDa along with early-assembled subunits
and other assembly factors such as Coa1, Coa3, Cox14, where it func-
tions as a factor coupling Cox1 translational regulation to assembly by
relieving the sequestered Cox1 translational activator Mss51
[46,52–54]. In addition, Shy1 is probably also involved in Cox1 matu-
ration–insertion of heme cofactors similar to bacteria [55,56]. Impor-
tantly, the multiple roles seem to be retained in the mammalian
(human) Surf1, as the protein was found to associate in three distinct
complexes in HEK293 cells [47]. The authors demonstrate that one of
these complexes, of an approximate size of 200 kDa, represents a
bona fide COX assembly intermediate as its formation is dependent
onmitochondrial translation.We can thereforehypothesize, that the ac-
cumulatedCOX subcomplexes in LSCOXfibroblasts likely represent the en-
tity identical to the Surf1-containing complex identified by Reinhold et al.,
of course smaller by 30 kDa due to Suf1 absence. The smaller portion of
the broad ~85–140 kDa band, with dominant Cox1 signal in relation to
other subunits,would represent associations involved in Cox1maturation
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Fig. 6. Two-dimensional BN/SDS-PAGE analysis of COX forms in LSCOX fibroblasts. For 2D analysis digitonin-solubilized (4 g/g protein) mitochondrial proteins from control and pa-
tient 7 fibroblasts (50 μg protein aliquots) (A) and DDM solubilized (2 g/g protein) mitochondrial proteins from control and patient 7 fibroblasts (50 μg and 70 μg protein aliquots)
(C) were used. Cox subunits 1, 2, 4-1 and 5a were detected after Western blotting with specific antibodies. Signals of these subunits in COX supercomplexes (SC), dimer (D), mono-
mer (M), assembly intermediates (AIs, S2, S3), Cox4-5a heterodimer (x), free Cox2 (v), free Cox5a (y) and free Cox4-1 (z) subunits are marked. Differences between separation/
migration of COX assembly intermediates after solubilization of membranes with digitonin (B) and DDM (D) in LSCOX patients are depicted in more detail.
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or translation-assembly coupling. Possible interacting partners would re-
cruit from a group of proteins fulfilling roles similar to yeast proteins
Mss51, Coa1, Coa2, Coa3, or Cox14. Although mammalian orthologs of
these were not identified, phylogenetically unrelated proteins may have
taken up the vacant niche, such as the recently identified factor
C12orf62 that links Cox1 translation and assembly [57]. The larger portion
of the accumulated subcomplex, on the other hand, would represent COX
assembly intermediate identified as S2, likely stalled in the phase of Cox2
association with the Cox1–Cox4–Cox5a complex, as all of these subunits
were found comigrating in this region. Further understanding could be
achieved by mass-spectroscopic analysis of the accumulated subcom-
plexes, and pulse-chase labeling experiments should indicate the position
of these intermediates within the time frame of COX assembly.
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Mitochondrial protein SURF1 is a specific assembly factor of cytochrome c oxidase (COX), but its function is poorly
understood. SURF1 gene mutations cause a severe COX deficiency manifesting as the Leigh syndrome in humans,
whereas in mice SURF1−/− knockout leads only to a mild COX defect. We used SURF1−/− mouse model for
detailed analysis of disturbed COX assembly and COX ability to incorporate into respiratory supercomplexes
(SCs) in different tissues and fibroblasts. Furthermore, we compared fibroblasts from SURF1−/− mouse and
SURF1 patients to reveal interspecies differences in kinetics of COX biogenesis using 2D electrophoresis,
immunodetection, arrest of mitochondrial proteosynthesis and pulse-chase metabolic labeling.
The crucial differences observed are an accumulation of abundant COX1 assembly intermediates, low content of
COX monomer and preferential recruitment of COX into I–III2–IVn SCs in SURF1 patient fibroblasts, whereas
SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts were characterized by low content of COX1 assembly intermediates and milder
decrease in COX monomer, which appeared more stable. This pattern was even less pronounced in SURF1−/−

mouse liver and brain. Both the control and SURF1−/− mice revealed only negligible formation of the I–III2–IVn

SCs and marked tissue differences in the contents of COX dimer and III2–IV SCs, also less noticeable in liver and
brain than in heart and muscle. Our studies support the view that COX assembly is much more dependent on
SURF1 in humans than in mice. We also demonstrate markedly lower ability of mouse COX to form I–III2–IVn

supercomplexes, pointing to tissue-specific and species-specific differences in COX biogenesis.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Mammalian oxidative phosphorylation system (OXPHOS) consists
of fivemultisubunit protein complexes and twomobile electron carriers
— ubiquinone and cytochrome c. Electron transporting complexes I–IV
(cI–cIV) form the respiratory chain (RC), where transfer of electrons
from reducing equivalents tomolecular oxygen leads to proton pumping
across the innermitochondrialmembrane (IMM), resulting inmitochon-
drial proton gradient formation. ATP synthase, complex V (cV), then uses
electrochemical potential of the proton gradient as a driving force for
ATP synthesis. Organization of RC complexes in the IMM appears to be
rather dynamic and individual RC complexes coexists with respiratory
supercomplexes (SCs) composed of cI, cIII and cIV [2]. As proposed by
S, oxidative phosphorylation
tory chain; cI–cV, RC complexes
LS, Leigh syndrome; mtDNA,

. This is an open access article under
the “plasticity model” of the RC organization, SCs differ in various tissues
and cell types and their composition could be regulated according to
actual energetics demands and substrate availabilities [1].

Complex IV - cytochrome c oxidase (COX, cIV), the terminal enzyme
of the RC transfers electrons from reduced cytochrome c to oxygen
molecule embedded in its structure. In mammals, COX can be detected
as a monomer, dimer or as a part of several SCs. COX is formed by 14
different subunits. Three largest subunits COX1, COX2 and COX3 are
coded for by mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and represent the catalytic
core of the enzyme. Ten subunits (COX4, COX5a, COX5b, COX6c,
COX7b, COX7c, COX8, COX7a, COX6b, COX6a) encoded by nuclear
genes are involved in COX regulation, assembly, stability and dimeriza-
tion [20,26,58]. Recently, the NDUFA4, formerly described as complex I
subunit was recognized as the 14th nuclear encoded subunit of COX [6].
NDUFA4 is loosely attached to the assembled COX complex and appears
to be essential for enzyme biogenesis [48]. COX molecules also contain
severalmetal cofactors in two copper sites (CuA, CuB) and twohememoi-
eties (heme a and a3). Mammalian COX assembly pathway proceeds via
four/five step-by-step assembly intermediates S1–S2–S3–S4*–S4, where
S4 represents a fully assembled COX monomer [20]. COX biosynthesis
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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and assembly of individual subunits is a highly regulated process,
depending on many ancillary/assembly proteins. They are essential
for different steps of COX biogenesis, from regulation of expression of
catalytic core subunits (LRPPRC, TACO1, hCOA3, COX14) [15,64,65,68],
through copper metabolism and insertion (COX17, SCO1, SCO2, COX11,
COX19, COA6, COX20) [10,22,31–34,43], heme a biosynthesis and inser-
tion (COX10, COX15, FDX2) [3,4,51], to membrane insertion and pro-
cessing of catalytic core subunits (OXA1l, COX18) [60]. A few other
COX assembly proteins have been identified; they participate in early
(SURF1, COA5) [24,60] or intermediate stages (PET100) [36] of COX
biogenesis, but their precise function is as of yet unknown.

SURF1 is a 30 kDa hydrophobic protein localized in the IMM,
encoded by a SURF1 nuclear gene, which is part of a highly conserved
housekeeping gene cluster, the surfeit locus [19,60,62,69]. Up to now,
SURF1 is supposed to be involved in a formation of S2 assembly interme-
diate, most likely in association of COX2 subunit with COX1–COX4–
COX5a subassembly [59,66]. However, its function might be more
redundant, because studies on yeast homolog Shy1 indicate, that Shy1/
SURF1 might play a role in heme a transfer/insertion into COX1 subunit
[7,57]. Tissue-dependent copper deficiency was found in patients
harboring SURF1 gene mutations, which points to a possible function
of SURF1 in maintaining of proper cellular copper homeostasis [58].
Moreover, a recently identified MITRAC12 protein [38] was found to in-
teract with SURF1 and COX1 in a mitochondrial translation regulation
assembly intermediate of COX1, which further extends possible roles
of the SURF1 in COX biogenesis.

Mutations in the human SURF1 gene result in a severe reduction of
fully assembled, active COX and accumulation of COX assembly inter-
mediates in patients' cells and tissues. SURF1mutationsmanifest usually
several months after birth as a fatal neurodegenerative mitochondrial
disorder, Leigh syndrome (LS) [52,70]. In recent studies 74 known
SURF1 gene mutations have been summarized and linked to LS and
atypical LS [35], but without genotype–phenotype correlation [5,12,46,
47,61,63]. To better understand SURF1 function, SURF1 knockout
mouse (SURF1−/− mouse) model was generated [18]. SURF1−/− mice
were smaller at birth, had mild reduction in motor skills at adult age
and COXactivitywas found to bemildly reduced in all tissues examined.
Interestingly, SURF1−/− mice showed prolonged lifespan compared to
wild-type littermates that was later assigned to enhanced insulin sensi-
tivity and increased mitochondrial biogenesis [17,49]. Animals were
also protected from neuronal damage induced by kainic acid accompa-
nied by reduced mitochondrial uptake of calcium ions [18]. In addition,
recent study revealed that loss of SURF1 initiates mitochondrial stress
response pathways, including mitochondrial biogenesis, the UPRMT and
Nrf2 activation [49].

In the present study, we used the SURF1−/− mouse model for
detailed analysis of disturbed COX assembly and COX ability to incorpo-
rate into respiratory SCs in different tissues and fibroblasts. Further-
more, we examined SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts in comparison with
human fibroblasts of patients with SURF1 mutations to reveal interspe-
cies differences in kinetics of COX biogenesis pathway, from assembly
intermediates to SCs. We show an accumulation of abundant COX1 as-
sembly intermediates and preferential recruitment of COX into I–III2–
IVn SCs in SURF1 patient fibroblasts, whereas SURF1−/− mouse fibro-
blasts were characterized by much milder decrease in COX monomer,
which was also more stable. Interestingly, murine COX, both in the
wild type and in SURF1 knockout showed only limited preference to-
wards the formation of SCs.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Experimental material

For experiments different tissues were obtained from 3-month-old
SURF1−/− knockout B6D2F1 mice [18], generated by the insertion of
a loxP sequence in exon 7 of the mouse SURF1 gene, leading to an
aberrant, prematurely truncated and highly unstable protein, and
from control wild type SURF1+/+ mice. Immortalized skin fibroblasts
from control and SURF1−/− mouse [18] were cultured at 37 °C in 5% at-
mosphere of CO2 in aDMEMmedium supplemented by 10% fetal bovine
serum, 20mMHEPES (pH 7.5) and geneticin (50 μg/ml). The same con-
ditions were used for cultivation of human patients' skin fibroblasts
lacking the SURF1 protein due to 845 del CT mutations of SURF1 gene
[44] and from controls, except that geneticin was replaced with penicil-
lin (10 μg/ml) and streptomycin (10 μg/ml). The project was approved
by the ethics committees of Institute of Physiology, CAS. Informed
consent was obtained from the parents of the patients according to
the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association.

2.2. Isolation of mitochondria

Muscle (hind leg) was minced in a K medium (150 mM KCl, 2 mM
EDTA, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4) supplemented with protease inhibitor
cocktail (1:500, PIC from Sigma) and homogenized by ultra turrax IKA
(2× for 15 s, level 4) and glass-teflon homogenizer (600 rpm, 5 strokes).
5% (w/v) homogenate was centrifuged 10 min at 600 g and postnuclear
supernatant was centrifuged 10min at 10,000 g. Pelleted mitochondria
were washed once (10,000 g, 10 min) and resuspended in K medium.

Liver mitochondria were isolated from 10% homogenate prepared in
STEmedium(250mMsucrose, 10mMTris, 2mMEDTA, pH7.2) supple-
mented with PIC (1:500) using glass-teflon homogenizer (600 rpm, 7
strokes). Postnuclear (800 g, 10 min) supernatant filtered through a
gauze was centrifuged for 15 min at 5200 g, pelleted mitochondria
were washed twice (13,000 g, 10 min) in STE with PIC and then resus-
pended in STE medium.

Heart mitochondria were isolated essentially as liver mitochon-
dria, except that postnuclear supernatant was centrifuged for 10 min
at 13,000 g.

Fibroblastmitochondriawere isolated according to Bentlage et al. [9]
with slightmodifications. Cells harvested using 0.05% trypsin and 0.02%
EDTAwere sedimented (600 g, 5 min) andwashed twice in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS— 140mMNaCl, 5mMKCl, 8mMNa2HPO4, 1.5mM
KH2PO4, pH 7.2). Weighed cell pellet was suspended in ten times (w/v)
the amount of 10mMTris-bufferwith PIC (1:500) and homogenized by
teflon-glass homogenizer (8 strokes, 600 rpm). Immediately afterwards
1/5 volume of 1.5M sucrosewas added.Homogenatewas centrifuged at
600 g, 10min andmitochondria containing supernatantwas kept on ice.
Pellet was suspended in original volume of SEKTP (250 mM sucrose,
40mMKCl, 20mMTris, 2mMEGTA, pH 7.6, PIC 1:500), rehomogenized
(5 strokes, 800 rpm) and centrifuged at 600 g, 10min. The supernatants
were pooled and centrifuged 10,000 g, 10 min. Sedimented mitochon-
dria were washed with SEKTP (10,000 g, 10 min) and suspended in
SEKTP.

All isolations were performed at 4 °C and mitochondria were stored
at−80 °C. Protein concentration was measured according to [11].

2.3. Protein analysis by Blue Native PAGE (BNE) and BNE/SDS PAGE

Mitochondrial pellets were suspended in MB2 buffer (1.5 M ε-
aminocapronic acid, 150mMBis-tris, 0.5mMEDTA, pH 7.0), solubilized
with digitonin (8 g/g protein) for 15 min on ice and centrifuged for
20 min at 20,000 g, 4 °C. Samples for BNEwere prepared from superna-
tants by adding 1/20 volume of 5% SBG dye (Serva Blue G 250) in
750 mM ε-aminocapronic acid and 1/10 volume of 50% (v/v) glycerol.

Frozen cell pellets were resuspended in sucrose buffer (83 mM
sucrose, 6.6 mM imidazole/HCl, PIC 1:500, pH 7.0) [67] and sonicated
for 10 s to obtain 10% (w/v) suspension. Cell membranes were
sedimented for 30 min at 100,000 g, 4 °C, solubilized with digitonin
(4 g/g protein) in an imidazole buffer (2 mM ε-aminocapronic acid,
1mMEDTA, 50mMNaCl, 50mMimidazole, pH7.0) for 10min and cen-
trifuged at 30,000 g, 20 min at 4 °C [67]. For BNE analysis supernatants
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were mixed with 1/10 volume of 50% (v/v) glycerol and with 5% SBG
dye in 750mM ε-aminocapronic acid at a dye/digitonin ratio 1:8 (w/w).

Solubilized mitochondria were analyzed by Bis-tris BNE [56] on 5–
12% polyacrylamide gradient gels, cell membranes were analyzed by
imidazole BNE [67] on 5–16% polyacrylamide gradient gels using the
Mini-Protean apparatus (BioRad).

For two-dimensional separation by BNE/SDS PAGE, the stripes
of BNE gel were incubated in 1% SDS and 1% 2-mercaptoethanol for
1 h and then subjected to SDS PAGE on a 10% slab gel [55].

2.4. Western blot analysis

Proteins were transferred from the gels to PVDF membranes
(Immobilon-P, Millipore) using semidry electroblotting. The mem-
branes were blocked with 5% (w/v) non-fat dried milk in TBS (150 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5) for 1 h and incubated 2 h or overnight at
4 °C with primary antibodies diluted in TBS with 0.1% Tween-20. Mono-
clonal primary antibodies to the following enzymes of OXPHOS were
used: SDHA (ab14715, Abcam), CORE1 (ab110252, Abcam), NDUFB6
(ab110244, Abcam), NDUFS3 (ab110246, Abcam), COX1 (ab14705,
Abcam). The detection of the signals was performed with the secondary
Alexa Fluor 680-labeled antibody (Life Technologies) using the Odyssey
fluorescence scanner (LI-COR). Quantification of detected signals from
BNE/SDS PAGEwas carried out in Aida Image Analyzer program, version
3.21.

2.5. Spectrophotometric assays

COX, cII (succinate:cytochrome c oxidoreductase (SCCR)) and citrate
synthase (CS) activities were measured as previously [44], cI
(NADH:cytochrome c oxidoreductase (NCCR)) activity was measured
as in [50].

2.6. Doxycycline treatment of the cells

Experiment was performed as described in [41]. Briefly, fibroblasts
(grown to 70% confluence in DMEM medium) were treated with
15 μg/ml doxycycline (DOX) for 7 days and then washed 3 times with
PBS to withdraw DOX. Subsequently, the cells were collected at differ-
ent time points (0, 6, 16, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h) after DOX removal.
Weighed pellets of cellswere stored at−80 °C for analysis of solubilized
cell membranes by 2D BNE/SDS-PAGE. Two independent experiments
of DOX inhibition in human and mouse fibroblasts were performed.
COX1 antibody signals from 2D Western blots were quantified using
Aida Image Analyzer v. 3.21 (Raytest). The relative distribution of signal
between individual COX forms (assembly intermediates, monomer,
dimer, supercomplexes) was determined from 2D blots. The total
COX1 signal for each given time point was calculated from 1D SDS
PAGE (see Fig. 4 E–H in the Data in Brief appendix) and normalized to
SDHA signal. COX1 signalwas then divided by the relative quantities ob-
tained in the first step. The resulting datasets from each experiment
Table 1
Changes in COX and CS activities in SURF1−/− mouse.

SURF1+/+ SURF1

COX CS COX/CS COX

Heart 3385.9 ± 120.8 2047.9 ± 136.7 1.7 2228.5
Muscle 2486.7 ± 39.5 451.5 ± 50.2 5.5 1110.7
Liver 1495.2 ± 63.4 253.7 ± 11.5⁎ 5.9 675.9
Brain 1527.2 ± 97.1 627.9 ± 28.2 2.4 744.5
Fibroblasts 459.3 ± 33.6 333.7 ± 15.3 1.4 248.3

COX and CS enzyme activities (nmol/min/mg protein) were measured spectrophotometrically
SURF1+/+ values was expressed in %. The values are mean ± S.E. (n = 5–7).
⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
were resampled to [0, 100] interval and averaged values from two ex-
periments plotted as comparative 2D maps.

2.7. Metabolic pulse-chase labeling of mtDNA encoded proteins

Proteins encoded bymtDNAwere labeled using 35S-Protein Labeling
Mix (Met+ Cys; Perkin Elmer NEG072) by procedure described in [37].
Briefly, cells were incubated for 16 h with chloramphenicol (40 μg/ml),
washed twice in PBS, and after 15 min incubation in DMEM medium
without methionine and cysteine (DMEM-Met-Cys) and 15min incuba-
tion in DMEM-Met-Cys with cycloheximide (CHX; 0.1 mg/ml), 35S-
Protein LabelingMix (350 μCi/150mmdish)was added. Cells were incu-
bated for 2 h, then 250 μMcoldMet and Cys was added and after 15min
cells were washedwith PBS+ 250 μMcoldMet and Cys and finally with
PBS. Cells were grown in standard DMEM medium supplemented with
5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and harvested at different times (0.5 h, 6 h,
16 h, 24 h). Pellets of labeled cells weremixedwith the samew/w of un-
labeled cells, cell membranes were isolated, solubilized with digitonin
and analyzed by 2D BNE/SDS PAGE. Gels were stained in a Coomassie R
250 dye, dried and radioactivity was detected using Pharos FX™ Plus
Molecular Imager (Bio-Rad). COX1 radioactive signals from 2D gels
(Fig. 4 A, B, C, D) were quantified using Aida Image Analyzer v. 3.21
and relative quantities of individual COX forms (assembly intermediates,
monomer, supercomplexes) were used to divide the respective COX1
signal for given chase-time from 1D SDS PAGE, normalized to overall
radioactive signal in each time point. The resulting datasets from each
experiment were resampled to [0, 100] interval and plotted as compara-
tive 2D maps.

3. Results

3.1. Decreased COX activities in SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts

Analysis of RC activities in isolated mitochondria from SURF1−/−

mouse tissues and in fibroblasts whole cell lysates showed that COX
activities related to activity of citrate synthase (CS) were decreased to
37–62% of control (heart 55%, liver 37%, brain 50%, muscle 48%, fibro-
blasts 62%) (Table 1), as previously described in [18]. Activities of
other RC enzymes were not significantly changed in SURF1−/− mouse
tissues/fibroblasts (not shown). The activity of CS was increased
(22.7%) in SURF1−/− liver mitochondria but not in other tissues. This
may suggest some compensatory upregulation of mitochondrial
biogenesis, as observed previously in heart and skeletal muscle [49],
or in SURF1 patient cells [28]. In general, the COX defect in SURF1−/−

mouse tissues and fibroblasts is less pronounced than in SURF1 patients'
fibroblasts and tissues, where COX activity was decreased to 10–30% of
control values [44,59]. These results are in agreement with differences
in phenotype severity between SURF1−/− mice and SURF1 patients:
while patients suffer from fatal Leigh syndrome, SURF1−/− mice show
increased lifespan without considerable mitochondrial dysfunction
[18,49].
−/− SURF1−/−/SURF1+/+

CS COX/CS COX COX/CS

± 190.7 2433.7 ± 218.2 0.9 65.8⁎⁎ 55.4⁎⁎

± 121.3 420.5 ± 27.8 2.6 44.7⁎⁎ 47.9⁎⁎

± 23.0 311.3 ± 14.2 2.2 45.2⁎⁎ 36.8⁎⁎

± 17.7 609.9 ± 24.1 1.2 48.7⁎⁎ 50.2⁎⁎

± 49.3 280.3 ± 28.4 0.9 54.1⁎⁎ 62.3⁎

in SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts, ratio between SURF1−/− and
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3.2. Decreased content of assembled COX complexes and accumulation of
COX assembly intermediates in SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts

We performed 2D BNE/SDS PAGE analysis in combination with
Western blot to detect and quantify various COX forms from assembly
intermediates to supercomplexes in examined SURF1+/+ and
SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts (Figs. 1, 2; Fig. 3 in the Data
in Brief appendix). Generally, decreased COX activities in various
SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts corresponded to decreased
total COX content on Western blots. The amount of fully assembled
forms of COX (monomer, dimer and COX-containing SCs) was down-
regulated in SURF1−/− mouse. In heart, liver and brain (Fig. 1 A, C, D;
Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appendix) it was in good agreementwithmea-
sured COX activity (heart 53%, liver 39%, brain 64%), whereas in muscle
it was somewhat higher (82%) and in fibroblasts lower (30%) (Fig. 1 B,
E), than expected from activity measurements, possibly due to semi-
quantitative character of WB immunodetection (antibody reactivity in
different tissues, large differences in amounts of different COX forms).

Relative distribution of individual COX forms varied considerably
between the studied control mouse tissues. Monomer represented the
dominant form in all tissues, with relative amount ranging from 50%
in heart to asmuch as 85–95% of total COX in brain and liver. Significant
content of COX dimers (18–27%) and III2–IV SC (13–15%) was detected
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis of different COX forms present in SURF1−/−

supercomplexes were solubilized using 8 g digitonin/g protein of isolated mitochondria, sepa
by Western blots using specific antibodies to COX1 (cIV), CORE1 (cIII), NDUFB6 (cI) and ND
SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mice as well as fibroblasts (F) of human control and SURF1 patient w
III2–IV SC (III2–IV), I–III2 SC (I–III2), I–III2–IVn SCs (I–III2–IVn), complex III dimer (cIII2), complex
in heart andmuscle (Fig. 1 A, B; Fig. 2 A, B; Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief ap-
pendix), whereas in liver and brain we found only negligible amount of
these COX forms (Fig. 1 C, D; Fig. 2 C, D; Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appen-
dix). Weak signals of COX were also detected above 1 MDa. These SCs
were larger than I–III2 SC (detected by strong cI and cIII signals) and
therefore presumably represent the I–III2–IVn SCs.

In SURF1−/− mouse tissues, the amount of assembled COX forms
was lower compared to SURF1+/+, but the COX monomer was still the
dominant form. COX dimer still represented 10–20% of total COX in
heart and muscle but it almost disappeared in liver and brain (Fig. 1
A–D; Fig. 2 A–D; Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appendix). III2–IV SC was pre-
served in small amount in all tissues, and weak COX signals of higher I–
III2–IVn SCs were detected only in heart and muscle. In contrast to con-
trols, we detected increased content of COX1 assembly intermediates
(AI) in muscle and heart, representing approximately 10% of total COX
signal. In liver and brain, the accumulation of AI was negligible (Fig. 1
A–D; Fig. 2 A–D).

In SURF1+/+ mouse fibroblasts, the COX monomer represented
more than 90% of total COX signal, the remainder being comprised of
small contribution of COX dimer, III2–IV and I–III2–IVn SCs (Fig. 1 E;
Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appendix). In SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts,
the COX defect was more accentuated than in other mouse tissues —
we detected reduced signal of COX monomer, negligible content of I–
mouse tissues and fibroblasts and SURF1 patient fibroblasts. Respiratory complexes and
rated by BNE in the first dimension and SDS PAGE in the second dimension and detected
UFS3 (cI). For analysis, heart (A), muscle (B), liver (C), brain (D) and fibroblast (E) of
ere used. COX1 assembly intermediates (COX1 AI), COX monomer (M), COX dimer (D),
I (cI).



Fig. 2. Distribution profiles of the COX1 signal in different COX forms resolved by BNE/SDS PAGE analysis. COX1 signals from two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis in Fig. 1 were
expressed as quantitative distribution profiles. SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mice heart (A), muscle (B), liver (C), brain (D) and fibroblasts (E) and human control and SURF1 patient
fibroblasts (F). Individual COX forms are indicated: COX1 assembly intermediates (COX1 AI), COX monomer (M), COX dimer (D), III2–IV SC (III2–IV), I–III2–IVn SCs (I–III2–IVn).
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III2–IVn SCs and markedly accumulated COX assembly intermediates,
which represented 30% of total COX signal (Fig. 1 E; Fig. 3 in the Data
in Brief appendix).

Other RC complexes (cI and cIII) were not affected by the COX defect
in SURF1−/− mouse tissues and fibroblasts. As expected, the content of
COX-containing III2–IV SC was reduced (Fig. 1 A–E; Figs. 1, 2 in the
Data in Brief appendix).

3.3. SURF1 patient fibroblasts preserve large I–III2–IVn supercomplexes

Given the marked differences in COX activities between SURF1
patient and SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts and respective controls, we
also performed 2D BNE/SDS PAGE analysis on human control and
SURF1 patient fibroblasts to obtain interspecies comparison of the COX
assembly defect consequences. In human control fibroblasts, COX was
mainly found as a monomer and I–III2–IVn SCs (Fig. 1 F). There was
also higher amount of COX dimer and III2–IV SC in comparison to
SURF1+/+mouse fibroblasts (Fig. 1 E, F; Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appen-
dix). In SURF1patientfibroblasts, two dominant COX formswere detect-
ed: the majority of fully assembled COX was detected in the I–III2–IVn

SCs and as the large amount of COX1 assembly intermediates. In con-
trast the signal of COX monomer represented less than 10% of total
COX, a pattern significantly different to SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts
(Fig. 1 E, F; Fig. 3 in the Data in Brief appendix). Taken together, we
show that the COX defect due to lack of SURF1 caused by SURF1 gene
mutations/knockout exerts both tissue and species specificity.

3.4. COX supercomplexes assembly kinetics

Our present experiments indicate significant differences in COX as-
sociation into III2–IV and I–III2–IVn SCs between human and mouse,
which can be observed both in control and SURF1-deficient fibroblasts.
To explore the dynamics of COX incorporation into supercomplexes, we
transiently treated cells with doxycycline (DOX), a reversible inhibitor
of mitochondrial translation, to deplete the cells of mtDNA encoded
OXPHOS subunits [41]. Human and mouse control and SURF1-
deficient fibroblasts were cultured for 7 days in the presence of DOX
and, after DOX removal, cells were collected at different time points
(t0, t6, t16, t24, t48, t72, t96 h) to follow the assembly of newly synthe-
sized mitochondrial-encoded subunits into RC complexes and subse-
quently into associated supercomplexes.

First we checked the amount of remaining COX in cell homogenates
after DOX treatment. Using SDS PAGE and Western blot analysis (Fig. 4
in the Data in Brief appendix), we clearly showed lower levels of COX1
subunit in comparison with controls (DOX untreated cells) in all cell
lines studied. COX1 antibody signals normalized to signals of SDHA
were decreased to 30% and 34% in control and SURF1 patient fibroblasts,
and to 20% and 23% in SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts, re-
spectively. DOX treatment caused also slight decrease of cIII and cV
levels, yet the greatest decrease was, unsurprisingly, observed in the
content of cI, with its 7 mitochondrially encoded subunits.

Isolated membranes from fibroblasts were subsequently solubilized
with digitonin (4 g/g protein) and analyzed by 2D BNE/SDS PAGE in
combination with Western blot. In both human fibroblast lines, anti-
body detection of COX1 subunit signals revealed decrease in all COX
forms at time point t0 (Fig. 3 A, B, E, F). Apparently, human cells pre-
served the reported stoichiometric distribution of COX (COX1) among
COX assembly intermediates (AI), COX monomer, dimer and COX SCs
(III2–IV, I–III2–VIn) throughout the doxycycline treatment. The balance
between COX AI and monomer was also maintained during the time
course after DOX withdrawal. Specifically, in human control cells
(Fig. 3 A, E), the longer the cells were cultured after DOX removal, the
more COX monomer and SCs were synthesized and at time point
t96 h COX1 signal reached the original steady state (DOX untreated
cells). At all time points, the monomer was still the prevalent COX
form. In SURF1 patients' fibroblasts (Fig. 3 B, F) at t0 (after DOX remov-
al), COX monomer was the main COX assembled form as its level
decreased less than the content of COX associated into I–III2–IVn SCs.
At t0 and all successive time points, signals of COX1 assembly interme-
diates represented the dominant form of COX and COX monomer



Fig. 3. Analysis of COX assembly in SURF1-deficient mouse and human fibroblasts following the release of doxycycline-arrested mitochondrial protein translation. BNE/SDS PAGE
representative Western blot analysis using antibody to COX1 subunit performed in doxycycline treated (A) human control and (B) SURF1 patient fibroblasts and (C) SURF1+/+ and
(D) SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts. For BNE analysis, cell membranes were isolated and solubilized by digitonin (4 g dig/g protein). COX1 assembly intermediates (AI), COX monomer
(M), COX supercomplexes (SC) are marked. Control cells without DOX (C-DOX), times t0–t96 represent time points in hours after DOX removal, when the cells were harvested. Two
independent DOX experiments for each cell line were performed to generate 2D maps showing distribution of COX1 forms along the DOX experiments at time points t0–t96 h (0 h–
96 h) in (E) human control and (F) SURF1 patient fibroblasts and (G) SURF1+/+ and (H) SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts. Relative quantities of individual COX forms (assembly
intermediates, monomer, dimer, supercomplexes) were used to divide the respective COX1 signal for given time point from 1D SDS PAGE (see Fig. 4 E–H in the Data in Brief
appendix), normalized to SDHA signal. The resulting datasets from each experiment representing individual COX forms in human and mice cells were rescaled (minimum = 0,
maximum= 100) and averaged to plot in comparative 2D maps. COX assembly intermediates (AI), COX monomer (M), COX supercomplexes (SC).
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further decreased. Compared to control cells, COX1 signal in SURF1
patient did not reach the steady state levels observed in cells without
DOX treatment even at t96 h.

The shift in balance between COX monomer and AI towards the AI
was also clearly observable in SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts and was
maintained throughout the time course as in SURF1 patients' cells.
However, in other aspects, mouse and human models differed. First,
the incorporation of newly synthesized COX subunits into higher SCs
was delayed in mouse fibroblasts and only started to appear at t16–
24 h (Fig. 3 C, D, G, H). Also, the COX SCs represented onlyminor portion
of COX, which was just barely detectable by COX1 antibody in mouse
cells without DOX treatment both on SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− back-
ground. The COX monomer was the dominant COX form in all mouse
cells; it increased significantly in SURF1+/+ cells from t0 to t96 h, while
in SURF1−/− cells AI represented up to 50% of COX1 signal, gradually
accumulating at the respective time points.

The interspecies differences between mouse and human fibroblasts
are clearly visualized in 2D maps of COX distribution into individual
forms (Fig. 3 E–H). In human fibroblasts (Fig. 3 E, F), COX incorporation
into SCswasmuchmore prevalent than inmouse cells (Fig. 3 G, H), con-
trol human cells maintained stable proportion between COX monomer
and SCs, whereas SURF1 patient cells preferentially incorporated the as-
sembled COX into SCs rather than into COXmonomer. In SURF1+/+ and
SURF1−/− mouse cells (Fig. 3 G, H), COX SCs amount was negligible
when compared to COX monomer. DOX experiment thus clearly
showed COX assembly defect due to SURF1 gene mutation/knock out.
SURF1 patients' cells accumulated more COX assembly intermediates
and most of assembled COX incorporated into SCs, whereas SURF1−/−

mouse cells accumulated less COX AI and were characterized by more
stable COX monomer compared to SURF1 patient.

3.5. Pulse-chase labeling of mitochondrially encoded COX subunits

As a follow up on the doxycycline experiments aimed at comparison
of control and SURF1 defective human and mouse fibroblasts, we ana-
lyzed the assembly kinetics of COX directly by pulse-chase 35S labeling
of mitochondrial translation products. Fibroblast cell lines pretreated
with chloramphenicol (16 h/overnight) were washed and pulsed with
35S labeled Met-Cys in the presence of cycloheximide (CHX). Cells
were then chased with cold Met-Cys without CHX at time points 0.5 h,
6 h, 16 h, 24 h to follow the time course of newly synthesized COX1,
COX2, and COX3 subunits incorporation into assembly intermediates,
monomer and SCs of COX. Isolated cell membranes were analyzed by
2D BNE/SDS PAGE after solubilization with digitonin (4 g/g protein).

In control human fibroblasts we observed themajor portion of COX1
incorporated in assembly intermediates, whereas a small part was
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already present in the COX monomer and I–III2–IVn SCs at chase time
0.5 h (Fig. 4 A; Fig. 5 A). COX2 and COX3 subunits followed the same
pattern but themigration distance and thus the identity of their respec-
tive assembly intermediates differed fromCOX1 (Fig. 4 A). At chase time
16 h, COX AI signal considerably decreased, accompanied by the
increase of remaining forms, i.e. COX monomer, COX dimer and COX
SCs. This pattern was consistent for signals from all three mtDNA
encoded COX subunits. At the 24 h chase, COX monomer became the
dominant form, and the COX1 assembly intermediates almost disap-
peared. In the case of SURF1patient cells (Fig. 4 B; Fig. 5 B), COX1 assem-
bly intermediates clearly dominated at chase 0.5 h. Small portion of COX
monomer and SCs were also present, but they are only distinguishable
from the signals of COX2 and COX3 subunits (Fig. 4 B). At chase 16 h,
COX1 assembly intermediates still represented the dominant COX
form, with small portion of COX1 shifting to the monomer as well as
into COX SCs. At the end of the chase periods at t24 h, the signals of
COX subunitsweakened in patient cells, but the amount of COX1 assem-
bly intermediates still prevailed over the fully assembled COX forms.

When we analyzed the COX assembly kinetics in SURF1+/+ mouse
fibroblasts (Fig. 4 C; Fig. 5 C), we observed high amount of COX1 assem-
bly intermediates, but also considerable signal of fully assembled new
COX monomer and beginning of SCs formation at chase time 0.5 h. At
longer chase periods COX1 assembly intermediates almost disappeared.
We were able to detect COX monomer together with COX dimer, and
COX-containing SCs, similar to the observation in DOX experiment
using COX1 antibody from time point t24 h onwards. In SURF1−/−

mouse fibroblasts at time points 0.5 h and 6 h, the formation of COX1
Fig. 4. Pulse-chase metabolic labeling of mitochondrially synthesized proteins in SURF1-deficie
D) SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts. Mitochondrial translation products of mous
presence of cycloheximide. After indicated time of chase (0.5 h, 6 h, 16 h, 24 h) with cold m
protein) and analyzed by BNE/SDS PAGE. Radioactivity was detected in stained dried gels. O
coded COX subunits COX1, COX2, COX3 are highlighted in frames. COX assembly intermediate
AI was prevailing over the signal of monomer (Fig. 4 D; Fig. 5 D), similar
to human SURF1 patient cells. However, at later time points COX1 as-
sembly intermediates rapidly disappeared, whereas newly synthesized
COX monomer appeared stable, and only its content was clearly de-
creased when compared to SURF1+/+ mouse cells. As in SURF1+/+

mouse cells, large I–III2–IVn SCs were clearly detected.
In both SURF1−/− and SURF1 patientfibroblasts the amount of newly

synthesized COX1 subunit during the pulse (t0.5 h) reaches approxi-
mately 70–80% of respective control levels. While an increase in COX1
translation could result in the apparent increase in the amount of COX
monomer in SURF1−/− cells, this does not seem to be the case in our
model.

Taken together, also when followed by pulse-chase, the COX assem-
bly kinetics in mouse SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/−

fibroblasts showed sig-
nificant differences from the respective human cells, particularly
regarding COX assembly intermediates depletion/accumulation and
stability of COX monomer. As can be seen from 2D maps in Fig. 5 A–D,
control human cells became depleted of COX AI at later time point
(chase t24 h) than SURF1+/+mouse cells (chase t16 h), which indicates
possible slower COX1 biogenesis in humans. Also, SURF1−/− mouse
fibroblasts coped better with SURF1 protein absence; they accumulated
less COX AI and were able to synthesize more stable COX monomer
when compared to SURF1 patient cells, where the SURF1 seems to be
crucial for effective COX1 biogenesis and its incorporation to COX
monomer.

The assembly kinetics of mtDNA subunits for other OXPHOS com-
plexes, e.g. cytochrome b of cIII or ATP6 and 8 of cV, was comparable
nt mouse and human fibroblasts. (A, B) Human control and SURF1 patient fibroblasts, (C,
e and human fibroblasts were labeled with [35S] methionine + cysteine for 2 h in the
ethionine and cysteine, cell membranes were isolated, solubilized by digitonin (4 g/g
n the right side of each gel, individual mtDNA coded subunits are marked and mtDNA
s (AI), COX monomer (M) are marked by dotted lines; COX SCs (SC).



Fig. 5. 2D maps of pulse-chase metabolic labeling of mitochondrially synthesized COX1 subunit. (A) Human control and (B) SURF1 patient fibroblasts, (C) SURF1+/+ and (D) SURF1−/−

mouse fibroblasts. 2D maps show biogenesis of COX1 subunit along the pulse-chase experiment at chase times t0.5, t6, t16 and t24 h (0.5 h–24 h). Relative quantities of individual
COX forms (assembly intermediates, monomer, supercomplexes) were used to divide the respective COX1 signal for given time chase from 1D SDS PAGE, normalized to overall
radioactive signal in each time chase. The resulting datasets from each experiment representing individual COX forms in human and mouse cells were rescaled (minimum = 0,
maximum= 100) and plotted in comparative 2D maps. COX assembly intermediates (AI), COX monomer (M), COX supercomplexes (SC).
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in human control and patient cells as well as in SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/−

mouse cells (Fig. 4 A–D), as can be expected for isolated COX defect.

4. Discussion

In the present study we analyzed the COX biogenesis from assembly
intermediates (AI) to supercomplexes (SC) in tissues and fibroblasts
from SURF1−/− mouse and SURF1 patient fibroblasts to address the
observed tissue and interspecies differences in phenotype severity. To
characterize changes at steady state conditions as well as the dynamics
of COX de novo synthesis, we combined enzyme activity measurements,
2D PAGE/immunodetection on doxycycline arrested cells and 35S-
labeling of mtDNA encoded proteins.

Numerous studies indicate that SURF1 protein (SURF1) promotes
early stages of COX biogenesis, from COX1 translation regulation to its
association with other COX subunits into COX AI [20,42,58,62]. Despite
the absence of SURF1, 10–30% of control amount of active COX is assem-
bled in SURF1 patients' fibroblasts [44]. Thus, while improving its effica-
cy, SURF1 is not absolutely essential in the COX assembly process [52].
Decreased levels of COX holoenzyme and reduction of COX activity
were found to be accompanied by decreased levels of COX subunits
[44,69] and accumulation of specific COX AIs. In SURF1 patients, COX
subcomplexes were detected in primary fibroblasts, skeletal muscle
and heart, while their amount was very low in liver and brain [59,60,
62]. Likewise, we have also observed tissue variance in COX assembly
process in SURF1−/−mouse tissues onWestern blots, wherewe detected
markedly variable amount of accumulated COX1-containing sub-
complexes (Fig. 1 A–D). However, the severity of COX assembly defect
in tissues from SURF1−/− mouse was not as pronounced as in
SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts possibly because the assembly defect
better manifests in proliferating cell cultures than in largely post-mitotic
tissues studied (Fig. 1 E, F).

4.1. COX subassemblies and formation of monomer

Observed COX1-containing subcomplexes can either be COX degra-
dation products or more likely represent true AIs, as they are predomi-
nantly labeled already at the shortest chase times (t0.5 h, Fig. 4 A–D).
Furthermore, AIs labeling gradually decreased during the chase, in con-
trast to the increase in the COXmonomer signal. However, AI dynamics
differed between human and murine models of SURF1 deficiency. In
SURF1 patient fibroblasts, COX1-subassemblies persisted throughout
the chase without the progression into COX monomer. Contrariwise,
SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts had higher content of COX monomer
from the beginning and its levels remained stable from t6 h onwards,
while COX1 AIs gradually disappeared between t16–24 h, arguing for
considerably faster turnover of COX1 AIs in mouse cells.

This is in line with our doxycycline (DOX) treatment experiments.
COX1-subassemblies detected in lesser amount also in both types
of control cells most likely reflect significant limiting step of COX
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assembly, which proceeds at slower pace e.g. because of incorporation
of catalytic components of the enzyme (hemes, CuB). Fittingly, in
bacteria [13,23] and yeast the SURF1 homologs were linked with
heme a incorporation into COX1. Shy1 — yeast homolog of SURF1 —
forms early assembly intermediatewith COX1 [39]. In this intermediate,
both heme a cofactor sites are most likely formed in a stepwise process
— heme a in a transition to the Shy1-containing complex and heme a3
within Shy1 complex. CuB site was also suggested to be formed at
this stage, since Shy1 was found to transiently interact with CuB

metallochaperone COX11. Thus, formation of heterobimetallic CuB-
heme a3 site should occur in the Shy1 complex [27]. In addition, Shy1
was found also in association with COX15, heme a synthase, most likely
cooperating on heme a transfer and insertion into early COX1 assembly
intermediates [7]. While SURF1 can likely function analogously in the
mammalian cells, this has yet to be experimentally proved. As in case
of mammalian SURF1, Shy1 seems not to be absolutely required for
COX1 maturation steps, because yeast strains lacking Shy1 have still
residual fully assembled and active COX.

Interestingly, the assembly process seems to proceed faster inmouse
than in human fibroblasts. Thus, at chase time point 16 h, all COX1 in
mouse cells was assembled in holoenzyme while in human fibroblasts
a significant portion of the subunit was still present in assembly inter-
mediates. This could be due to a higher reservoir of COX1 AIs in control
human cells and, along with faster decomposition of stalled AIs, may
partially explain the milder phenotype of SURF1 absence in mouse.
Faster assembly and rapid recycling of unincorporated subunits in
mouse system would result in more frequent assembly “attempts”
producing higher steady state COX content than in human patient cells.

On the contrary, translational activation of COX1 specifically in
mouse cells may yield analogous outcome. In this respect, the pheno-
type of yeast Shy1 mutant was partially restored by the suppressor
MSS51 through increased translation of COX1 [8]. Mss51p is primarily
specific translation factor for COX1mRNA, that acts on the 5′ untranslat-
ed region (UTR) of COX1 mRNA to promote translation initiation [27].
However, mammalian mitochondrial mRNAs do not have significant
5′ UTRs [40] and this may be the reason why functional homolog of
translation activator Mss51p has not been found yet. On the other
hand, human homolog (LRPPRC) of the yeast translational activator
Pet309 has been reported and, in addition, translational activator of
COX1 TACO1 is necessary for efficient translation of COX1 [64]. These
proteins, or other yet unidentified factor(s), may effectively act as
species-specific suppressors of COX defects in SURF1−/− mouse cells.
Larger pool of translated COX1 accessible for finishing of COX1 matura-
tionwithout SURF1may then lead to synthesis of higher amount of COX
and thus be the cause of themilder COXdefect in SURF1−/−mouse cells.
However, our data do not support such possibility. As already men-
tioned the decrease in the amount of newly synthesized COX1 subunit
was approximately equal in both mouse and human fibroblasts with
SURF1 defect without any indication of compensatory upregulation in
mouse cells.

Impaired COXbiogenesis due to SURF1 deficiency is characterized by
accumulation of the S2 intermediate containing COX1–COX4–COX5a
subunits [20,42]. S2 represents an important rate limiting step and can
usually be detected even in control cells/tissues. Recently, MITRAC com-
plexes (mitochondrial translation regulation assembly intermediates of
COX)were described as part of COX biogenesis pathway [38]. Their sug-
gested function lies in regulation of COX1 translation by coordinating
the interaction of COX1 with specific assembly proteins before entering
the further steps of COX assembly. This regulatory cycle should be actu-
ally considered as an alternative mechanism of COX1 biogenesis in
mammals to that in yeast. SURF1 was also found to be part of MITRAC
complexes together with hCOA3 (MITRAC12) [15] and other COX as-
sembly proteins (COX15, COX16, C12orf62). However, it is possible
that the S2 subassemblies merely co-migrate with MITRAC complexes
on native gels. The presence of several types of complexes and/or their
dynamics in recruitment and release of various assembly factors has
been reflected in changes of migration patterns of COX1-containing as-
semblies in 2D gels.We propose that absence of SURF1 does not exclude
formation of MITRAC complexes and their accumulation with S2 subas-
semblies. Indeed, we consistently detect complexes that may represent
such associations in COX defective cells/tissues characterized by im-
paired efficiency of COX1 biogenesis and its delayed interaction with
other COX subunits.

4.2. COX incorporation into supercomplexes

COX holoenzyme is known to interact with other RC complexes and
form supercomplexes (SCs) [21,25,41,54]. However, in allmouse tissues
examined in this study, COX monomer represented the dominant COX
form. We also detected the presence of COX dimer and III2–IV SC and
these forms were decreased or even disappeared in SURF1−/− mouse.
The signal of large I–III2–IVn SCs was quite weak in SURF1+/+ mouse
heart and muscle despite the fact that these SCs are usually observed
in digitonin solubilizates [53,67]. Interestingly, several recent studies
reported the absence of COX SCs (III2–IV and I–III2–IVn) in liver and
fibroblasts from C57Bl/6 J mouse strain, which served also as the paren-
tal strain for formation of SURF1−/− mouse [16,29]. This was associated
with the presence of short isoform of COX7a2l (SCAFI) subunit in this
strain, which may preclude SC formation.

The relative absence of SCs in mouse samples contrasted with our
observations in human fibroblasts, where we found strong signal of
I–III2–IVn SCs. Therefore, we usedDOX to analyze species-specific differ-
ences of COX ability to interact into SCs in control and SURF1 deficient
human/mouse fibroblasts. In control human fibroblasts the COX1 signal
increased equally in all detectable COX forms (AI, M, SCs), indicating a
stable balance in distribution of COX forms. Due to decreased amount/
stability of COX monomer, the SURF1-deficient patient fibroblasts pref-
erably incorporated COX into I–III2–IVn SCs for its stabilization [28,30].
On the other hand, in mouse fibroblasts assembly kinetics of COX
proceededmostly just to the level of COXmonomer. COX SCs formation
was delayed, and although their content even exceeded the levels in un-
treated cells, these higher forms of COX represented just a small portion
of the total COX quantity. This is themost important difference between
SURF1−/−mouse and SURF1 patient fibroblasts we uncovered. The pref-
erence towards SCs incorporation is not unique to SURF1 human pa-
tients. Recent study on cybrid clones carrying the heteroplasmic
cytochrome b m.15579 A N G mutation demonstrated that its deleteri-
ous effects were attenuated when cIII was assembled into I–III2–IVn

SCs [14].
There is only limited amount of information available about COX as-

sembly kinetics after DOX mediated inhibition. The most comprehen-
sive study was performed in control cybrids (143B cells) and DOX
caused strong decrease of overall COX signal and disappearance of
COX SCs. Gradual incorporation of the COX into SCs was observed at
6 h after DOX removal and COX1 appeared in SCs even later [41]. In
our human fibroblasts, about 30% of various COX assemblies remained
after DOX treatment and also COX SCswere partially preserved. Similar-
ly, mouse fibroblasts started to synthesize COX SCs a few hours after
DOX removal, but in the end favored COXmonomer as amain function-
al COX form. Control human and mouse fibroblasts resembled
cybrid cells [41,45] as the amount of COX totally recovered 96 h after
DOX treatment. Milder COX defect in SURF1−/− mouse fibroblasts also
allowed the cells to reach the steady state after 96 h period, but SURF1
patient cells were delayed in COX recovery, again pointing towards
slower and more affected COX biogenesis.

In conclusion, our present study shows that COX in tissues or cells
from the SURF1+/+ and SURF1−/− mice exerts lower preference to be
incorporated into SCs. On the other hand, I–III2–IVn SCs represented
an important functional forms of COX in human cells, and even more
so in SURF1 patient fibroblasts. Another reason why the defect caused
by SURF1 absence in mice is less dramatic when compared to SURF1 pa-
tients is that COX monomer seems to be more stable in SURF1−/− mice
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and at the same time the turnover of accumulated COX assembly inter-
mediates is faster.
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Abstract 

 This paper describes data related to a research article entitled “Tissue- and species-

specific differences in cytochrome c oxidase assembly induced by SURF1 defects” [1]. This 

paper includes data of the quantitative analysis of individual forms of respiratory chain 

complexes I, III and IV present in SURF1 knockout (SURF1-/-) and control (SURF1+/+) mouse 

fibroblasts and tissues and in fibroblasts of human control and patients with SURF1 gene 

mutation. It also includes data demonstrating response of complex IV, cytochrome c oxidase 

(COX), to reversible inhibition of mitochondrial translation in SURF1-/- mouse and SURF1 

patient fibroblast cell lines.  

 

Specifications Table  

Subject area 
Biochemistry 

More specific subject 

area 

Mitochondria, COX assembly, SURF1 protein  

Type of data Figures 

How data was acquired Western blots of SDS and BNE/SDS PAGE, antibody signals 

quantification, values expressed in percent of controls. 

Data format Analyzed, presented in text 

Experimental factors SURF1 mouse knockout, human SURF1 mutations, doxycycline 

inhibition of mitochondrial DNA translation  

Experimental features Digitonin solubilisation of mitochondrial proteins, immunodetection 

of respiratory chain complexes 

Data source location Department of Bioenergetics, Institute of Physiology, Czech 

Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic, Prague 

Data accessibility Data are provided in this article 

 

 

 

 

 



Value of the data  

• Different proportions and native forms of respiratory chain complexes detected by 2D 

PAGE and WB in mammalian tissues or cells.  

• Tissue- and species-specificity of COX biogenesis at normal and pathological 

conditions.  

• Reversible mitochondrial translation arrest for analysis of newly synthesized COX in  

mouse/human fibroblasts.  

• Approach to study different assembly defects of respiratory chain complexes containing 

mtDNA-encoded subunits. 

 

1. Data 

In the present work, we show differences in amounts of individual forms of  respiratory 

chain complexes I, III and IV quantified from western blots of 2D BNE/SDS PAGE analysis, as 

determined in mitochondria of SURF1+/+ and SURF1-/- mouse fibroblasts and tissues (heart, 

muscle, brain, liver) and also in mitochondria of human control and SURF1 deficient  

fibroblasts (Fig. 1, 2, 3).  

Then we show data (Fig. 4) from analysis of fibroblast cell lines from SURF1-/- mouse, 

SURF1 patient and controls, in which translation of mitochondrial DNA encoded proteins was 

reversibly inhibited with doxycycline (DOX). After DOX removal, the formation of newly 

synthetized COX in time (0-96 hours) was assessed by SDS PAGE and western blot analysis. 

 

2. Experimental Design, Materials and Methods 

 See research article “Tissue- and species-specific differences in cytochrome c oxidase 

assembly induced by SURF1 defects”. 
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Figure 1. Complex I (cI) forms present in SURF1-/- mouse tissues and fibroblasts and 

SURF1 patient fibroblasts. For analysis, SURF1+/+ mouse (+/+), SURF1-/- mouse (-/-), human 

control (C) and SURF1 patient (SURF1 P) data from BNE/SDS PAGE western blots (see Fig. 1 

in [1]) were used. Signals of NDUFB6 (NDUFS3 in muscle) subunit were quantified and 

expressed as percentage of overall NDUFB6 (NDUFS3) signal of each tissue/cell western blot. 

cI assembly intermediates (cI AI); supercomplexes I-III2 and I-III2-IVn (I-III2, I-III2-IVn). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Complex III (cIII) forms present in SURF1-/- mouse tissues and fibroblasts and 

SURF1 patient fibroblasts. For analysis, SURF1+/+ mouse (+/+), SURF1-/- mouse (-/-), human 

control (C) and SURF1 patient (SURF1 P) data from BNE/SDS PAGE western blots (see Fig. 1 



in [1]) were used. Signals of CORE1 subunit were quantified and expressed as percentage of 

overall CORE1 signal of each tissue/cell western blot. cIII dimer (cIII2); supercomplexes III2-

IV, I-III2 and I-III2-IVn (III2-IV, I-III2, I-III2-IVn). 

 

 

 

Figure 3. COX forms present in SURF1-/- mouse tissues and fibroblasts and SURF1 

patient fibroblasts. For analysis, SURF1+/+ mouse (+/+), SURF1-/- mouse (-/-), human control 

(C) and SURF1 patient (SURF1 P) data from BNE/SDS PAGE western blots (see Fig. 1 in [1]) 

were used. Signals of COX1 were quantified and expressed as percentage of overall COX1 

signal in each tissue/cell western blot. COX assembly intermediates (AI), COX monomer (M), 

COX dimer (D), supercomplexes III2-IV and I-III2-IVn (III2-IV, I-III2-IVn).  



 

 

Figure 4. Decreased COX1 amount after DOX treatment. Homogenates from DOX treated 

human control and SURF1 patient fibroblasts (A, B),   SURF1+/+ and SURF1-/- mouse 

fibroblasts (C, D) and digitonin solubilizates from DOX treated human control and SURF1 

patient fibroblasts (E, F), SURF1+/+ and SURF1-/- mouse fibroblasts (G, H) were analyzed on 

SDS PAGE in combination with western blot to obtain overall COX1 signal at different time 

points (t0 - t96 hours) after DOX treatment. Signal of SDHA was used as reference. Control 

cells without DOX treatment (C-DOX). 
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Alteration of structure and function of ATP synthase and cytochrome c
oxidase by lack of Fo-a and Cox3 subunits caused by mitochondrial DNA
9205delTA mutation
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Mutations in the MT-ATP6 gene are frequent causes of severe
mitochondrial disorders. Typically, these are missense mutations,
but another type is represented by the 9205delTA microdeletion,
which removes the stop codon of the MT-ATP6 gene and
affects the cleavage site in the MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6/MT-CO3
polycistronic transcript. This interferes with the processing of
mRNAs for the Atp6 (Fo-a) subunit of ATP synthase and the Cox3
subunit of cytochrome c oxidase (COX). Two cases described
so far presented with strikingly different clinical phenotypes
– mild transient lactic acidosis or fatal encephalopathy. To
gain more insight into the pathogenic mechanism, we prepared
9205delTA cybrids with mutation load ranging between 52 and
99% and investigated changes in the structure and function
of ATP synthase and the COX. We found that 9205delTA
mutation strongly reduces the levels of both Fo-a and Cox3
proteins. Lack of Fo-a alters the structure but not the content
of ATP synthase, which assembles into a labile, ∼60 kDa

smaller, complex retaining ATP hydrolytic activity but which
is unable to synthesize ATP. In contrast, lack of Cox3 limits
the biosynthesis of COX but does not alter the structure
of the enzyme. Consequently, the diminished mitochondrial
content of COX and non-functional ATP synthase prevent most
mitochondrial ATP production. The biochemical effects caused by
the 9205delTA microdeletion displayed a pronounced threshold
effect above ∼90% mutation heteroplasmy. We observed a linear
relationship between the decrease in subunit Fo-a or Cox3 content
and the functional presentation of the defect. Therefore we
conclude that the threshold effect originated from a gene–protein
level.

Key words: ATP synthase, cytochrome c oxidase, mitochondrial
diseases, mtDNA MT-ATP6 mutation, oxidative phosphorylation,
threshold effect.

INTRODUCTION

Mitochondrial diseases due to disorders of the oxidative
phosphorylation system (OXPHOS) are frequently caused by
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) point mutations in protein-coding
genes [1]. They alter the amino acid composition or (less
frequently) lead to the formation of truncated protein if a
premature stop codon has been formed. Up to now, over 200 point
mutations of mtDNA have been reported. By their nature, they can
be either homoplasmic and/or heteroplasmic and affect different
mitochondrially synthesized subunits (www.mitomap.org [2]).
In 1996, Seneca et al. [3] found a new type of mtDNA
mutation that affects the MT-ATP6 and MT-CO3 genes by
microdeletion of two bases, TA, in mtDNA at positions 9205–
9206 (9205delTA). This mutation removes the stop codon of
the MT-ATP6 gene and alters the splicing site for processing
of the polycistronic MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6/MT-CO3 transcript. The
9205delTA mutation can be expected to alter the levels of
MT-ATP6 and MT-CO3 transcripts and thus the synthesis of
the Fo-a (Atp6) subunit of ATP synthase and the Cox3 subunit
of cytochrome c oxidase (COX), which could limit the biogenesis
of these two respiratory chain complexes.

The first case with the 9205delTA mutation presented with
a relatively mild phenotype – seizures with several episodes of
transient lactic acidosis [3]. Analysis of patient fibroblasts with
the reported homoplasmic mutation revealed no changes in MT-
ATP6 and MT-CO3 mRNA processing, a significant increase in
deadenylation of MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6 bicistron [4], and relatively
insignificant biochemical changes [5]. The second case of the
9205delTA mutation was a child with severe encephalopathy and
hyperlactacidaemia [6]. In correspondence with the fatal clinical
course, the patient fibroblasts showed a pronounced alteration of
ATP synthase structure and a low activity and protein content
of COX resulting in a ∼70% decrease in mitochondrial ATP
synthesis [7]. There was a marked and specific decrease in
MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6/MT-CO3 primary transcript processing. Fo-a
subunit content and its de novo synthesis were reduced 10-fold
when compared with the other ATP synthase subunits. Both cases
were reported to be homoplasmic and therefore we speculated
that an additional nuclear-encoded mitochondrial factor might
be involved in processing of the MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6/MT-CO3
transcript and modulate the deleterious effects of the 9205delTA
mutation [7]. It was of interest to compare the cells from
both cases. While both cases were supposedly homoplasmic,

Abbreviations: BNE, blue native electrophoresis; COX, cytochrome c oxidase; DDM, n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside; DMEM, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium; FCCP, carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone; hrCNE1, high-resolution clear native electrophoresis; LLS, Leigh-like syndrome;
LS, Leigh syndrome; MILS, maternally inherited LS; NARP, neurogenic muscle weakness, ataxia and retinitis pigmentosa; OSCP, oligomycin-sensitivity
conferral protein; OXPHOS, oxidative phosphorylation system; TMPD, N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine; TPP+ , tetraphenylphosphonium; WB,
Western blot.

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (email houstek@biomed.cas.cz).
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methodological limitations mean that they can only be claimed to
have a mutation load >98%. Later we identified heteroplasmy
of the 9205delTA mutation in the fibroblasts of high passage
from the first patient, indicating that negative segregation of the
mutation occurred during the prolonged cultivation and unmasked
the mutation heteroplasmy. The phenotypic differences between
the two patients may therefore be caused by a threshold effect
with a very steep dependence close to homoplasmy [8] and tissue-
specific differences in heteroplasmy.

To gain more insight into the pathogenic mechanism of the
9205delTA mutation, we prepared cybrid cell lines with a varying
load of the mtDNA 9205delTA mutation and investigated changes
in the structure and function of ATP synthase and COX. We
found that the 9205delTA mutation strongly reduces the levels
of both Fo-a and Cox3 proteins, alters the structure of ATP
synthase, decreases the content of COX, and prevents most of
the mitochondrial ATP synthesis. All of the biochemical effects
exerted a pronounced threshold effect above 90% heteroplasmy.
In addition, we found that a slightly smaller ATP synthase
complex devoid of the Fo-a subunit is formed but it is rather
labile and unable to synthesize ATP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals

Unless otherwise indicated, chemicals of the highest purity were
obtained from Sigma–Aldrich.

Preparation of cybrids and isolation of mitochondria

Transmitochondrial cybrids were prepared according to [9].
Fibroblasts from the two patients P1 [3] and P2 [7] harbouring
the 9205delTA mutation and from controls were enucleated by
centrifugation in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,
BioTech) containing 10 μg/ml cytochalasin B and then fused with
mtDNA-less (ρ0) 143B TK− osteosarcoma cells by adding a
50% (w/v) solution of PEG with 10% (v/v) DMSO. Cells were
selected for 3 weeks in DMEM containing 5 % (v/v) fetal bovine
serum, 0.1 mg/ml 5-bromodeoxyuridine and lacking uridine. The
ring-cloned and subcloned cybrid cells were grown to ∼90%
confluence, harvested using 0.05% (w/v) trypsin and 0.02%
(w/v) EDTA, and washed twice in PBS before use.

Mitochondria from cybrid or fibroblast cells were isolated at
4 ◦C by a hypo-osmotic shock method [10]. The freshly harvested
cells were disrupted in 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4, homogenized
in a Teflon/glass homogenizer (10 % homogenate, w/v) and
then sucrose was added to a final concentration of 0.25 M.
Mitochondria were sedimented from the 600 g postnuclear
supernatant by 10 min centrifugation at 10000 g, washed, and
resuspended in 0.25 M sucrose, 2 mM EGTA, 40 mM KCl and
20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.4.

In some experiments we also used the membrane fraction
obtained by 10 min centrifugation of cell homogenate (10% (w/v)
in 83 mM sucrose and 6.6 mM imidazole, pH 7.0) at 15000 g [11].
Samples were stored at − 80 ◦C.

PCR and restriction analysis

To determine the amount of 9205delTA mtDNA, the isolated DNA
was amplified by PCR using mismatch primers (bold) 5′-CCT
CTA CCT GCA CGA CAA TGC A-3′ (forward) and 5′-CGT TAT
GCA TTG GAA GTG AAA TCA C-3′ (reverse), corresponding
to nt 9183–9329 (147 bp) [5]. Mismatch primers generated two
NsiI restriction sites in the case of wild-type mtDNA (fragments

116 + 22 + 9 bp) and one NsiI restriction site in the case of
mutated mtDNA (138 + 9 bp). PCR products were digested with
NsiI (Roche) for 3 h at 37 ◦C, the enzyme was inactivated for
15 min at 65 ◦C, and DNA fragments were separated on 1.5%
(w/v) agarose in TBE buffer (0.09 M Tris/HCl, 0.09 M H3BO3

and 2 mM sodium EDTA, pH 8.0). Ethidium bromide-stained
gels were visualized on the transiluminator BioDocAnalyze
(Biometra) and the signal was quantified using Aida 3.21 Image
Analyzer. Heteroplasmy was expressed as a percentage of mutated
mtDNA relative to the total signal of amplified mtDNA.

Electrophoresis, Western blot analysis, in-gel ATPase activity

SDS-PAGE [12] was performed on 10 % (w/v) polyacrylamide
slab minigels (MiniProtean System, Bio-Rad Laboratories)
at room temperature. Samples of whole cells or isolated
mitochondria were heated for 20 min at 40 ◦C in a sample lysis
buffer (2% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol (Fluka), 4 % (w/v) SDS
(Serva), 50 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.0) and 10% (v/v) glycerol).

Separation of native OXPHOS complexes by blue native (BNE)
[11,13] or high-resolution clear native electrophoresis (hrCNE1
system) [14] was performed on polyacrylamide gradient (6–15 %
for COX analysis, 4–13 % for ATP synthase analysis) minigels
at 7 ◦C. Mitochondrial or membrane fraction proteins were
solubilized with n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) or digitonin
at the indicated detergent/protein ratio for 15 min on ice. The
samples were centrifuged for 20 min at 4 ◦C and 30000 g, and
either Coomassie Brilliant Blue G dye (Serva Blue G-250,
0.125 g/g detergent) or Ponceau Red dye (0.005%) and 5%
glycerol were added to the supernatants before electrophoresis.
For two-dimensional (2D) analysis, strips of the first dimension
native gels were incubated for 1 h in 1% (w/v) SDS and 1% (v/v)
2-mercaptoethanol at room temperature, washed in water and
subjected to SDS-PAGE for separation in the second dimension.

Gels were blotted onto PVDF membrane (Millipore) by semi-
dry electrotransfer (1 h at 0.8 mA/cm2) and the membrane
was blocked in 5% defatted milk (Promil) in TBS (150 mM
NaCl and 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5). The membranes were
washed twice in TBST (TBS with 0.1 % (v/v) Tween-20) and
immunodecorated with the following primary antibodies diluted
in TBST: rabbit polyclonal antibodies to subunits Fo-c (1:1000)
and Fo-a (1:500) [7], mouse monoclonal antibodies from Abcam
to subunits F1-α (1:1000, ab110273), F1-β (1:2000, ab14730),
Fo-d (1:700, ab110275), OSCP (oligomycin-sensitivity conferral
protein) (1:250, ab110276), Cox1 (1:1000, ab14705), Cox2
(1:1000, ab110258), Cox4 (1:1000, ab110261), Cox5a (1:500,
ab110262), Cox6c (1:500, ab110267), Core2 subunit (1:1000,
ab14745) and pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH, 1:1000, ab110334).
Goat polyclonal antibody to Cox3 (1:200 in TBST with 3% (w/v)
BSA) was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (sc-23986), rabbit
polyclonal antibody to porin (1:1000) was a gift from Professor
Vito de Pinto (Dipartimento di Scienze Chimiche - Università di
Catania, Catania, Italy). For a quantitative detection, the following
infra-red fluorescent secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 680, Life
Technologies; IRDye 800, Rockland Immunochemicals) diluted
in TBST were used: goat anti-mouse IgG (1:3000, A21058),
goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:3000, A21109), donkey anti-rabbit IgG
(1:3000, 611-732-127), and donkey anti-goat IgG (1:3000,
A21084). The fluorescence was detected using ODYSSEY infra-
red imaging system (LI-COR Biosciences) and the signal was
quantified using Aida 3.21 Image Analyzer software.

ATPase hydrolytic activity was detected on native gels
immediately after electrophoresis according to [15]. Briefly, gels
were incubated for 1 h in 35 mM Tris/HCl, 270 mM glycine,
14 mM MgSO4, 0.2% (w/v) Pb(NO3)2 and 8 mM ATP, pH 8.3,
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and white lead phosphate precipitates were documented by
scanning.

High-resolution oxygraphy

Oxygen consumption by cybrid cells (0.75 mg protein/ml) was
determined at 30 ◦C in a KCl medium (80 mM KCl, 10 mM
Tris/HCl, 3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA and 5 mM potassium
phosphate, pH 7.4) as described previously [16], using Oxygraph-
2k (Oroboros). Cells were permeabilized by 0.05 g of digitonin/g
of protein. Respiration was measured with 10 mM succinate
in the presence of 2.5 μM rotenone and 25 μM Ap5A (P1,P5-
di(adenosine-5′)pentaphosphate), then 1.25 mM ADP was added.
ADP-stimulated respiration was inhibited after 6 min with 1 μM
oligomycin and after 2 min, 0.1 μM FCCP (carbonyl cyanide p-
trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone) was added. Activity of COX
was measured with 5 mM ascorbate and 1 mM TMPD (N,N,N′,N′-
tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine) in the presence of 1 mg/ml
antimycin A and was corrected for substrate autoxidation
insensitive to 0.33 mM KCN. Oxygen consumption was expressed
in pmol of oxygen/s/mg of protein.

Mitochondrial membrane potential �ψm measurements

�ψm was measured with TPP+ (tetraphenylphosphonium)-
selective electrode in 1 ml of KCl medium as described in [16].
Cells (2 mg of protein/ml) were permeabilized with digitonin
(0.04 g/g of protein) and the following substrates and inhibitors
were used: 10 mM succinate, 10 mM glutamate, 3 mM malate,
1.5 mM ADP, 1 μM oligomycin and 1 μM FCCP. The membrane
potential was plotted as pTPP, i.e. negative decimal logarithm of
TPP+ concentration.

ATP synthesis

During respiration measurements, 10 μl samples were collected
from the oxygraphic chamber (before and 6 min after ADP
addition) and immediately mixed with the same volume of 100%
DMSO. ATP content was then determined in DMSO-quenched
samples by a luciferin–luciferase reaction [17]. Bioluminescence
was measured in the medium containing 25 mM tricine, 5 mM
MgSO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.6 mM luciferin
(Promega) and 6×107 luciferase units/ml luciferase (Promega),
pH 7.8, using 1250 Luminometer (BioOrbit). Calibration curve
was measured in the range 0–10 pmol of ATP. ATP production
was expressed in nmol of ATP/min/mg of protein.

Ethics

The present study was carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association and
was approved by the Committee of Medical Ethics of Institute
of Physiology Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic.
Informed consent from the parents of the patients was obtained.

RESULTS

Cybrids with mtDNA 9205delTA mutation

The cybrid cell lines used in the present study were derived from
the fibroblasts of two patients (P1 and P2) with the 9205delTA
mutation (Figure 1A) and included cybrid clones of varying
mutation heteroplasmy. To estimate the relationship between
biochemical consequences and the 9205delTA mutation load we
used wild-type mtDNA homoplasmic control cybrids, several
clones of 9205delTA heteroplasmic cybrids with the content of

Figure 1 Cybrid cell lines used in the study

(A) Fibroblasts from two patients with the mtDNA 9205delTA microdeletion and from a control
were enucleated and then fused with mtDNA-less (ρ0) 143B TK− osteosarcoma cells to
produce transmitochondrial cybrid cell lines. (B) Mutation load in cybrid clones and subclones
was analysed by restriction analysis with NsiI of nt 9183–9329 mtDNA PCR products and was
calculated from the amounts of 138 bp and 116 bp fragments corresponding to the mutated and
wild-type mtDNA, respectively.

9205delTA mtDNA ranging between 52 and 92 % (derived from
P1 fibroblasts) and 9205delTA cybrids with >99% of mutated
mtDNA (derived from P2 fibroblasts).

Throughout the course of the studies, individual cybrid cell
lines maintained a stable heteroplasmy level, which was routinely
checked by restriction analysis of PCR products and was
expressed as a percentage of the mutated mtDNA relative to the
total mtDNA (Figure 1B).

Changes in mitochondrial content and composition of ATP synthase
and cytochrome c oxidase subunits in 9205delTA homoplasmic
cells

Previous analysis of fibroblasts from the P2 patient demonstrated
a very strong reduction in subunit Fo-a content [7]. The reduced
content of COX subunits Cox1, Cox4 and Cox6c as well as altered
maturation of Cox3 mRNA further indicated that the 9205delTA
mutation may also disrupt the synthesis of subunit Cox3. To
verify this assumption, we analysed cell homogenates and
isolated mitochondria from control and 9205delTA homoplasmic
cybrids by SDS-PAGE and Western blot (WB) (Figure 2A) using
antibodies against several subunits of ATP synthase and COX. To
quantify their specific content, the signals of individual subunits
were normalized to those of porin and expressed as a percentage
of control (Figure 2B).

The subunit Fo-a content was strongly reduced in 9205delTA
homoplasmic cybrid cells; only a very low amount of Fo-a could
be detected in isolated mitochondria. In contrast, F1-α and F1-β
subunits of the catalytic part were present in near-normal levels

c© The Authors Journal compilation c© 2015 Biochemical Society
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Figure 2 Specific content of ATP synthase and cytochrome c oxidase
subunits in control and 9205delTA cybrid cells and isolated mitochondria

(A) Protein aliquots of cell homogenate (Cells, 15 μg) and isolated mitochondria (Mito, 10 μg)
from control (Ctrl) and 9205delTA homoplasmic (�TA) cybrids were analysed by SDS-PAGE
and WB with antibodies against indicated subunits. (B) Specific content of each subunit in
9205delTA samples was normalized for the signal of porin and expressed as a percentage of
the content in the control. Data are the means +− S.E.M. for five experiments. ***P < 0.001,
**P < 0.01 (Student’s t test).

in both cell homogenates and isolated mitochondria. Similarly, a
normal or even increased content was found in the case of several
subunits of Fo membrane part (Fo-d, OSCP and Fo-c; Figure 2B).
Thus, with the exception of subunit Fo-a which was reduced to
less than 20%, all other ATP synthase subunits were present in
normal or increased levels in homoplasmic 9205delTA cybrids
when compared with the control cybrids.

The analysis of Cox3 clearly showed that the content of this
subunit was strongly reduced due to the 9205delTA mutation.
Interestingly, all mitochondrially encoded COX subunits (Cox1,
Cox2 and Cox3) were similarly decreased in whole cells and
isolated mitochondria (Figure 2A) and their respective content
in 9205delTA homoplasmic cybrids was 8–20 % of the control
(Figure 2B). Nuclear-encoded subunits were less affected and
their content varied – Cox4 was almost normal in whole cells and
isolated mitochondria, Cox6c was decreased to ∼40% of control
in both samples, and Cox5a was decreased in the whole cells but
not in isolated mitochondria (Figure 2A).

Changes in the assembled complexes of ATP synthase and
cytochrome c oxidase in 9205delTA homoplasmic cells

Further, we were interested how the primary lack of Fo-a and Cox3
alters the properties of the assembled ATP synthase and COX.
Mitochondria from the control and homoplasmic 9205delTA
cybrids were solubilized by DDM or digitonin, resolved by BNE
and visualized by WB using subunit-specific antibodies.

As shown in Figures 3A and 3B, in DDM-solubilized
mitochondrial proteins of control cells, practically all F1-β

was recovered in ATP synthase monomer (complex V, cV)
of approximately 600 kDa and a small amount, less than
10%, was present in subcomplexes of 460 and 350 kDa. In
9205delTA cybrids, the pattern detected by anti-F1-β antibody
was completely different and revealed a strongly reduced amount
of ATP synthase monomer (cV) but a high content of smaller
sub-assemblies. The largest one, cV*, was approximately 60 kDa
smaller than the cV monomer. Judging from the presence of
subunits Fo-c and Fo-a, this could represent an almost complete
cV without subunit Fo-a and possibly some other small subunit(s)
(Figure 3A). This cV* was present in a similar amount as cV
in 9205delTA cybrids but was completely absent from control
cells. The majority of F1-β was present in the three other, smaller,
subcomplexes with the largest one being also the most abundant.
None of those subcomplexes contained the Fo-a subunit. As
similar subcomplexes were repeatedly described in MT-ATP6
patients and ρ◦ cells [18–21], one may predict their composition.
The 460 kDa subcomplex is thus expected to contain F1 with
the ring of Fo-c subunits (c-ring) and the inhibitory factor IF1

(F1IF1c); the 380 kDa subcomplex corresponds to F1IF1, and the
350 kDa subcomplex represents F1 alone. Judging from the F1-
β signal the relative content of these forms was 16:23:46:8:7 %
for F1:F1IF1:F1IF1c:cV*:cV, respectively. Importantly, the total
amount of DDM-solubilized F1-β signal, and thus of various cV
assembly intermediates, in 9205delTA cybrids was the same or
even higher than in control cells. The increase in DDM concen-
tration from 2 g/g of protein to 4 g/g of protein did not affect the
observed pattern of ATP synthase assembly forms (Figure 3A).

While it was previously proposed that ATP synthase
subcomplexes observed in cells with MT-ATP6 mutations do
represent the breakdown products of assembled ATP synthase
with mutated Fo-a [19], their formation may also be an artefact of
the stringent conditions during BNE separation as was observed
in ρ◦ cells [22]. Therefore, we used hrCNE1 to analyse ATP
synthase assembly in 9205delTA cells. As shown in Figure 3C,
when the DDM-solubilized proteins were resolved by hrCNE1,
predominantly a single form of 9205delTA ATP synthase was
present with a molecular mass of about 540 kDa that corresponded
to the cV* detected on BNE. In-gel ATPase activity and WB
analysis showed that this complex contains Fo subunits Fo-c and
Fo-d but not Fo-a. A similar incomplete ATP synthase complex was
described in ρ◦ cells, lacking both subunits Fo-a and A6L, with
the mass around 550 kDa [22]. When the dye Coomassie Blue G
was added to the 9205delTA sample before hrCNE1 (Figure 3C),
the complex cV* broke down to the same 460 kDa and 350 kDa
subcomplexes demonstrated in Figure 3A. Their composition
detected by 2D analysis is shown in detail in Figure 3D. These
experiments thus provide clear evidence supporting the view that
mammalian ATP synthase can assemble even without the Fo-a
subunit, but that the complex is unstable and dissociates easily.

When COX was analysed by BNE (Figures 4A and 4B) in
control mitochondria solubilized by DDM (1 g/g protein), Cox1-
and Cox4-specific antibodies detected most of the signal in the
form of COX monomer (respiratory chain complex IV, cIV). A
small amount was also present in higher structures – as COX
dimer (cIV2) and a supercomplex of two copies of complexes III
and one copy of COX (cIII2cIV), which was also detected by the
antibody against cIII subunit Core2 (not shown). A small amount
of both a 180 kDa subcomplex, which appears to represent the
COX assembly intermediate S3, and free Cox1 subunit was also
present. At a higher DDM concentration (4 g/g of protein), less
supercomplex and cIV2 but more S3 could be seen. In 9205delTA
cybrid mitochondria (Figures 4A and 4B), we found no cIV2

and strong reduction in other forms of COX compared with the
control – cIII2cIV, cIV and S3 were similarly decreased to 14%,
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Figure 3 BNE analysis of ATP synthase complex in control and 9205delTA cybrid mitochondria

(A) Isolated mitochondria from control (Ctrl) and 9205delTA homoplasmic (�TA) cybrids were solubilized with indicated concentrations of n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) and analysed by BNE
and WB using antibodies against indicated ATP synthase subunits. cV – ATP synthase complex; cV* – ATP synthase complex lacking subunit Fo-a; F1IF1c – subcomplex of F1 with c-ring and IF1

inhibitory factor; F1IF1 – subcomplex F1 with IF1; F1 – F1 alone. In (B) quantitative distribution of F1-β subunit in samples solubilized at 4 g of DDM/g of protein is shown. (C and D) Mitochondrial
membranes were solubilised with 1.5 g of DDM and samples with or without Coomassie Blue G dye (CBG) were analysed by hrCNE1 and 2D hrCNE1/SDS-PAGE. (C) ATPase activity staining and
WB analysis of the hrCNE1 first dimension. (D) WB analysis of the hrCNE1/SDS PAGE second dimension. Aliquots of 15 μg of DDM-solubilized proteins were used.

20% and 37%, respectively. In contrast, the amount of free Cox1
subunit was comparable between 9205delTA and control cybrids
suggesting that the early biogenesis of COX is not affected. Given
the decrease in assembled enzyme, free Cox1 represented 55 %
of the total Cox1 signal in 9205delTA cybrids and only 17% in
controls. Digitonin solubilization and subsequent BNE analysis
achieves better resolution of supramolecular COX forms such
as S2 intermediate of ∼100–140 kDa. While S2 is specifically
increased in cells with COX deficiency due to SURF1 mutations
[23], Figure 4B clearly shows that this is not the case with
9205delTA cybrids.

9205delTA heteroplasmy-dependent variation in the subunit Fo-a
and Cox3 content

It can be expected that the primary effect of the 9205delTA
mutation is impaired synthesis of subunits Fo-a and Cox3, which
leads to the formation of defective and unstable ATP synthase
complex and decreased content of the fully assembled COX. To
estimate how the subunit Fo-a content varies with the mutation
load, we analysed several cybrid cell lines for the content of Fo-a

(Figure 5A). The protein level of subunit Fo-a in 9205delTA cybrid
cells did not change, until the heteroplasmy reached ∼90%.
When the mutation load exceeded this threshold, the Fo-a content
progressively declined towards homoplasmy.

When we performed analogous analyses of the effect of
9205delTA mutation on the amount of Cox3 subunit (Figure 5B),
again a pronounced threshold dependence could be observed.
The normal amount of Cox3 subunit was present up to ∼90%
heteroplasmy, followed by a steep decrease in Cox3 content
afterwards. Altogether, the contents of Fo-a and Cox3 were
decreased 5 times and 10 times, respectively, in the homoplasmic
cybrid cell line.

9205delTA heteroplasmy-dependent changes in the mitochondrial
energetic function

9205delTA mutation affects both ATP synthase and COX, yet
the functional outcome seems to be different. As shown in
Figure 6, the mutation strongly affects both the generation of
mitochondrial membrane potential by substrate oxidation and its
utilization for ATP synthesis. In homoplasmic 9205delTA cybrids,
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Figure 4 BNE analysis of cytochrome c oxidase complex in control and
9205delTA cybrid mitochondria

Isolated mitochondria of control (Ctrl) and 9205delTA homoplasmic (�TA) cybrids and of control
(Ctrl f) and SURF1 patient (P3 and P4) fibroblasts were solubilized with given concentrations
of (A) n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) or (C) digitonin, and analysed by BNE and WB using
antibodies to indicated subunits of cytochrome c oxidase. SC’s – COX supercomplexes, SC –
cIII2cIV supercomplex of COX with two complexes III, cIV2 – COX dimer, cIV – COX monomer,
S3 and S2 – COX assembly intermediates. In (B) quantitative distribution of Cox1 subunit in
samples solubilized at 4 g of DDM/g of protein is shown. Aliquots of 20 μg of DDM-solubilized
proteins were used in (A). In (C) digitonin-solubilized proteins were loaded as follows: 20 μg
of control cybrids and 30 μg of �TA cybrids, 10 μg of control fibroblasts and 30 μg of the
SURF1 patient fibroblasts (P3 and P4).

the mitochondrial membrane potential �ψm, expressed relatively
to state 3-FCCP, was very low at state 2 and state 4 (3.1-times
and 3.6-times lower in 9205delTA compared with the control
cybrids, respectively). This clearly shows that the low content of
COX drastically decreases the overall H+ -pumping activity of
the respiratory chain. Only a minor decrease in state 2 �ψm was
observed after the addition of ADP (state 3-ADP), the effect of
which was oligomycin-sensitive. In accordance, the respiration
in 9205delTA cybrids was only negligibly stimulated by ADP
and the rate of respiration at state 3-ADP as well as at state 3-
FCCP was very low. The both types of measurements excluded
the possibility that alterations in ATP synthase structure would
induce an enhanced proton leak.

In further experiments, we used cybrid cell lines with a
varying 9205delTA mutation load and investigated how the

mutation load affects the function of mitochondrial OXPHOS.
We performed combined analysis of respiration by oxygraphic
measurements of digitonin-permeabilized cells and of ATP
production by estimating the ATP content in the course of
coupled respiration with succinate as substrate. The rate of
ADP-stimulated oxygen consumption was determined as the
oligomycin-sensitive respiration in the presence of an excess
of ADP (1.25 mM). Samples were collected during respiration
measurements and content of the generated ATP was analysed
by a coupled luciferase assay. In the same experiment, we also
determined the activity of COX as the KCN-sensitive respiration
induced by ascorbate + TMPD in the presence of antimycin A.
In 9205delTA cybrid cell lines, both the oligomycin-sensitive
ADP-stimulated respiration (Figure 7A) and ATP production
(Figure 7B) were maintained at the control levels up to circa
90% heteroplasmy. Both parameters decreased rapidly beyond
this threshold. As shown in Figure 7C, COX activity displayed
an analogous dependence on the mutation load. In 9205delTA
homoplasmic cell line, the ADP-stimulated oligomycin-sensitive
respiration, ATP production and COX activity were reduced to
10%, 27% and 16% of the control values, respectively.

Altogether, these attempts to correlate the OXPHOS function,
COX and ATP synthase activities as well as the primary changes
in the Fo-a and Cox3 subunits with the 9205delTA mutation load
revealed a highly similar threshold dependence. This implies that
the energetic function of the mitochondrial OXPHOS could be
proportionally related to the available quantity of these subunits.
Figure 8 demonstrates that this was indeed the case as a near-
linear relationship was observed between the content of the Fo-a
and Cox3 subunits and the measured functional parameters: ADP-
stimulated respiration, ATP synthesis and COX activity.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we investigated a unique model of
mitochondrial dysfunction based on selective down-regulation of
biosynthesis of two OXPHOS subunits encoded by the mtDNA
MT-ATP6 and MT-CO3 genes due to the altered processing and
maturation of their mRNAs, caused by the mtDNA 9205delTA
microdeletion.

The 9205delTA mutation has so far been found in only two cases
that differed markedly in biochemical and clinical phenotypes,
although both showed a nearly homoplasmic mutation load [3,7].
This could suggest the involvement of a nuclear-encoded factor
that would take part in posttranscriptional regulation of Fo-a/Atp6
biosynthesis and thus modulate the presentation of homoplasmic
mutation [7]. However, it is relatively difficult to rule out that
in the “homoplasmic” cases, there are not trace amounts of
wild-type mtDNA present. Indeed, after extended cultivation
and numerous passages of fibroblasts from P1 (with a milder
presentation) the presence of increased and detectable level of
wild-type mtDNA became apparent. This suggests that at least P1
was not 100% homoplasmic for the 9205delTA mutation. The
distinct phenotypic presentation of the two cases thus could results
from differences in the mutation load with a critical threshold
for disease manifestation present at a very high heteroplasmy
level. To unravel the biochemical consequences of the mtDNA
9205delTA microdeletion, we prepared a panel of cybrid cell
lines with variable heteroplasmy ranging from 52 % to 100%
and investigated the structure and function of ATP synthase and
COX at different heteroplasmy levels.

The first important finding of these studies was that the
homoplasmic mtDNA 9205delTA microdeletion leads to down-
regulation of the content of both Fo-a and Cox3 subunits to less
than 20% and 10%, respectively, relative to the control. The
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Figure 5 Dependence of subunit Fo-a and Cox3 content on the 9205delTA mutation load

Specific content of (A) Fo-a and (B) Cox3 subunits was determined in mitochondria of control and 9205delTA cybrid clones by SDS-PAGE and WB, normalized to the content of porin and plotted
against the 9205delTA mutation load expressed as a percentage. Data are the means +− S.E.M. for three experiments.

Figure 6 Respiration and mitochondrial membrane potential analysis in control and 9205delTA homoplasmic cybrid mitochondria

(A) Respiration and (B) TPP+ measurement of �ψm were performed in control (Ctrl) and 9205delTA homoplasmic (�TA) cybrids permeabilized with digitonin (Dig) using glutamate (G), malate
(M), succinate (Suc, S), ADP, oligomycin (Oligo), FCCP and antimycin A (AA) as indicated.

previously observed insufficient maturation of the MT-ATP6 and
MT-CO3 mRNAs originating from the polycistronic primary tran-
script (MT-ATP8/MT-ATP6/MT-CO3) [7] thus decreases the effi-
cacy of their translation to a very low level. Here we show that all
the successive changes in the biogenesis and function of OXPHOS
complexes cIV and cV are caused by the lack of these two proteins.

The manifestation of the 9205delTA microdeletion in the cybrid
cell lines displayed a non-linear dependence on the mutation
load and exerted a threshold effect at about 90% heteroplasmy.
This dependence was observed at several levels – the content
of subunits Fo-a and Cox3, the content and activity of COX, as

well as OXPHOS function measured as coupled respiration and
ATP synthesis. Apparently, the non-linear threshold character
of the dependence of structural-functional consequences of the
9205delTA mutation originates at the gene–protein level, due
to post-transcriptional events affecting the amount of translated
subunits Fo-a and Cox3. The 9205delTA microdeletion thus
behaves similarly to missense mutations of MT-ATP6 although
the underlying mechanism is mRNA processing and maturation.

From the bioenergetics point of view, it is difficult to
conclude which enzyme deficiency is more critical for the disease
progression. There was no real difference in threshold effects
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Figure 7 Dependence of ADP-stimulated respiration and ATP synthase and cytochrome c oxidase activities on the 9205delTA mutation load

In cybrid cells permeabilized with digitonin, (A) ADP-stimulated, oligomycin-sensitive respiration with succinate was measured by oxygraphy, (B) ATP production was measured by luciferase assay
and (C) cytochrome c oxidase activity was measured as antimycin A + TMPD + ascorbate oxygen consumption sensitive to KCN. All three parameters were expressed per mg of protein and plotted
against the 9205delTA mutation load expressed as a percentage. Data are the means +− S.E.M. for three experiments.

Figure 8 Correlations among 9205delTA-dependent variables

ADP-stimulated respiration, ATP synthesis and cytochrome c oxidase activity were plotted against the content of (A) Fo-a or (B) Cox3 subunits, as indicated, using data from Figures 5 and 7. All
values are expressed as a percentage of control.

of COX activity, ADP-stimulated respiration and ATP synthesis.
However, the measurements of mitochondrial membrane potential
indicated that respiration-dependent proton translocation is
severely affected by 9205delTA homoplasmy despite the fact
that about 15–20 % of assembled COX and COX activity was
preserved. This would imply that the deficiency of COX might
be primary and more critical for the overall mitochondrial energy
provision.

Our analysis of subunits and assembly forms of cIV and cV
revealed, in accordance with our previous studies [7], that for
COX, the lack of Cox3 limits the amount of the matured enzyme,
but not its structure, while in the case of ATP synthase it is the
quality of the enzyme, which is changed – lack of Fo-a results in
the production of incomplete, labile and non-functional enzyme.

COX consists of 13 subunits. The three largest mtDNA-encoded
Cox1, Cox2 and Cox3 form the catalytic core, the ten small
regulatory subunits (Cox4, Cox5a, Cox5b, Cox6a, Cox6b, Cox6c,
Cox7a, Cox7b, Cox7c and Cox8) are encoded in the nuclear
genome. COX assembly is a stepwise process, which proceeds
through several intermediates (S1–S4) [24]. Cox1 represents the
first intermediate S1 which progresses to Cox1–Cox4–Cox5a sub-
assembly. Subsequently, Cox2 joins this intermediate S2. The

process continues with the formation of intermediate S3 after
the addition of Cox3 and most of the other remaining subunits.
The COX holoenzyme formation (S4) is then completed by the
addition of Cox7a/b and Cox6a to S3 [24–27].

At least 14 different heteroplasmic and/or homoplasmic
mutations in the MT-CO3 gene have been reported
(www.mitomap.org); and in most cases the decrease in
COX activity associates with the defect in COX biogenesis.
The clinical outcomes are variable, from optic neuropathies,
through Alzheimer’s disease, rhabdomyolysis, mitochondrial
encephalopathies and myopathies with lactic acidosis, to Leigh
or Leigh-like syndromes (LS, LLS). Analysis of affected families
in accordance with the studies of the cybrid cell lines revealed
that the severity of several MT-CO3 mutations is heteroplasmy-
dependent [28–31]. Interestingly, an improvement in clinical
presentation in the case of the 9379G>A mutation was connected
with a pronounced decrease in the mutation load [32].

As with many other mtDNA-encoded proteins, most of the
MT-CO3 mutations are single base pair transitions that change
highly conserved amino acid residues. Predominantly, they are
proposed to affect the interaction of Cox3 with Cox1, or they
create a premature stop codon [33,34]. Another type of mutation
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is a single base pair insertion or deletion [35,36] leading to the
synthesis of truncated Cox3 protein. In addition, a 15-bp deletion,
9480del15, that removes five amino acids (two of them highly
conserved) in the third transmembrane region of Cox3 protein
was described [29]. This caused pronounced down-regulation
of Cox3 steady state levels, similar to the frameshift mutation
9537insC leading to the incomplete Cox3 protein of only 110
amino acids [36]. In 9480del15 cells, Cox3 was translated but
was highly unstable. In 9537insC cybrids, the mature MT-CO3
mRNA was present but was not translated, while in our case of
9205delTA, the low Cox3 content was due to the altered splicing
and maturation of the MT-CO3 transcript. These Cox3-lacking
cell lines displayed a pronounced decrease in the content of Cox1
and Cox2 but not of Cox4. No change in Cox5a was found in
9537insC and our 9205delTA cybrids (Figure 2) or in 9952G>A
muscle [33] while Cox6c subunit content was significantly
reduced in 9205delTA cybrids (Figure 2) and 9952G>A muscle.
When Tiranti et al. [36] investigated COX assembly intermediates
in 9537insC cybrids, they found the majority of Cox1 in S1 (free
Cox1), but significant amounts of Cox1 were also associated
with Cox2-containing intermediates depicted as S3 and S2a, both
larger than canonical S2. In 9205delTA assembly intermediates
(Figure 4), we also found most Cox1 as S1 and little as S3, but
there was no indication of S2a, which appears to be specific for
9537insC cells and may reflect the presence of low levels of
truncated Cox3. However, we have not observed any accumulated
S2 in 9205delTA cells either (Figure 4), which may indicate that
these intermediates are quickly degraded, if the COX biogenesis
is stalled between S2 and S3. The relative accumulation of free
small subunits Cox4 and Cox5a which we observed in our model
(Figure 2) was repeatedly described also in other types of COX
deficiencies, e.g. SURF1 or SCO1 mutations [37], and stems
from their relative resistance to degradation.

ATP synthase complex is composed of 16 different subunits
organized into membrane-extrinsic F1 catalytic part (F1-α, F1-β,
F1-γ , F1-δ and F1-ε subunits) and membrane-embedded Fo part
(Fo-a, Fo-c, Fo-e, Fo-f, Fo-g, A6L, Fo-b, Fo-d, F6 and OSCP) that
are connected by two stalks [38]. Small regulatory subunit IF1

binds to F1 at low pH and prevents the enzyme from undergoing a
switch to hydrolytic mode and ATP hydrolysis. The formation of
ATP synthase from individual subunits is a stepwise procedure,
expected to proceed via assembly of several modules, starting
with an independent formation of F1 and oligomer of Fo-c subunits
[39,40]. Afterwards the F1 is attached to the membrane-embedded
c-ring and the subunits of peripheral arm and of the membranous
subcomplex are added. In the last stage the enzyme structure is
completed by incorporation of the two mtDNA-encoded subunits,
Fo-a and A6L [22].

Over 20 mutations in the mtDNA MT-ATP6 gene have been
reported, all of them single base pair missense mutations.
They have been associated with variable brain, heart and
muscle disorders, but also with autism, multiple sclerosis, optic
neuropathy and diabetes in combination with other mtDNA
mutations (www.mitomap.org). The most common are 8993
T>G and T>C mutations manifesting as early-onset maternally
inherited Leigh syndrome (MILS) or milder neurogenic muscle
weakness, ataxia, and retinitis pigmentosa (NARP) [41–43]. T>G
mutations are clinically and biochemically more deleterious,
T>C transitions are less frequent and rather late-onset. Similar
features were described for the second most common transitions
at nt 9176, T>G and T>C associated with LS or familial
bilateral striatal necrosis [44,45]. The 9176T>C mutation was
also found in the patients with Charcot-Marie-Tooth hereditary
neuropathy [46] or the late-onset hereditary spastic paraplegia
[47]. Other rare MT-ATP6 mutations (9185T>C, 9191T>C,

8851T>C, 8989G>C, 8839G>C, 8597T>C) present as LS, LLS,
NARP or cardiomyopathy [48–54].

Distinct phenotypes of different MT-ATP6 mutations are related
to the mutation load, but with variable relationships between
heteroplasmy and phenotypic presentation. The asymptomatic
family members often have a mutation load lower than the affected
patients; however, the implicated threshold mutation level for the
disease manifestation varies. The best example of phenotypic
dependence on the mutation load represents 8993T>G transition
– the severity of the disease increases with the mutation load
and a milder NARP manifests at lower heteroplasmy (around
70%) than early-onset devastating MILS (around 90%). In some
cases the severity of symptoms in 8993 patients was found to be
heteroplasmy-dependent but without a distinct threshold level for
the disease manifestation [55–57] or even with a linear correlation
between the mutation load and biochemical parameters [58]. As
discussed above, the biochemical defects and the severity of the
9205delTA disease appear to be also heteroplasmy-dependent and
point to a steep decline in mitochondrial energy provision above
the threshold close to mutation homoplasmy. Interestingly, the
healthy mother of the second patient had 85% heteroplasmy in
the blood and 92% heteroplasmy in fibroblasts [7]. Considering
the results obtained in the cybrid cells, the threshold of 9205delTA
mutation occurs above 90% heteroplasmy.

The pathogenicity of MT-ATP6 mutations is usually given
by decreased synthesis of ATP due to defective translocation
of the protons across the membrane in 9176T>G mutation
[59], or by inefficient coupling between proton translocation
and synthesis of ATP in the 8993T>G, 8993T>C, 9035T>C,
9176T>C and 8839G>C mutations [53,57–61]. In the 8993T>C,
9035T>C and 9176T>C mutations, the ATP synthesis is not
that severely affected and increased production of ROS (reactive
oxygen species) can also contribute to the proposed pathogenic
mechanism [47,57,60]. In the 9205delTA mutation, severe
reduction in the production of ATP is given by the lack of subunit
Fo-a, making the Fo proton channel unable to translocate protons
as the reduction in ATP synthesis is accompanied with decreased
ADP-stimulated respiration and almost no effect of ADP on
mitochondrial membrane potential.

From the structural point of view, the insufficient production
of Fo-a subunit resulted in the formation of several BNE-
resolved F1-containing complexes which were smaller than ATP
synthase monomer. On the other hand the total amount of various
intermediates from F1 up was normal or even increased. The
size of these subcomplexes (460, 380 and 350 kDa), their relative
abundance and involvement of Fo subunits closely resembled such
complexes found in cells with MT-ATP6 mutations, ρ◦ cells, cells
upon mtDNA depletion or inhibition of mitochondrial protein
synthesis [18,19,21,62–65], where they represent breakdown
products of fully assembled ATP synthase complex rather
than assembly intermediates. As demonstrated by our hrCNE1
analysis, ATP synthase devoid of subunit Fo-a had a size only
∼60 kDa smaller than the control enzyme and was detected as
the only form of the 9205delTA enzyme when Coomassie Blue
G was omitted. Our data thus provide clear evidence that, in the
absence of Fo-a, the almost complete F1Fo-ATP synthase complex
can be quantitatively formed.

Fo-a-deficient cells represent a valuable model for a better
understanding of the assembly of mitochondrial ATP synthase
structure as well as its function. Fo-a/Atp6 has been implicated
as the last subunit incorporating into the enzyme complex during
biosynthesis of both the eukaryotic and the prokaryotic enzyme.
Our data suggest that ATP synthase lacking Fo-a is assembled and
incorporated into the membrane. This is evident from the hrCNE1
experiments, where we could resolve fully assembled (albeit
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without Fo-a) enzyme. However, this complex becomes unstable
and dissociates when exposed to Coomassie Blue G. After the
dye binds to the proteins, it introduces negative charge which
apparently breaks down some fragile inter-subunit interactions
which keep the F1c rotor structure connected with the external
stalk of the enzyme in the absence of Fo-a. After Coomassie Blue
G binding, the major form of Fo-a-deficient enzyme had molecular
mass of approximately 460 kDa and contained F1 subunits and
subunit Fo-c, but not subunits Fo-d and OSCP.

The Fo-a-deficient ATP synthase was unable to synthesize
ATP but did not leak the protons as both the respiration and
mitochondrial membrane potential were affected by FCCP. When
an analogous model of bacterial ATP synthase lacking subunit Fo-a
was investigated [66], the enzyme complex was found to be rather
stable. It could be isolated upon solubilization with Triton X-100
and deoxycholate, incorporated into liposomes and the isolated Fo

lacking Fo-a could be reconstituted with F1. The bacterial enzyme
lacking Fo-a was also not proton leaky and, as expected, unable to
synthesize ATP as the proton channel was inactive. The absence
of Fo-a in the bacterial enzyme further decreased/prevented
ATP-hydrolytic activity, indicating that altered Fo structure,
possibly the anomalous interaction between c-ring subunits and
subunits Fo-b, prevented the rotor rotation. In contrast, the Fo-a-
deficient 9205delTA enzyme retained its hydrolytic activity [7],
suggesting that c-ring rotation was possible and not hampered,
possibly reflecting differences in structure between bacterial and
mammalian mitochondrial Fo.
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Abstract

Mitochondrial respiratory chain is organised into supramolecular structures that can be preserved in mild detergent
solubilisates and resolved by native electrophoretic systems. Supercomplexes of respiratory complexes I, III and IV
as well as multimeric forms of ATP synthase are well established. However, the involvement of complex II, linking
respiratory chain with tricarboxylic acid cycle, in mitochondrial supercomplexes is questionable. Here we show that
digitonin-solubilised complex II quantitatively forms high molecular weight structures (CIIhmw) that can be resolved by
clear native electrophoresis. CIIhmw structures are enzymatically active and differ in electrophoretic mobility between
tissues (500 – over 1000 kDa) and cultured cells (400–670 kDa). While their formation is unaffected by isolated
defects in other respiratory chain complexes, they are destabilised in mtDNA-depleted, rho0 cells. Molecular
interactions responsible for the assembly of CIIhmw are rather weak with the complexes being more stable in tissues
than in cultured cells. While electrophoretic studies and immunoprecipitation experiments of CIIhmw do not indicate
specific interactions with the respiratory chain complexes I, III or IV or enzymes of the tricarboxylic acid cycle, they
point out to a specific interaction between CII and ATP synthase.
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Introduction

The mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation system
(OXPHOS) is the main source of energy in mammals. This
metabolic pathway is localised in the inner mitochondrial
membrane (IMM) and includes the respiratory chain complexes
I, II, III and IV (CI, CII, CIII, CIV), ATP synthase (complex V,
CV), plus the mobile electron transporters coenzyme Q (CoQ)
and cytochrome c. Energy released by oxidation of NADH and
FADH2 is utilised for proton transport across the membrane to
establish proton gradient. The resulting electrochemical
potential (ΔμH

+) is then utilised as a driving force for
phosphorylation of ADP by ATP synthase.

CII (succinate: ubiquinone oxidoreductase; EC 1.3.5.1),
catalyses electron transfer from succinate (via FADH2) to CoQ
and thus represents important crossroads of cellular
metabolism, interconnecting the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle
and the respiratory chain [1]. It consists of 4 nuclear encoded

subunits. The hydrophilic head of CII is formed by the SDHA
subunit with covalently bound FAD and the SDHB subunit,
which contains three Fe–S centres. The SDHC and SDHD
subunits form the hydrophobic membrane anchor and are the
site of cytochrome b binding [2].

Mutations in genes coding for any of the CII subunits are
associated with severe neuroendocrine tumours such as
paraganglioma and phaeochromocytoma [3–5] as well as other
tumour types, including gastrointestinal stromal tumours [6] or
renal tumours [7]. Conversely, the CII subunits also function as
tumour suppressors and represent one of the potential
molecular targets of anti-cancer drugs [8], whose mechanisms
of action could lead to apoptosis of cancer cells through the
inhibition of CII and a consequent metabolic collapse.

In comparison with other respiratory chain complexes, the
assembly of CII has not yet been fully characterised. Up to
now, two evolutionarily conserved assembly factors for CII
have been described; SDHAF1 was discovered as disease-
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causing gene in a case of infantile leukoencephalopathy
presenting with a decrease in the CII content and activity [9].
The LYR motif in the protein structure suggests its role in the
metabolism of the Fe–S centres [10]. The second assembly
factor, SDH5, is a soluble mitochondrial matrix protein, which is
most likely required for insertion of FAD into the SDHA subunit
[11].

Recent studies indicate that the organisation of the OXPHOS
complexes in the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) is
characterised by non-stochastic protein–protein interactions.
Individual complexes specifically interact with each other to
create supramolecular structures referred to as
supercomplexes (SCs). SCs behave as individual functional
units, enabling substrate channelling [12]; more effective
electron transport should prevent electron leak and reactive
oxygen species generation [13]. Besides the kinetic advantage,
SCs stabilise OXPHOS complexes and help to establish the
IMM ultrastructure [14].

To date, the presence of CII in SCs is still a matter of debate.
In yeast and mammalian mitochondria, the interaction of CI, III,
IV and V within different types of SCs has been proven using
native electrophoretic techniques in combination with mild
detergents and/or the Coomassie Blue G (CBG) dye [15,16].
However, the presence of CII in such structures has only been
reported by Acín-Peréz et al. [17], who described the existence
of a large respirasome comprising all OXPHOS complexes
including CII in mammalian cells. On the other hand, CII has
been detected as a structural component of the mitochondrial
ATP-sensitive K+ channel (mitoKATP) [18]. Such structures do
indeed represent higher molecular forms of CII, but their
structural and physiological importance remains to be
investigated.

CII as the only membrane bound component of the TCA
cycle could also form complexes with other TCA cycle proteins,
e.g. with its functional neighbours fumarase and succinyl CoA
lyase. Different studies indicate the existence of a TCA cycle
metabolon and possible supramolecular organisation of various
parts of the TCA cycle [19,20], but these may be significantly
more labile than the well described respiratory chain SCs.

In the present study we demonstrate the existence of high
molecular weight forms of CII (CIIhmw), i.e. SCs containing CII,
using mitochondrial membrane solubilisation with mild non-
ionic detergents followed by electrophoretic analysis. These
complexes are rather labile, and the presence of n-dodecyl-β-
D-maltoside or CBG during the electrophoretic separation
causes their dissociation to individual units. CIIhmw structures
differ in their electrophoretic migration between mammalian
cells and tissues, and their formation depends on the presence
of the functional respiratory chain. Our experiments also clearly
indicate the association of CII with CV.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines
The following cell lines were used in experiments: control

human fibroblasts and fibroblasts from patients with isolated
deficiency of CI (an unknown mutation), CIV (the SURF1
mutation, described in [21,22]), CV (the TMEM70 mutation

described in [23]), human rho0 (ρ0) cells (mtDNA-depleted
143B TK- osteosarcoma cells [24]), human embryonic kidney
cells HEK293, primary mouse (derived from the C57/Bl6 strain)
and rat (derived from the SHR strain) fibroblasts. All cell lines
were grown in the high-glucose DMEM medium (Lonza)
supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (Sigma) at
37 °C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were harvested using
0.05% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA and stored as pellets at -80 °C.

Isolation of cell membranes and mitochondria from
cells and tissues

Mitochondria from cultured cells were isolated after cell
disruption by hypotonic shock as described [25]. In some
experiments, membrane fractions from fibroblasts were
prepared as described [26]. Human heart mitochondria and
mitochondria from rat heart, liver and brown adipose tissues
were isolated according to established procedures [27]. The
protein concentration was measured by the Bradford method
(BioRad).

Ethical aspects
All work involving human samples was carried out in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki of the World
Medical Association and was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Institute of Physiology, Academy of Sciences
of the Czech Republic v.v.i. The written informed consent was
obtained from patients or patients’ parents.

All animal tissues were obtained on the basis of approval by
the Expert Committee for Work with Animals of the Institute of
Physiology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic v.v.i.
(Permit Number: 165/2010) and animal work was in
accordance with the EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal
experiments.

Electrophoresis and western blot analysis
Isolated membranes or mitochondria were solubilised with

digitonin (Sigma, 4 g/g protein) in an imidazole buffer (2 mM
aminohexanoic acid, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM
imidazole, pH 7.0) for 15 min at 0 °C and centrifuged for 20 min
at 20 000 g [26]. Samples were prepared by adding 5% (v/v)
glycerol and 0.005% (v/v) Ponceau S dye for clear native and
high resolution clear native electrophoresis (CNE, hrCNE3), or
5% (v/v) glycerol and CBG dye (Serva Blue G 250, 1:8 ratio
(w/w) to digitonin) for blue native electrophoresis (BNE).
Separation of mitochondrial proteins was performed using
CNE, BNE [26] and hrCNE3 [28] on 6–15% polyacrylamide
gradient gels using the Mini-Protean apparatus (BioRad). For
2D separation by CNE/SDS PAGE, the gel after CNE was cut
into stripes that were incubated in 1% SDS and 1% 2-
mercaptoethanol for 1 h and then subjected to SDS PAGE on a
10% slab gel [29]. In case of 2D separation by CNE/CNECBG,
gel stripes after CNE were incubated in 3% CBG in the CNE
cathode buffer for 1 h and then subjected to CNE on 6–15%
gradient gels.

For western blot immunodetection, the separated proteins
were transferred to a PVDF membrane (Immobilon-P, Millipore)
by semi-dry electrotransfer. The membranes were blocked with
5% (w/v) non-fat dried milk in TBS (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris,
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pH 7.5) for 1 h and incubated overnight at 4 °C with specific
primary antibodies diluted in TBST (TBS with 0.1% Tween-20).
Monoclonal or polyclonal primary antibodies to the following
enzymes of OXPHOS or TCA cycle were used: SDHA
(ab14715, Abcam), SDHB (ab14714, Abcam), Core1
(ab110252, Abcam), NDUFA9 (ab14713, Abcam), Cox4
(ab14744, ab110261, Abcam), citrate synthase (ab129095,
Abcam), isocitrate dehydrogenase (α subunit, ab58641,
Abcam), aconitase 2 (ab110321, Abcam), α subunit of CV [30],
fumarase (M01, Abnova), succinyl-CoA synthetase (α subunit,
5557, Cell Signaling Technology) and malate dehydrogenase
(8610, Cell Signaling Technology). The detection of the signals
was performed with the secondary Alexa Fluor 680-labelled
antibody (Life Technologies) using the Odyssey fluorescence
scanner (LI-COR).

Enzyme in-gel activity staining
In-gel activity assays were performed after separation of the

respiratory complexes using CNE. For CIV in-gel activity
staining, we used a recently described protocol [21]. The in-gel
activity assay of the CV ATP hydrolytic activity was performed
as described [28]. The activity of CII was detected using the
modified succinate: nitroblue tetrazolium reductase assay [28].
Briefly, gel slices from CNE were incubated for 1 h (for tissues)
or overnight (for cells) at room temperature in the dark in the
staining solution (200 mM Tris, pH 7.4), 10 mM EDTA, 1
mg/mL nitroblue tetrazolium, 80 µM phenazine methosulfate, 2
mM KCN, 1.5 µg/mL rotenone and 30 mM succinate).

Immunoprecipitation
For co-immunoprecipitation analysis we used a rabbit

polyclonal antibody against the F1 part of ATP synthase
(reacting with the ATP synthase subunits α, γ, and
predominantly β, generated in our laboratory) or a mouse
monoclonal antibody against the SDHA subunit of CII
(ab14715, Abcam). The antibodies were immobilised on CNBr-
activated agarose matrix (Sigma). Agarose beads with the
bound antibody were equilibrated in PBS (140 mM NaCl, 5 mM
KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH 2PO4, pH 7.2 -7.3)
supplemented with 0.2% protease inhibitor cocktail (PIC,
Sigma). For storage at 4 °C, they were dissolved in PBS+PIC
supplemented with 0.025% thimerosal (Sigma). Solubilisation
of rat heart mitochondria and human fibroblasts was performed
with digitonin (2 g/g protein) in PBS+PIC. The solubilisates
were mixed with the antibody-conjugated agarose beads and
diluted with PBS+PIC supplemented with the same digitonin
concentration as for sample solubilisation. The mixture was
incubated overnight at 4 °C on a rotating mixer. The beads
were then washed three times with PBS+PIC+digitonin (the
same concentration as for sample solubilisation), PBS+PIC
+digitonin (ten times diluted), and finally with PBS+PIC. All the
washing steps included incubation for 5 min at 4 °C on a
rotating mixer and centrifugation at 1000 g for 1 min at room
temperature. The pelleted beads were combined with a small
volume of the 2x SDS sample lysis buffer and incubated at 65
°C for 15 min. After a brief centrifugation, the supernatant with
the released co-immunoprecipitated proteins was subjected to

SDS PAGE and western blot analysis using specific antibodies
(described in section 2.4.).

Results

High molecular weight forms of CII
The mammalian CII consists of four subunits, SDHA, SDHB,

SDHC and SDHD, with the approximate molecular weight
(MW) of 70, 30, 18 and 17 kDa, respectively. Digitonin-
solubilised CII from mitochondria of human fibroblasts was
resolved by BNE (in the presence of CBG) or hrCNE3 (in the
presence of n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside and deoxycholic acid in
the cathode buffer) as a CII monomer of the expected mass of
approximately 140 kDa (Figure 1A, B) which represented most
of the CII signal. In addition, weaker bands smaller than 140
kDa and at approximately 200 kDa were also present; these
could be CII sub-complexes and CII hetero-oligomers. When
milder conditions of separation were applied using CNE, a
completely different pattern of the CII signal was obtained,
indicating the presence of its higher molecular weight forms
(CIIhmw). As revealed by immunodetection with the SDHA
antibody, the signal of CII was almost completely localised
within the region of 400–670 kDa (Figure 1A). Similarly, the
SDHB antibody (Figure 1B) or in-gel staining of CII (SDH)
activity (Figure 1C) confirmed the presence of CII in the 400–
670 kDa region. This was further demonstrated by 2D
CNE/SDS PAGE analysis of the cells (Figure 2A), where the
distributions of SDHA and SDHB in the second dimension gel
indicate that the CIIhmw forms represent a complete and active
CII, in accord with the profiles of CII activity in CNE. For
comparison, we also analysed the CII profile in mitochondria
isolated from rat heart and obtained similar results, except for
the size of tissue CIIhmw on CNE gels, which increased to 500 –
over 1000 kDa when detected either with the SDHA or SDHB
antibodies (Figure 1D, E) or by the in-gel SDH activity staining
(Figure 1F). This was also confirmed by 2D analysis (Figure
2B).

Further, we analysed the distribution profiles of other
OXPHOS complexes on 2D blots with subunit-specific
antibodies in an attempt to determine potential CII interaction
partners within CIIhmw. As expected, a substantially different
migration pattern was found in the case of CI (NDUFA9) while
some CIII (Core1) signal overlapped with CII in heart, but not in
fibroblasts (Figure 2A, B). The signal of CIV (Cox4) partially
overlapped with that of CIIhmw (SDHA, SDHB), as shown by the
distribution profiles below the western blot images. A similar
overlap with the CIIhmw signal was found for CV (the α subunit),
in particular in the case of fibroblasts (Figure 2A). This may
reflect a coincidental co-migration of respective complexes
because of the imprecise electrophoretic mobility inherent to
the CNE system in the first dimension [31], but it can also
indicate a possibility that CIIhmw include SCs of CII with CIII, CIV
or CV.

CIIhmw differ between tissues and cells
When CNE analysis of digitonin-solubilised proteins was

performed using fibroblasts and different immortalised/
malignant human or rodent cell lines (Figure 3A), an analogous
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CIIhmw pattern was obtained in all human, mouse and rat cells,
indicating that most of CII is present as CIIhmw. Similarly, CIIhmw

 was found as a predominant form of CII in mitochondria of
different human and rodent tissues (Figure 3B), suggesting that

Figure 1.  Higher molecular weight forms of complex II.  Mitochondrial membrane proteins from control fibroblasts and rat heart
were solubilised with digitonin (4 g/g protein), and 20 µg protein aliquots were separated using BNE, hrCNE3 and CNE. CII was
immunodetected with the SDHA antibody (A, D) and SDHB antibody (B, E). In-gel activity staining of CII was performed in CNE gels
(C, F). Migrations of higher molecular weight forms of CII (CIIhmw), CII monomer (CIIM), SDHA and SDHB subunits of CII are marked.
The images are representative of three independent experiments.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g001
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high molecular forms of CII are a universal property of
mammalian respiratory chain. Nevertheless, the mobility of
CIIhmw in tissues was considerably different in comparison with
cell lines. As shown in Figure 3B the main signal of the SDHA
antibody in tissues was detected above 670 kDa, in the MW
range of larger respiratory SCs (SDHB displayed an analogous
distribution pattern, not shown). This was also observed on 2D
CNE/SDS PAGE western blots (Figure 2B), where the signal of
the CII SDHA and SDHB subunits was shifted to a higher MW.
In contrast, other OXPHOS complexes were distributed
comparably with the cultured cells (Figure 2A). Therefore, we
performed in-gel activity staining of CII in CNE gels to confirm
the detected antibody signals in the cells and tissues. Figure
3C, D reveals that CIIhmw complexes were catalytically active
and, indeed, differed between cells and tissues. In parallel, we
performed in-gel CIV and CV activity staining to further analyse
a possible co-migration or interaction with CII. In the case of
cells, the dominant CIV activity signal could be ascribed to the
CIV dimer (CIVD) (Figure 3C), in the position corresponding to
some of CIIhmw. The higher active CIV SCs did not co-migrate
with the CII signal. Thus, the size of CIIhmw in the cells more
likely points to a mere co-migration of CII homo-/hetero-
oligomers with CIVD, rather than to a genuine specific
interaction between the OXPHOS complexes.

Interestingly, the CIV activity signals were shifted to the
higher MW in tissues and overlapped with the activity signal of
CIIhmw (see Figure 3D). The interaction of CII with CIV or other
OXPHOS complexes in the MW range > 1 MDa thus cannot be
excluded. The differences in the size of CIIhmw when comparing
cells and tissues could suggest the existence of two major
functional forms of CII SCs. In cells, they may be present
largely as CII homo-oligomers, while in tissues, CII may
possibly form SCs with other OXPHOS complexes. In-gel
activity of monomeric and homo-oligomeric CV did indicate co-
migration or interaction with CIIhmw in tissues but not in cells
(Figure 3C, D).

CIIhmw formation depends on other respiratory chain
complexes

To learn more about possible interactions with other
OXPHOS complexes, we performed CNE analysis of digitonin-
solubilised mitochondria of human fibroblasts harbouring
different types of OXPHOS defects that affect one or more
respiratory chain complexes. We found that the selective
deficiency of CIV (due to a SURF1 mutation, Figure 4B) or CV
(due to a TMEM70 mutation, Figure 4C) did not affect the
presence of CIIhmw (Figure 4A). Similarly, the selective
deficiency of CI (an unknown mutation) was without any effect

Figure 2.  CNE/SDS PAGE analysis of OXPHOS proteins.  Digitonin-solubilised proteins from human fibroblasts (A) and rat heart
(B) mitochondria were separated by CNE in the first dimension (40 µg protein load) and by SDS PAGE in the second dimension.
Subunits of the respiratory chain CI (NDUFA9), CII (SDHA, SDHB), CIII (Core1), CIV (Cox4) and CV (α) were immunodetected
using specific antibodies. The dashed vertical lines in the distribution profiles below the western blots depict the main area of higher
molecular weight forms of complex II (CIIhmw).
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g002
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on the CIIhmw pattern. However, we obtained a different pattern
in ρ0 cells with depletion of mtDNA and thus lack of functional
complexes I, III, IV and V [24]. Here, most of the CIIhmw signal
disappeared and CII was present as unassembled subunits or
monomer. This demonstrates the requirement of fully
assembled CII monomer for subsequent CIIhmw formation, and
also its dependence on the preserved integrity of a fully
functional respiratory chain (Figure 4A).

CIIhmw stability depends on very weak protein–protein
interactions

The fact that CIIhmw are retained in CNE gels but dissociate in
BNE gels (Figure 1) points to their rather labile nature. To
analyse these interactions in more detail, we used CNE as
before but with the CBG dye added to the sample (Figure 5A).
In this experiment, CIIhmw dissociated into monomeric CII due to
the presence of CBG, while other respiratory chain SCs (CIV
shown as an example) remained unaffected, apart from the fact
that they were better focused due to the negative charge
introduced by CBG. We therefore performed 2D CNE/CNECBG

electrophoresis using CBG to treat the gel slice after the CNE
separation in the first dimension (Figure 5 B–F). As shown by
western blots with the antibodies to SDHA and SDHB, all CIIhmw

dissociated into CII monomers after exposure to CBG, that can
bind to proteins due to its negative charge and thus interfered
with weak non-covalent interactions. The main signal of CII

from the first dimension can again be observed within the MW
range of 400–670 kDa. On the contrary, the SCs of CI+III+IV
were practically unaffected by CBG treatment (Figure 5E).
Interestingly, the addition of CBG also partially affected
oligomers of CV, which dissociated to lower molecular weight
forms corresponding to the CV monomer and the F1 sub-
complex (Figure 5F).

To follow the potential differences between cultured cells and
tissues, we examined the stability of CIIhmw from rat heart
mitochondria in the presence of CBG. While we detected a
complete breakdown of CIIhmw in the CNE gel after the addition
of CBG to the sample (Figure 6A), most of the CIIhmw was
unaffected under 2D CNE/CNECBG conditions. Based on good
reproducibility of the experiments, we can conclude that CIIhmw

do have higher MW and are more stable in tissues than in
cultured cells. This may indicate that CII has different
interaction partners in tissues and cultured cells, and CIIhmw

thus ultimately represents several structurally and functionally
different SCs. As in cultured cells, CIV and its SCs were
unaffected (Figure 6A, 6D), while CV partially dissociated from
its higher forms to the monomeric and the F1 sub-complex
forms (Figure 6E). The sensitivity of CII and CV to CBG
indicates a similar type of mild interactions responsible for the
formation of their respective higher molecular weight
complexes.

Figure 3.  Comparison of CIIhmw in cells and tissues by western blot and in-gel activity staining.  Mitochondria from different
human and rodent cells (A) and tissues (B) were solubilised with digitonin (4 g/g protein) and 20 µg protein aliquots were separated
using CNE. CII was immunodetected with the SDHA antibody. The activities of CII (violet), CIV (brown) and CV (white) in CNE gels
(protein load 50 µg for cells and 40 µg for tissues) are shown in human fibroblasts (C) and rat heart (D). The positions of higher
molecular weight forms of CII (CIIhmw), CII monomer (CIIM), CIV dimer (CIVD) and its supercomplexes (CIVSC), CV dimer (CVD) and
tetramer (CVT) are indicated in the figure. Rat BAT, rat brown adipose tissue.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g003
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CII co-immunoprecipitates with CV
To investigate possible interactions between CII and CV by a

different approach, we immunoprecipitated CV from rat heart
mitochondria (Figure 7A) using a highly specific rabbit
polyclonal antibody (CV–F1) to CV subunits α, β and γ. The
antibody immobilised to agarose beads immunoprecipitated
whole CV, as evidenced by the presence of both F1 (α and γ)
and Fo (a) subunits. The immunoprecipitate was free of CI, CIII
and CIV subunits, but it contained a significant amount of the
SDHA subunit of CII. Similarly, SDHA was co-
immunoprecipitated using CV-F1 antibody and solubilised
fibroblasts (Figure 7B). In a cross-experiment, we
immunoprecipitated CII from heart mitochondria using a highly
specific monoclonal antibody against SDHA. The resulting
immunoprecipitate contained CII as well as the whole CV as
revealed by the presence of subunits from F1 and Fo parts of
CV (Figure 7A). In contrast, it was free of CI, CIII and CIV.
Again, CV was also co-immunoprecipitated using SDHA
antibody and solubilised fibroblasts (Figure 7B). As none of the
commercially available antibodies against SDHC and SDHD
we tested were reasonably specific, we cannot confirm the
presence of fully assembled CII in the precipitate. In principle, it
is possible that only the two hydrophilic subunits SDHA and
SDHB are present in the SC with CV. Notwithstanding, this

result is compatible with recent data showing the presence of
CII as well as CV in the mitoKATP channel complex, whose size
was found to be approximately 940 kDa, similarly to CIIhmw

forms observed in tissues.

CII does not form SC with TCA cycle enzymes
CII can also potentially interact with components of the TCA

cycle. We therefore used CNE to separate digitonin-solubilised
(4 g/g) rat heart mitochondria and subsequently analysed the
lysate by western blotting for the presence and distribution
pattern of individual TCA cycle enzymes, which were then
compared with the distribution of CII. We observed high
molecular weight form complexes of fumarase and succinyl-
CoA synthetase in the region above 670 kDa (Figure 8A).
Although they dissociated into lower molecular forms after the
addition of CBG, as was the case for CII (Figure 8B), the CNE
migration pattern for both fumarase and succinyl-CoA
synthetase was slightly different from that of CII, which does
not support the existence of their direct interaction. Other
digitonin-solubilised TCA cycle enzymes did not show any co-
migration with CII on the CNE gels (not shown).

To check for the potential associations between CII and
other TCA cycle enzymes, we immunoprecipitated CII from rat
heart mitochondria using the monoclonal antibody against the

Figure 4.  Presence of CIIhmw in human fibroblasts with different types of OXPHOS defects and ρ0 cells.  Digitonin-solubilised
mitochondrial complexes were analysed by CNE (20 µg protein load) and immunodetected using antibodies to individual subunits:
(A) CII, SDHA; (B) CIV, Cox1; (C) CV, α subunit. Positions of the CII monomer (CIIM), high molecular weight forms of CII (CIIhmw),
CIV dimer (CIVD), supercomplexes of CIV (CIVSC), F1 subcomplex of CV (F 1Sub.), the monomer, dimer and tetramer of CV (CVM,
CVD and CVT), and the dimer and tetramer of CV lacking the mtDNA-coded subunits (CVD* and CVT*) are marked.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g004
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SDHA subunit as above. The resulting immunoprecipitated CII
contained no other TCA cycle enzymes, namely α-
ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (subunit E1), aconitase,
fumarase, citrate synthase, isocitrate dehydrogenase (subunit
α), succinyl-CoA synthetase (subunit α) or malate
dehydrogenase (Figure 8B).

Discussion

The key finding of this study is the discovery of CII
propensity to form higher molecular structures (CIIhmw) in the
IMM. We demonstrated that under sufficiently mild conditions,
CII associates into CIIhmw forms in both mammalian cultured
cells and tissues. As the representative cell line/tissue we used
human fibroblasts and rat heart, and we have clearly shown
that CIIhmw are present regardless of the species (rat, mouse,
human), tissue type (heart, liver, brown adipose tissue) or the
origin of the cell line (fibroblasts, kidney cells). As such, CIIhmw

can be found in mitochondria with a wide range of content of
the respiratory chain complexes. The interactions responsible

for CIIhmw formation must be rather weak as the supramolecular
structures are not retained under the conditions of the
commonly used native electrophoretic techniques, such as
BNE or hrCNE [26,28], where either negatively charged CBG
or additional detergents are present and, presumably, disrupt
the weak interactions responsible for CIIhmw formation. Thus,
these complexes can only be visualised using the CNE
electrophoretic system, where proteins migrate according to
their intrinsic charge routinely lost by the charged dyes or
detergents used to introduce the net charge to the protein
micelles formed during the solubilisation of the membrane.
Despite the lower resolution of CNE in comparison with other
native electrophoretic systems [31], we have shown that CIIhmw

forms differ in their apparent molecular mass between tissues
(500 – over 1000 kDa) and cultured cells (400–670 kDa). The
reasons for this difference are not immediately obvious.
Possibly, this may be the effect of detergent (i.e. digitonin) and
its concentrations used for solubilisation of proteins from the
IMM. Apart from the critical micellar concentration [32], the ratio
of the detergent and the protein can also dictate the outcome of

Figure 5.  Low stability of CIIhmw in fibroblasts.  (A) Digitonin-solubilised (4 g/g protein; 20 µg protein load) mitochondrial proteins
from control human fibroblasts or control mouse fibroblasts were resolved by CNE with (+) or without (-) CBG. (B–F) Two-
dimensional CNE/CNECBG analysis of mitochondrial proteins from control fibroblasts (50 µg protein load). After separation of
mitochondrial proteins with CNE, the gel slices were incubated in CBG and subjected to CNE in the second dimension. One gel was
stained in Coomassie blue stain and identical duplicate gel was used for western blot. The positions of individual OXPHOS
complexes are highlighted on the stained gel (B) according to their immunodetection: full white line, CII monomer (CIIM); dashed red
line, CIV dimer (CIVD) and supercomplexes of CIV (CIVSC); full black line, F1 subcomplex of CV (F1Sub.) and monomer of CV (CVM)
based on the signals of SDHA (C), SDHB (D), Cox1 (E) and CV-α (F) subunits.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g005
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the solubilisation process. As tissues display higher density of
mitochondria than cultured cells, the use of the same
detergent/protein ratio for both may yield different results when
resolving the mitochondrial SCs. Another possible reason for
the different mobility of CIIhmw from the two sources could be a
different phospholipid composition of the IMM between cells
and tissues, although the recent work indicates similarities in
the relative abundance of mitochondrial phospholipids in
tissues and cultured cells [33,34]. Ultimately, this difference
may simply reflect a higher number of OXPHOS complexes in
the IMM [33,35] and different energetic demands of tissues
when compared with cells that lead to a higher probability of CII
uptake into larger structures in the tissue mitochondria.
Importantly, the observed differences between cells and
tissues in CIIhmw size and stability as well as their dependence
on mtDNA depletion, support the view that they reflect

biological properties of complex II and do not represent an
artefact of CNE electrophoresis.

When assessing the stability of CIIhmw complexes, we
detected the CIIhmw as the dominant structural form of CII in
digitonin solubilisates under the CNE separation conditions.
The presence of either detergents (n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside,
deoxycholic acid) or CBG in the running buffer, i.e. conditions
usually used to achieve better separation and resolution in the
hrCNE and BNE electrophoretic systems, readily dissociated
CIIhmw in both cells and tissues to CII monomers and individual
subunits. Even the very low CBG concentration added to the
sample (0.02%, 50-fold less than used in BNE samples) was
sufficient for the complete CIIhmw dissociation. Similarly,
incubation of the CNE gel slice with separated CIIhmw in a CBG
solution also caused a partial dissociation of the CIIhmw

structures, mainly in cultured cells. The addition of CBG to the

Figure 6.  Low stability of CIIhmw in rat heart.  (A) Digitonin-solubilised (4 g/g protein, 20 µg protein load) mitochondrial proteins
from rat heart mitochondria were resolved by CNE with (+) or without (-) CBG. (B–F) Two-dimensional CNE/CNECBG analysis of
mitochondrial proteins from rat heart (40 µg protein load). After separation of mitochondrial proteins with CNE, the gel slices were
incubated in CBG and subjected to CNE in the second dimension. One gel was stained in Coomassie blue stain and identical
duplicate gel was used for western blot. The positions of individual OXPHOS complexes are highlighted on the stained gel (B)
according to their immunodetection: full white line, CII monomer (CIIM), high molecular weight forms of CII (CIIhmw), and the SDHA
subunit of CII; dashed red line, CIV dimer (CIVD) and supercomplexes of CIV (CIVSC); full black line, F1 subcomplex of CV (F1Sub.)
and monomer of CV (CVM) based on the signals of SDHA (C), Cox1 (D), and CV-α (E) subunits.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g006
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Figure 7.  CII and CV co-immunoprecipitates.  After digitonin
solubilisation of mitochondria from the rat heart (A) and human
fibroblasts (B), CV was immunoprecipitated with antibodies to
its F1 part and CII with anti-SDHA. Proteins in the
immunoprecipitate (IP) and solubilisate (S) were separated by
SDS PAGE and individual subunits of OXPHOS complexes
detected as indicated with antibodies to CI, NDUFA9; CII,
SDHA; CIII, Core2; CIV, Cox4; CV, α, γ, a.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g007

sample/solution induces a dissociation effect by binding of the
dye to proteins surface and introduction of a negative charge
that can affect intermolecular interactions. Apparently, this
process is more effective in solution than in the gel slice.

To understand the CIIhmw function, it is important to define CII
interaction partners in CIIhmw. The most obvious candidates
would be other OXPHOS complexes, but the putative presence
of CII in the SCs with other OXPHOS complexes is still a
matter of discussion. For example, single particle electron
microscopy and X-ray imaging structural studies seem to
contradict such idea [36,37]. These methods did not reveal the
presence of CII in any type of SCs. It should be noted, though,
that due to its relatively small size, CII may simply be below the
detection limit of these techniques. Similarly, studies of the
assembly kinetics of the CI+CIII+CIV SC did not reveal any
participation of CII in this process [38]. On the other hand, at
least some immunocapture and electrophoretic experiments
demonstrated the existence of a large respirasome comprising
respiratory chain complexes, including CII, as well as mobile
electron carriers [17]. We therefore attempted to find any
indication of the interaction between CII and other OXPHOS
complexes. CNE analysis and in-gel activity staining in CNE
gels pointed to a possible interaction with CIV or CV, but due to
the low resolution of protein bands in the CNE gels it is hard to
interpret this as genuine interactions. In the MW range 400–

Figure 8.  CII does not associate with other components of TCA cycle.  (A) Mitochondrial membrane proteins from rat heart
were solubilised with digitonin (4 g/g protein) and 20 µg protein aliquots separated using CNE. SDHA subunit of CII (CII), fumarase
(FH) and subunit α of succinyl-CoA synthetase (SUCL) were detected with specific antibodies. (B) After digitonin solubilisation of
mitochondria from rat heart, CII was immunoprecipitated with anti-SDHA antibody (SDHA antiserum). Proteins in the
immunoprecipitate (IP) and solubilisate (S) were separated by SDS PAGE and analysed for the presence of individual components
of the TCA cycle: α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase subunit E1, KGDH (E1); aconitase, Aco; CII, SDHA; fumarase, FH; citrate
synthase, CS; isocitrate dehydrogenase subunit α, IDH (α); succinyl-CoA synthetase (subunit α), SUCL (α); malate dehydrogenase,
MDH.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0071869.g008
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670 kDa where CIIhmw are found in the cells, many other protein
complexes and small SCs migrate. It is more likely that CIIhmw

represents CII oligomers co-migrating with CV or CIVD, as
incorporation of CII into other complexes migrating in this range
would require a shift in the electrophoretic mobility of the
resulting SCs towards MW greater by at least 140 kDa, i.e. the
molecular weight of the CII monomer. On the other hand, CIIhmw

in the tissues with size over 1 MDa may represent CII as a part
of OXPHOS SCs.

In another attempt to detect specific OXPHOS interacting
partner(s) for CII, we studied cell lines with both isolated and
combined deficiencies of OXPHOS complexes. With one of the
interaction partners missing, the CIIhmw signal would be
decreased or undetectable in the respective cell line. Such
interdependency is well described for canonical OXPHOS SCs
[12,17,38]. However, in our experiments, the levels and
position of CIIhmw appear to be unchanged in cells with isolated
defects of CI, CIV or CV, presenting additional evidence that no
stable interaction is formed between CII and other OXPHOS
complexes. On the other hand, when we analysed ρ0 cells
lacking mtDNA, unassembled subunits predominated over the
CII monomer, and the CIIhmw structures were almost absent.
The absence of the mtDNA-encoded subunits impedes the
assembly and function of OXPHOS in ρ0 cells [39]. Because CII
is entirely encoded by the nuclear DNA, it was considered to be
unchanged, but a recent study by Mueller et al. [40] reports a
decreased level of CII with its activity reduced to 12%.
Although the synthesis of the nuclear encoded subunits is
unaffected in ρ0 cells, mitochondrial protein import is disturbed
as a consequence of decreased levels of ATP and the Tim44
protein, an essential effector of mitochondrial protein import
[41]. Our experiments suggest that the CII and CIIhmw assembly
depends on fully active mitochondria and the OXPHOS
complexes of the IMM.

Immunoprecipitation was another independent approach we
used to detect possible CII interaction partners. Here we
identified CV as a plausible interaction partner of CII both in
cultured cells and tissues. Generally, immunoprecipitation is
more sensitive and selective than electrophoresis and can
reveal rather weak interactions. Based on our experiments, we
can conclude that CII, at least partially, co-immunoprecipitates
with CV, constituting possibly a part of the mitoKATP channel
described in recent studies. Although the role for CII in mitoKATP

remains elusive, it was shown that SDH inhibitors modulate the
channel activity and subsequently the process of ischemic
preconditioning [18,42]. Only 0.4% of the CII present in
mitochondria is necessary to activate the mitoKATP and the
inhibition of such a small portion of CII has no effect on the
overall CII activity in OXPHOS [43]. The interaction of CII with
CV is also not in conflict with our results with ρ0 cells, as CV is
assembled in ρ0 cells, except for the two mtDNA-encoded
subunits, ATP6 and ATP8 [44]. Such form of CV (lacking the
two subunits) is sufficient for the survival of ρ0 cells as it can
hydrolyse ATP produced by glycolysis and allow for the

maintenance of the transmembrane H+ gradient by the
electrogenic exchange of ATP for ADP by adenine nucleotide
translocator [45,46].

An attractive proposal may be that CII may interact with other
proteins from the TCA cycle, forming an organised multi-
enzyme cluster. As the only membrane bound component of
the TCA metabolism, CII would represent an anchor for the
docking of TCA metabolism to the IMM into the spatial
proximity of OXPHOS, in accordance with the known
association of soluble TCA cycle enzymes with the
mitochondrial membrane [47]. The existence of the metabolon
composed of at least several TCA cycle proteins has been
suggested [47,48]. However, most of the evidence points to the
interactions of malate dehydrogenase, citrate synthase and,
potentially, aconitase [19,20]. To date, no interaction involving
CII has been demonstrated. Native electrophoretic systems
represent a plausible model to study such interactions;
although they involve solubilisation of membrane proteins by
detergents, the solubilisates of whole mitochondria contain also
matrix proteins. Naturally, any such interactions may be
disrupted during the analysis. Here, crosslinking may help to
capture such interactions in the future studies. Despite the fact
that we did not identify any interacting partners for CII among
the tested TCA cycle proteins, this deserves additional work as
such interactions would appear functionally plausible.

It is possible that interactions of CII other than the one
detected with CV do exist, and that such interactions may not
even necessarily involve the whole of CII. For example, Gebert
et al. [49] have published that the Sdh3 subunit of yeast CII
(SDHC in mammals) has a dual function in mitochondria. It
acts as a structural and functional subunit of CII and also plays
a role in the biogenesis and assembly of the TIM22 complex
via a direct interaction between Sdh3 and Tim18. Therefore,
we cannot exclude that other CII subunits would have specific
functions outside of the OXPHOS system. Notwithstanding
these potential interactions of CII, our data lead to the
conclusion that CII does form high molecular weight
assemblies, but these structures are unlikely to represent
traditional respiratory supercomplexes with CI, CIII and CIV as
proposed previously by Acin-Perez et al. [17]. At least, some of
these interactions are complexes with CV where CII plays a
role as a regulatory component of mitoKATP channel [42]. To
summarise, our findings are consistent with the emerging
notion that the individual OXPHOS complexes, or they
subunits, have a role that may go beyond direct involvement in
the mitochondrial bioenergetics.
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Overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) has been implicated in a range of pathologies. Mitochondrial
flavin dehydrogenases glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH) and succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) rep-
resent important ROS source, but the mechanism of electron leak is still poorly understood. To investigate the
ROS production by the isolated dehydrogenases, we used brown adipose tissue mitochondria solubilized by dig-
itonin as a model. Enzyme activity measurements and hydrogen peroxide production studies by Amplex Red
fluorescence, and luminol luminescence in combinationwith oxygraphy revealed flavin as themost likely source
of electron leak in SDH under in vivo conditions, while we propose coenzyme Q as the site of ROS production in
the case of mGPDH. Distinct mechanism of ROS production by the two dehydrogenases is also apparent from
induction of ROS generation by ferricyanide which is unique for mGPDH. Furthermore, using native electropho-
retic systems, we demonstrated that mGPDH associates into homooligomers as well as high molecular weight
supercomplexes, which represent native forms of mGPDH in the membrane. By this approach, we also directly
demonstrated that isolated mGPDH itself as well as its supramolecular assemblies are all capable of ROS
production.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced by all eukaryotic cells
and the predominant source in most of them is mitochondrial respira-
tion [1]. ROS have been implicated to be instrumental in many patho-
logical processes, ranging from oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
dysfunction to chronic neurodegenerative diseases and cancer. In addi-
tion and partially in contrary to this detrimental role, ROS have also
been proposed to function as signaling and regulatory factors in various
metabolic processes [2].

Mitochondrial respiratory chain contains many components that
may leak electrons. Since the pivotal experiments of Britton Chance
[3,4], two major superoxide producing sites in mitochondria have been
established: respiratory chain complex I (NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreduc-
tase) [5] and complex III (ubiquinol:cytochrome c oxidoreductase) [6]. In
addition, several other components of mitochondrial respiratory chain
have been proposed as potential sources of ROS. To date, at least four
issue; CoQ, coenzyme Q; DCPIP,
sium hexacyanoferrate(III); GP,
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loride; HQNO, 2-n-heptyl-4-
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additional sites of superoxide production in mammalian mitochondria
have been described. These sites include dihydrolipoamide dehydroge-
nase (component of α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase and pyruvate
dehydrogenase) [7,8], electron transferring flavoprotein (ETF):Q oxido-
reductase [9,10], succinate dehydrogenase (SDH, complex II) [11], and
mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (mGPDH) [12,13].

All of these enzymes are flavin dependent dehydrogenases function-
ing either in tricarboxylic acid metabolism or supplying electrons to co-
enzymeQ (CoQ) in the respiratory chain. mGPDH and SDH seem to play
prominent roles in ROSproduction. Several studies have shownmGPDH
to be a potent ROS producer both in mammalian and insect mitochon-
dria [12,14]. Levels of ROS production from mGPDH can be very high,
even comparable with the levels of ROS from Qo site of complex III
when inhibited with antimycin A (AA), i.e. the most potent ROS source
in mitochondria [15]. Furthermore, a significant glycerol-3-phosphate
(GP)-dependent ROS production has been found even in mitochondria
from tissues with low mGPDH content. Here the amount of ROS pro-
duced per unit of mGPDH enzyme activity tends to be extremely high
[16], although a significant portion of these ROS originates from flavin
site of complex II [17]. mGPDH can therefore be a potentially important
ROS source even in typically aerobic tissueswith negligible enzyme con-
tent such as the heart [16].

On the contrary, SDH was considered to be well protected against
electron leak and SDH associated ROS production was only linked
to pathologies, where mutations in SDH subunits lead to defective
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coordination of prosthetic groups and subsequent leak of electrons [18].
However, it has been demonstrated very recently, that also SDH can
produce significant amounts of ROS when levels of available succinate
are low. Here flavin was implicated as the ROS source— under low suc-
cinate concentrations, flavin site is not fully occupied by the substrate
and may therefore be accessible to oxygen, allowing electron leak and
superoxide formation [11]. In vivo steady state concentrations of succi-
nate have been reported to be approximately 0.5 mM in the tissues [19]
or even in the micromolar range for cells in tissue culture [20,21]. Such
mode of ROS production by SDHmay therefore be a significant contrib-
utor to the overall cellular ROS levels.

Despite these recent advances in understanding of flavin dehydroge-
nases dependent ROS production, detailed molecular mechanism of
electron leak is still missing and may differ between individual en-
zymes. For example the mechanism of ROS production by mGPDH has
been shown to be in many respects different from ROS production at
other sites of the respiratory chain: (i) mGPDH has a simple structure
and is localized on the outer side of the inner mitochondrial membrane
but despite that, ROS are produced equally to both sides of the mem-
brane [14]; (ii) it displays unique and specific activation of electron
leak by ferricyanide [12,15,22]; (iii) its expression is highly tissue de-
pendent and mGPDH may be a significant contributor to overall ROS
production in glycolytic tissues [13]. All this stresses out the importance
to further characterize pathways leading to electron leak in flavin
dehydrogenases.

Over the last couple of years our understanding of inner mitochon-
drialmembrane organization changed significantly as theory of respira-
tory chain supercomplexes gained traction. OXPHOS supercomplexes
were proposed to play several roles— apart from facilitation of their bio-
genesis, supercomplex organization should improve substrate channel-
ing between individual complexes and thus reduce the chance of
electron leak and ROS production. So far, such type of association has
clearly been documented only for complex I, but given the potential
for electron leak from SDH andmGPDH their protection by streamlining
the electron transport by association into supercomplex would make
thermodynamic sense. However, so far there are only limited data on
supramolecular organization of these enzymes. For example, in bacteria
it is documented that SDH forms trimers, which are the active confor-
mation [23] but no data on association with other OXPHOS complexes
are available. In case of mGPDH, in yeast it has been shown that several
mitochondrial dehydrogenases including mGPDH analog Gut2p associ-
ate into supramolecular complex but again without clear further associ-
ation with downstream OXPHOS complexes [24].

In this studywe focused onmGPDHand SDH and their ability to sup-
port ROS formation at different sites of respiratory chain. We used mild
detergent digitonin to solubilize mitochondrial membranes into indi-
vidual complexes and supercomplexes of respiratory chain enzymes
as a tool for elucidating their role in ROS production.Mild detergent sol-
ubilization also allowed us to study native organization of these dehy-
drogenases in the inner mitochondrial membrane and formation of
higher molecular weight complexes.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Isolation of mitochondria and solubilization

For experiments we used interscapular brown adipose tissue (BAT)
of one to three weeks old Wistar rats kept at room temperature and
12 h/12 h light/dark cycle on a standard diet and water supply ad
libitum. All animal workswere approved by the institutional ethics com-
mittee andwere in accordance with the EU Directive 2010/63/EU for an-
imal experiments. Mitochondria were isolated in STE medium (250 mM
sucrose, 10 mM Tris–HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) supplemented with BSA
(10 mg.mL−1) by differential centrifugation [25] and frozen at −80 °C.
Subsequently frozen–thawed mitochondria were used in experiments.
Membrane proteins were solubilized in KCl based medium (120 mM
KCl, 3 mM HEPES, 5 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.2)
with varying amount of digitonin (1 to 8 w/w ratio detergent/protein)
for 10 min on ice and separated into supernatant and sediment fraction
by centrifugation 20 min at 20,000 g.

2.2. Enzyme activity assays

Activities of SDH and mGPDH were determined spectrophotometri-
cally either as CoQ1 (monitored at 275 nm, ε275 = 13.6 mM−1.cm−1),
2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP, monitored at 610 nm, ε610 =
20.1 mM−1.cm−1) or cytochrome c oxidoreductases (monitored at
550 nm, ε550 = 19.6 mM−1.cm−1). The assay medium contained
50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mg.mL−1 BSA, 1 mM KCN,
pH 7.4 and 25 μM CoQ1, 10 mM 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP)
or 50 μM cytochrome c respectively. The reaction was started by adding
10 mMsn-glycerol -3-phosphate (GP) or succinate and changes of absor-
bance were monitored at 30 °C. Enzyme activities were expressed as
nmol.min−1.mg−1 protein.

2.3. Fluorometric detection of hydrogen peroxide production

Hydrogen peroxide production was determined fluorometrically by
measuring oxidation of Amplex Red coupled to the enzymatic reduction
of H2O2 by horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Fluorescence of the Amplex
Red oxidation product was measured at 37 °C using Tecan Infinite
M200 multiwell fluorometer. Excitation/emission wavelengths were
544 nm (bandwidth 15 nm)/590 nm (bandwidth 30 nm). The assay
was performed with 15 μg of mitochondrial protein per mL in KCl
based medium (120 mM KCl, 3 mM HEPES, 5 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM
MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.2) supplemented either with 10 mM succi-
nate or 10 mM GP. Amplex Red was used at the final concentration of
50 μM with HRP at 1 U.mL−1. Where indicated, 1 μg.mL−1 antimycin
A (AA) or 12 μM CoQ1 was added. Fluorescence signal from the well
containing all substrates and inhibitors, but not mitochondria, was
subtracted as background for every experimental condition used. Thus
any non-enzymatic effect of inhibitors on apparent ROS production
was eliminated. Signal was calibrated using H2O2 at the final concentra-
tion of 0–5 μM and H2O2 stock concentration was routinely checked by
measuring its absorption at 240 nm.

2.4. ROS production in gel slices

Proteins in solubilizates were separated by hrCN3-PAGE [26] on
4–13% gradient gels. Individual lanes were excised and washed
3 × 10 min in KCl based medium (120 mM KCl, 3 mM HEPES, 5 mM
KH2PO4, 3 mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.2) to remove salts used in
electrophoresis buffers. Subsequently, each lane was cut to 1 mm long
slices by custom made cutter. Individual slices (circa 1 × 1 × 6 mm)
were transferred into separate wells of 96 well plate and ROS produc-
tion was detected by Amplex Red dye using the same conditions as for
solubilized mitochondria (see above). Four measurements were done
for each well (Tecan reader always uses only part of the well area for
fluorescence detection) to ensure that presence of gel slice did not
cause inhomogeneity and average was used in calculations. In-well
SD was within 10%, which was the same as with mitochondria or
solubilizates. As we do not know exact protein content in each slice,
values were only expressed as pmol H2O2.min−1.

2.5. Luminescence detection of hydrogen peroxide production

ROS production was also measured as luminescence, principally as
described earlier [27]. Tecan Infinite M200 in luminescence mode was
used to detect signal. Measurements were performed at 37 °C in 0.1 mL
of KCl based medium, as in Amplex Red assay (120 mM KCl, 3 mM
HEPES, 5 mM KH2PO4, 3 mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, pH 7.2) containing
1 μM myxothiazol (MXT), 1 mM luminol (5-amino-2,3-dihydro-1,4-
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phtalazionedione) and 2.5 U.mL−1 HRP. 10 μg of solubilizate (digitonin
2 g/g) protein was used per well. Assay was performed on per well
basis — the reaction was started by 10 mM GP or succinate, after 60 s
500 μM ferricyanide (potassium hexacyanoferrate(III); FeCN) was
added. Other conditions are specified in Results and Legends to figures.
Luminescence was recorded in 0.5 s intervals for further 60 s. The lumi-
nescence peak reachedmaximumvalues in thefirst second after FeCN in-
jection and declined subsequently. For evaluation of peroxide production
the maximum value (peak) was used. This value was proportional to in-
tegral luminescence intensity over the whole 60 second period. Each
trace represents average value of quadruplicatemeasurement done in se-
ries. A calibration with hydrogen peroxide was routinely performed to
check for the linearity of response.

2.6. Western blotting

Proteins in solubilizates were analyzed by BN-PAGE and hrCN3-
PAGE [26,28] on 4–13% separating gels using the Mini-Protean III appa-
ratus (BioRad). For two-dimensional electrophoresis, gel slices from the
1st dimensionwere incubated in 1% SDS and 1%mercaptoethanol for 1 h
and then subjected to SDS-PAGE on 10% gels [29]. Proteins were trans-
ferred from gels to PVDF-membranes (Immobilon-P, Millipore) using
semidry electrotransfer (BioRad). The membranes were blocked with
5% non-fat dried milk in TBST (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, 0.1%
Tween-20, pH 7.5) for 1 h and incubated for 2 h with the specific pri-
mary antibodies diluted in TBST. Monoclonal antibodies to SDHA and
Blue Native OXPHOS Complexes Detection Kit (containing monoclonal
antibodies to NDUFA9, SDHA, Core2, Cox4, α-subunit of complex V)
were obtained from Abcam; rabbit polyclonal antibody to mGPDH was
custom prepared [30]. Membranes were then incubated for 1 h with
corresponding secondary fluorescent antibodies — IRDye 680- or 800-
conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen) or goat anti-rabbit IgG
(Rockland). Detection of proteinswasperformedusingOdysseyfluores-
cence scanner. The quantification of signals was carried out in Aida
Image Analyzer program version 3.21.

2.7. In-gel activity staining of mGPDH

Activity staining of mGPDH in native gels was performed according
to a modified protocol originally described in [31]. Gel slices were
stained using solution of 5 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 3 mM MgCl2,
0.88 mMmenadione, 1.2 mM NitroBlue Tetrazolium, 1.5 μM rotenone,
2 μM KCN and 10 mM glycerol-3-phosphate for 1 h. Subsequently
gels were denatured in 50% methanol/10% acetic acid for 15 min, fixed
in 10% acetic acid for 10 min and scanned on flatbed scanner.

2.8. Polarographic detection of oxygen consumption

Oxygen consumption was measured at 30 °C as described before
[12] using Oxygraph-2k (Oroboros, Austria). Measurements were
performed in 2 mL of KCl medium (80 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl,
3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM K-Pi, pH 7.4) using 50–100 μg
protein.mL−1 of digitonin solubilizedmitochondria. For measurements,
10 mM GP, 125 μM hexaammineruthenium(III)chloride (HAR),
62.5 μM FeCN, 16 μMCoQ1, and 1 μMMXTwere used. The oxygen con-
sumption was expressed in pmol oxygen.s−1.mg−1 protein.

3. Results

3.1. Solubilization of mitochondrial membrane with digitonin affects
mGPDH and SDH enzyme activities by CoQ depletion

Solubilization of mitochondrial membrane using mild nonionic de-
tergents represents established approach to obtain respiratory chain en-
zymes in a range of different forms, frommonomers to supercomplexes
depending on the type and concentration of the detergent used. To
study mGPDH and SDH in a soluble state, BAT mitochondria were solu-
bilized with increasing concentrations of digitonin (1–8 g/g protein)
and the solubilized (supernatant) and the residual non-soluble
(sediment) fractions were separated by the centrifugation (20,000 g,
20 min). The average amounts of the protein recovered in supernatants
after solubilization were 51.5, 70.4, 82.8, 81.9 and 64.5% of the original
mitochondrial protein at 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 g digitonin/g protein, respec-
tively. The composition of the fractions was analyzed by SDS-PAGE
and WB. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 1, specific content of respira-
tory chain complexes was quantified using subunit specific antibodies.
Within the range of detergent concentrations used, the relative content
of respiratory chain complexes, including SDH and mGPDH was
maintained at levels similar to the original mitochondria. To assess the
effect of solubilization on these dehydrogenases, we compared the spe-
cific activities (activities expressed per mg of protein in each sample) of
mGPDH and SDH in the whole, frozen thawed mitochondria and in de-
tergent solubilized mitochondrial proteins, i.e. at conditions when the
dehydrogenases as well as the whole OXPHOS are assembled in the
membrane versus the conditionswhen themembrane structure and in-
teraction with mobile carriers and other respiratory chain complexes
are disrupted bymembrane solubilization.We followed the sole activity
ofmGPDH and SDH using DCPIP or CoQ (DH:DCPIP, DH:Q) as the accep-
tor as well as the combined activity of dehydrogenase and complex III
(GCCR, SCCR). Solubilization of mitochondria by digitonin caused pro-
nounced decline of GCCR and SCCR activity with increasing detergent
concentration (Fig. 1). However, samples solubilized with digitonin
1 g/g protein still retained up to 10 and 27% of GCCR and SCCR activity
in the soluble fraction respectively i.e. indicating presence of functional
respiratory patches composed of at least dehydrogenase and complex III
under these mild conditions, while electron transport to cytochrome c
was completely abolished at higher digitonin concentrations.

Observed decrease in the sole activities of both solubilized dehydro-
genases (acceptors DCPIP or CoQ) that declined with increasing deter-
gent concentration, was much less pronounced and occurred at higher
detergent/protein ratios than was the case for GCCR or SCCR. When
comparing two acceptors for isolated dehydrogenase activity, we ob-
served faster decline of DH:DCPIP than DH:Q activity, which was even
more pronounced in SDH than in mGPDH. As DCPIP does not take elec-
trons directly from the dehydrogenases, but takes them preferentially
via CoQ pool [32], this suggested that CoQ9 is effectively depleted from
the dehydrogenase containing micelles during digitonin solubilization.
Therefore, we tested effect of exogenous CoQ1 supplementation. Addi-
tion of exogenous CoQ1 to digitonin 2 g/g protein solubilizates sig-
nificantly increased measured activities for both dehydrogenases.
The activating effect was much more pronounced in SDH (N20-fold
increase) than in mGPDH (2-fold increase) (Fig. 2), in accordance
with much higher decline and almost complete loss of succinate:
DCPIP activities in the digitonin solubilizates. This translated to approx-
imately 5-fold higher specific activity of SDH compared to that of
mGPDH.On the onehand, this difference points to a significant inactiva-
tion of mGPDH during solubilization by nonionic detergents, a general
problem previously observed in mGPDH isolation and purification
[33]. On the other hand, it indicates that bound CoQ is more easily and
efficiently lost from SDH than mGPDH, in accordance with minute con-
tent of CoQ observed in isolated SDH [34].

3.2. ROS production by digitonin solubilized mGPDH and SDH responds
differently to external CoQ

To characterize ROS production by solubilized mGPDH and SDH,
we measured GP- and succinate-induced hydrogen peroxide produc-
tion at 10 mM substrate concentration following oxidation of 50 μM
Amplex Red in the presence of added peroxidase (1 U.mL−1). When
dehydrogenase-dependent ROS production was analyzed as succinate-
induced ROS production in mitochondria (Fig. 3B, “0” digitonin values),
it showed very low basal levels (50 pmol H2O2.min−1.mg−1 protein)



Fig. 1. Enzyme activities in digitonin-solubilizedBATmitochondria.Mitochondriawere solubilizedwith increasing amounts of digitonin (1, 2, 4, 6, 8 g/g protein). SDH andmGPDHenzyme
activities were detected both in supernatants and sediments (20,000 g) after solubilization. Activities were determined as CoQ1 reductase (GP:Q, succinate:Q) or DCPIP reductase (GP:
DCPIP, succinate:DCPIP), i.e. isolated dehydrogenase activity or as cytochrome c reductase (GP:cyt c, succinate:cyt c), i.e. combined activity of dehydrogenase and complex III, referring
about intactness of electron transport chain in respective sample. Activities are expressed permg protein of solubilizates (digitonin 1–8 g/g protein) ormitochondria (digitonin 0). Results
are mean ± SD from 2 to 4 replicates.
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but strong, more than 5-fold activation by myxothiazol (MXT). This ef-
fect of MXT on SDH-dependent ROS generation rapidly declined in sol-
ubilized enzyme with increasing digitonin concentration, analogically
to SCCR and succinate:DCPIP activity (Fig. 1). In the case of mGPDH-
dependent ROS production, the basal mitochondrial ROS production
was higher (140 pmol H2O2.min−1.mg−1 protein) (Fig. 3A) and MXT
displayed similar activation in whole mitochondria. But, in a sharp con-
trast to SDH, solubilization of the inner mitochondrial membrane led to
the pronounced increase in basalmGPDH-dependent ROS production at
increasing digitonin concentrations. Despite higher SCCR than GCCR ac-
tivities in isolated mitochondria (see “0” digitonin values for superna-
tants in Fig. 1), mGPDH-dependent ROS production in fully solubilized
mitochondrial membranes (digitonin 4–8 g/g protein) was N15 fold
higher than SDH-dependent ROS production.

It has been recently reported, that SDH may be a significant ROS
producer under low succinate concentrations [11]. We therefore deter-
mined the levels of ROS production with 0.4 mM succinate as well.
As seen in Fig. 3C, the pattern of SDH-dependent ROS generation was
rather different under these conditions. As in the case of 10 mM succi-
nate, basal ROS production in mitochondria was low with 0.4 mM
succinate and it was strongly increased by blockade of complex III by
MXT. To the contrary, basal ROS productionwith 0.4 mMsuccinate con-
centration was strongly stimulated by detergent solubilization, steadily
increasing up to the highest digitonin concentration used, similarly
as was the case for mGPDH-dependent ROS production. With
all substrates used, no activation effect of MXT was observed in
solubilizates with digitonin 4–8 g/g protein respectively, indicating
that at these detergent concentrations dehydrogenases do not commu-
nicate directly with complex III and the observed ROS production orig-
inates solely from the respective dehydrogenases. These data are in
general agreement with dehydrogenase:cyt c enzyme activities mea-
sured in Fig. 1. It should also be noted that the actual absolute levels of
ROS production with 0.4 mM succinate are underestimated, as SDH is
known to be inhibited by oxaloacetate [35,36] and 0.4 mM succinate
is not sufficient to displace oxaloacetate from the active site of the en-
zyme. As can be seen from Supplementary Fig. 2, approximately 50–
60% of SDH in our preparations was in inactive state. While with
10 mM succinate, this inhibition is released and whole bulk of the en-
zyme contributes to the ROS production, for 0.4 mM succinate the
inactivated portion of SDH does not contribute to the measured ROS
production. However, this does not have effect on the relative changes
in ROS production due to solubilization or inhibitor action.



Fig. 2. Activation of digitonin-solubilized dehydrogenases by CoQ. Effect of CoQ1 addition
onmGPDH (A) and SDH (B) enzyme activities measured as dehydrogenase:DCPIP reduc-
tases was studied in BATmitochondria solubilized with digitonin (2 g/g protein 20,000 g
supernatants). 0 to 50 μM CoQ1 was added to the cuvette and enzyme activity was mea-
sured. Results are mean ± SEM from 3 to 5 measurements.
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Recent work of Brand's group [11] suggested significant portion of
mGPDH-dependent ROS to originate from SDH due to reverse flow of
electrons. This is possibly of lower importance in frozen thawed mito-
chondria used in our experiments, but as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 3, in frozen mitochondria supplied with GP, there is still significant
SDH-dependent portion of ROS under the conditions with MXT present
(compare values with MXT vs. MXT + atpenin A5). However, this part
of ROS production is completely abolished in solubilized mitochondria,
where dehydrogenases cannot communicate directly via CoQ pool
(Supplementary Fig. 3).

As mGPDH and SDH are supposed to differ in their ability to bind
CoQ, we decided to analyze effect of exogenous CoQ1 on the measured
ROS production (data in Fig. 3D–F and in the redrawn form in Fig. 4 to
emphasize differences between membrane-bound and solubilized
dehydrogenases). Addition of oxidized CoQ1 to isolated mitochondria
had prooxidant effect for all three substrates tested: GP (Fig. 4A), succi-
nate 10 mM (Fig. 4B) and succinate 0.4 mM (Fig. 4C). This prooxidant
behavior of CoQ1 was fully retained after addition of complex III
inhibitor — MXT, while the absolute values of ROS production after
MXT addition rose as in the absence of CoQ1 (Fig. 4A–C). The effects of
CoQ1 and MXT were thus simply additive, probably reflecting the in-
crease in available CoQ pool size. This behavior changed, when fully sol-
ubilized complexes (digitonin 6 g/g protein) were studied. Here CoQ1

had strong antioxidant effect on ROS production with GP (Fig. 4D) and
0.4 mM succinate (Fig. 4F), while it still acted as prooxidant in case of
10 mM succinate (Fig. 4E). Addition of MXT alone to solubilized mito-
chondria did not influence basal ROS production, but it abolished anti-
oxidant effect of CoQ1 on GP and 0.4 mM succinate (Fig. 4D–F). In the
case of 0.4 mM succinate, CoQ1 and MXT led to even more pronounced
ROS production than observed at basal levels (726 ± 31 vs. 266 ±
22 pmol.min−1.mg−1), representing the highest ROS production ob-
served in solubilized mitochondria (Fig. 4E). Thus the ability to
reoxidate soluble CoQ1 on complex III (which is still present in the
solubilizate, albeit not in the same respiratory supercomplex as flavin
dehydrogenases) seems to be essential for its antioxidant effect on
ROS production supported by GP and 0.4 mM succinate. Overall picture
of pro-/anti-oxidant effectswas the samewhenAAwas used as complex
III inhibitor. However, absolute ROS production with AA was higher
given the fact, that ROS are under these conditions produced at the
level of complex III as well (data not shown). Presumably loss of endog-
enous CoQ9 facilitates electron leak from mGPDH, supporting the view
that Q-binding site is the locus of electron leak. In case of SDHanalogous
mechanism seems to operate at low substrate concentration, probably
reflecting the direct effect of CoQ on SDH activity [37], even though
the substrate binding site was proposed to generate ROS at these
conditions [11].

3.3. Electron leak induction by single electron acceptors

In further experiments we followed ROS production induced by sin-
gle electron acceptor potassium ferricyanide (FeCN). Here, ROS produc-
tion can be detected as a burst of oxygen consumption due to the
formation of hydrogen peroxide under the conditions, when respiratory
chain is blocked at the level of complex III (with AA orMXT) or complex
IV (with KCN). This phenomenon has been demonstrated in mitochon-
dria with GP but not with succinate used as a substrate [12]. Presum-
ably, FeCN accepts one electron from mGPDH and the second electron
leaks to oxygen, forming superoxide (O2

•−) which is subsequently
dismutated to hydrogen peroxide. The net effect manifests as oxygen
consumption, which can be abolished by the presence of catalase that
induces decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen
(not shown and [12]).

As shown in Fig. 5A, the FeCN-induced oxygen consumption by
mGPDH is fully retained after solubilization with digitonin (2 g/g pro-
tein). Similarly to whole mitochondria [12], it is completely prevented
by addition of CoQ1 (Fig. 5A) or by addition of another one-electron ac-
ceptor, hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride (HAR) (Fig. 5B). Electron
leak due to one electron transfer to FeCN can therefore be disturbed
by other electron acceptors interacting with mGPDH, presumably
downstream of the flavin site. Complex II inhibitor atpenin A5 did not
influence GP-dependent, FeCN-induced electron leak (Fig. 5C), indicat-
ing that the leak occurs directly on mGPDH and not indirectly via elec-
tron backflow towards SDH. As in mitochondria, no FeCN-induced ROS
production can be observed in digitonin (2 g/g protein) solubilizates
with 10 mM succinate (not shown). However, as SDH was shown to
produce ROS at much higher rate with low succinate concentrations,
we tested FeCN effect with 0.4 mM succinate. Nevertheless, neither
here there was any observable induction by FeCN of oxygen consump-
tion due to electron leak (Fig. 5D). Leak of electrons from flavin in
SDH may also be facilitated by blockade of CoQ binding site by atpenin
A5. Here FeCN would allow for the electrons to be channeled away im-
mediately upstream of atpenin binding site but neither the addition of
atpenin induced FeCN-mediated leak with 0.4 mM succinate (Fig. 5D).
To make sure that atpenin A5 acts as a specific SDH inhibitor even for
solubilized enzymes, we followed the effect of atpenin A5 on mGPDH
and SDH activities (Supplementary Fig. 4A–C). As can be seen, atpenin
A5 did not inhibit mGPDH when measured either as Q, DCPIP or FeCN
reductase, but fully inhibited succinate:Q and succinate:DCPIP activity
and only partially abrogated succinate:FeCN activity, which is in agree-
mentwith atpenin A5's role as specific SDH inhibitor acting at CoQ bind-
ing site. This points to a major difference between mGPDH and SDH in
the mechanism of electron leak and ROS generation.

Broad absorption spectrum of FeCN interferes with the fluorescent
detection of oxidized Amplex Red, but FeCN-induced ROS production
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Fig. 3. Reactive oxygen species production in digitonin-solubilized BAT mitochondria. Mitochondria were solubilized with increasing amounts of digitonin (1, 2, 4, 6, 8 g/g protein) and
ROS were detected as hydrogen peroxide production measured fluorometrically following oxidation of Amplex Red (50 μM) in the presence of HRP (1 U.mL−1) in mitochondria (0 dig-
itonin values) and 20,000 g supernatants after digitonin solubilization. 10 mMglycerol-3-phosphate (GP), 10 mMsuccinate (SUC10 mM)or 0.4 mMsuccinate (SUC0.4 mM)was used as
substrate respectively. Titration curves are for basal ROS production without inhibitor (Basal), in the presence of 1 μMmyxothiazol (MXT), 12 μM CoQ1 (CoQ1) or 12 μM CoQ1 plus 1 μM
myxothiazol (CoQ1 + MXT). Note that effect of myxothiazol, inhibitor of complex III, on ROS production can only be observed in mitochondria and at low digitonin/protein ratios, when
intact electron transfer pathway between dehydrogenase and complex III exists. Results are mean ± SD from 3 to 6 replicates.
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can also be detected by luminometry [12]. Here, HRP mediated luminol
oxidation causes luminescence flash and is detected. As can be seen
in Fig. 6A, FeCN can induce GP-dependent electron leak in digitonin
2 g/g protein solubilizates, while there is no observable electron leak
with HAR under the same conditions. HAR also partially inhibits FeCN-
induced electron leak (Fig. 6B and D), both when added after the FeCN
(Fig. 6B) or when prior present in the medium (Fig. 6D). These data
are in accordance with the analogous measurements of oxygen con-
sumption (Fig. 5B). We cannot confirm that HAR accepts electron di-
rectly from the dehydrogenase, as HAR redox state cannot be detected
spectrophotometrically. Nevertheless, from Supplementary Fig. 4D it is
obvious, that HAR can positively influence apparent rate of FeCN reduc-
tion in spectrophotometric activity assay, indicating that HAR can facil-
itate electron transfer to FeCN, possibly as an intermediate electron
carrier. Further, we wanted to confirm that mGPDH electron leak really
occurs on the dehydrogenase itself. Fig. 6C demonstrates significant
FeCN-induced ROS production in digitonin 2 g/g protein solubilizates
with GP as a substrate in the presence of 1 μM rotenone, 1 μM MXT,
1 mg.mL−1 AA, 1 μM atpenin A5 and 10 mM malonate, it is at condi-
tions when all other possible sites of electron leak have been blocked
by their respective inhibitors. Maximum luminescence peak in the pres-
ence of all inhibitors was only marginally changed compared to basal
conditions, thus demonstrating that in overall ROS production the pri-
mary source of FeCN-mediated electron leak has to be mGPDH. There
was also no significant ROS production when sn-glycerol-2-phosphate,
a glycerol-3-phosphate stereoisomer that is not oxidized by mGPDH
was used as a substrate (Fig. 6C, dashed line), further confirming that
FeCN-induced electron leak only occurs when GP is oxidized on
mGPDH and electrons are supplied into the enzyme.

All these experiments point towards CoQ binding site of mGPDH as
the most likely source of the electron leak. To our knowledge, there is
no specific inhibitor of CoQ site on mGPDH. We therefore tested effect
of 2-n-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide (HQNO), generalized com-
petitive inhibitor, which binds to CoQ sites of various enzymes [38]. As
shown in Fig. 7, in fully solubilized mitochondria (digitonin 6 g/g pro-
tein) blockade of mGPDH with 10 μM HQNO significantly decreases
GP-dependent ROS production, while it has no effect on succinate-
dependent ROS production, further implying that CoQ binding site is
the source of electron leak on mGPDH.

3.4. mGPDH supercomplexes

Previous studies on isolation of mammalian mGPDH repeatedly ob-
served a “holoenzyme” of 250–300 kDa consisting of only 75 kDa
mGPDH protein suggesting oligomerization of this rather hydrophobic
dehydrogenase. To search for different forms of the two dehydroge-
nases we analyzed digitonin solubilizates of mitochondrial membranes
bymeans of native BN-PAGE and hrCN3-PAGE [26,28]. For detectionwe
usedWBwith specific antibodies and in-gel activity staining (Fig. 8).We
foundmGPDH to be present in several homooligomeric forms, presum-
ably as dimer, trimer and tetramer, as well as in high molecular mass
supercomplex (SC) of more than 1000 kDa of yet unknown composi-
tion. The SC quantity was higher in hrCN3-PAGE judged both by WB
(Fig. 8B) and in-gel activity (Fig. 8C), than in BN-PAGE (Fig. 8A) where
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Fig. 4. Intactness of respiratory chain and CoQ influence ROS production. Data from Fig. 3 were redrawn to better document effect of decoupling dehydrogenase from complex III by sol-
ubilization on ROS production and its influence by CoQ1. ROS production was detected in BAT mitochondria or 20,000 g digitonin solubilizates (6 g/g protein) with 10 mM glycerol-3-
phosphate (GP), 10 mM succinate (SUC 10 mM) or 0.4 mM succinate (SUC 0.4 mM) respectively. Where indicated 1 μM myxothiazol (MXT) or 12 μM CoQ1 (CoQ1) was added into
the assay. Results are mean ± SD from 3 to 6 replicates.
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SC appeared as significantly fainter band and where monomer of
mGPDH was observed as well. This indicates that this complex is labile
and dissociates by the change of electrostatic interactions caused by the
addition of Coomassie Blue dye. The content of mGPDH SC apparently
declinedwith increasing concentration of digitonin and in turn, the con-
tents of dimer and trimer increased correspondingly (Fig. 8C). In terms
of the relative contribution of individual forms, dimer seems to be the
most prominent form of mGPDH. Quantification of western signal
gave the following relative values (dimer content set as 100%) for
supercomplex:tetramer:trimer:dimer:monomer — 50:14:40:100:5
using hrCN3-PAGE and 25:17:51:100:42 using BN-PAGE and digitonin
2 g/g solubilizates. In the case of SDH only a 140 kDa monomer was
found (not shown specifically but see western signal in Fig. 10).

To find out possible cross-reactions with other respiratory chain
complexeswe performed 2D electrophoretic analysis with the digitonin
(2 g/g protein) solubilizates resolved by hrCN3-PAGE in the first
dimension and by SDS-PAGE in the second. As seen in Fig. 9, individual
forms of mGPDH were well resolved and even two distinct spots
of mGPDH SC of N1 MDa could be seen (Fig. 9A), but none of them
associated with signal of complex I, complex III or complex IV (Fig. 9B)
i.e. OXPHOS complexes, which may share common electron transfer
pathway with mGPDH and would therefore make kinetic sense. The
putative mGPDH supercomplexes were smaller/larger than canonical
respiratory chain SCs as can clearly be seen from the overlay of densito-
metric traces in Fig. 9C. As for the low molecular weight forms of
mGPDH and their co-migration with the signal of other RC complexes,
the patterns observed did not indicate association of mGPDH with as-
sembledmonomeric forms of respiratory chain complexes. Overlapping
signals of mGPDH and SDH at 140 kDa apparently represent separate
SDH monomers and mGPDH dimers because putative SDH–mGPDH
heterodimer would have to have molecular weight of at least 210 kDa.
With the antibody to Core2 subunit a significant signal was observed
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Fig. 5.Polarographic detection of ferricyanide-inducedROSproduction. ROSproductionwas detected as ferricyanide (FeCN)-activatedmyxothiazol-insensitive oxygenuptake bydigitonin
solubilized BAT mitochondria (20,000 g, 2 g/g protein). (A,B) Coenzyme Q and hexaamine ruthenium (HAR) inhibit FeCN-induced ROS production by solubilized mGPDH determined as
oxygen consumption with 10 mM glycerol-3-phosphate. At time intervals indicated in the graph, FeCN was added at a concentration of 62.5 μM. Addition of 16 μM CoQ1 (A) or 125 μM
HAR (B) completely abrogated FeCN-induced ROS production peak. Dotted line in (A) represents control tracewith two subsequent additions of FeCN. (C) Addition of atpenin A5, inhibitor
of SDH Q site does not have effect on GP-dependent, FeCN-induced ROS production. (D) FeCN induced ROS production is specific for mGPDH as there is no measurable myxothiazol-
independent FeCN-induced ROS production if 0.4 mM succinate is used as substrate, and neither it is induced by the addition of atpenin A5. In each case representative measurement
obtained independently with 2–5 different solubilizate preparations is shown.
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in the region of 67 to 230 kDa but its profile was also different from that
of mGPDH and most likely represents free Core2 subunit and assembly
intermediates of complex III.

3.5. ROS production by the isolated enzyme

With the aim to analyze the ability to generate ROS by different sol-
uble forms ofmGPDH and SDHwe set to develop protocol for in gel ROS
measurements. Using this approach we were able to identify ROS pro-
duction which co-localized with the WB signal detected by antibodies
against mGPDH or SDH respectively (Fig. 10). ROS production was ap-
parent in both dehydrogenases when soluble CoQ analog CoQ1 was
present, however, much higher intensity of ROS signal was again associ-
ated with mGPDH although the activity of mGPDH was 4-fold lower
than that of SDH in the digitonin 2 g/g protein solubilizates used (see
Fig. 2). ROS was thus detected in putative homooligomers as well as
supercomplex form of mGPDH. In the absence of exogenous CoQ1 only
the signal of mGPDH-dependent ROS production was observed, mainly
at mGPDH mono- and homooligomers. SDH ROS production without
CoQ1 was not observed with 0.4 mM succinate either (not shown), im-
plicating that the isolatedmGPDH but not SDH can generate ROS due to
electron leak when supplied with the substrate only.

4. Discussion

In this paper we set to study ROS production by two flavin dehydro-
genases of the mitochondrial respiratory chain — SDH and mGPDH in
the system of frozen–thawedmitochondria solubilizedwithmild deter-
gent digitonin. Solubilization of mitochondrial membranes with mild
detergents is well established both for enzyme isolation and for the
analysis of respiratory chain enzyme interactions in the membrane.
Naturally, even this approach has its drawbacks. Solubilization may in-
fluence enzyme behavior as it is documented that enzyme activities of
both SDH and especially mGPDH are affected by the lipid composition
of the surroundingmembrane. But on the other hand, it represents con-
venient option how to studydehydrogenases in isolation anddissect the
portion of ROS production associated with enzymes themselves. It is
well known that other complexes do contribute to overall ROS produc-
tion from flavin dehydrogenases. This applies both for downstream
complex III and for the upstream complex I or even complex II, which
can be source of ROS through reverse electron transport from mGPDH.
Solubilized enzymes thus offer unique opportunity to define bona fide
sites of ROS production and to help with explanation of themechanism
of electron leak.

4.1. Solubilization and enzyme activities

As an experimental setup we chose to solubilize BAT mitochondria
with increasing concentrations of digitonin and subsequently to fraction-
ate them by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 20 min. This type of solubiliza-
tion is widely used for the study of respiratory supercomplexes and has
been shown to separate multiprotein complexes of up to 10 MDa
[28,39]. To characterize conditions of solubilization we have first studied
enzymatic activities in both solubilizates and sediments after solubiliza-
tion. From these studies we can conclude that: (i) Only part of the mito-
chondrial proteins gets solubilized by detergent treatment (51–66%
depending on digitonin concentration). Portion remains in the sediment
and this does not change significantly by increasing detergent concentra-
tions. (ii) BothmGPDHand SDHare partially inactivated by solubilization.
As can be calculated fromprotein recoveries, at the highest digitonin con-
centration used (8 g/g protein), 53% of the protein was recovered in su-
pernatant, but only 25.5% of GP:Q and 29.8% of succinate:Q activities
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Fig. 6. Luminescence detection of ferricyanide-induced ROS production. ROS were detected as luminescence peak caused by the oxidation of luminol (1 mM) catalyzed by the HRP
(2.5 U.mL−1). ROS production was induced by FeCN (500 μM) or hexaamine ruthenium (HAR, 125 μM). 20,000 g solubilizates (digitonin 2 g/g protein) oxidizing 10 mM glycerol-3-
phosphatewere used. (A)While ferricyanide (FeCN, solid line) induces ROS production, hexaamine ruthenium (HAR, dashed line) cannot induce electron leak under identical conditions
(n = 6). (B)HARpartially abrogates FeCN-induced ROS production if added sequentially to the same sample— solid line (n = 3). Dotted line represents control tracewith two sequential
additions of FeCN. (C) FeCNelectron leak ismGPDH specific— does not depend on other complexes of respiratory chain. Solid line— control trace; dotted line— trace in the presence 1 μM
rotenone (Rot), 1 μMmyxothiazol (MXT), 1 mg.mL−1 antimycin A (AA), 1 μM atpenin A5, 10 mMmalonate (MLN). It also cannot be induced when 10 mM non-oxidizable sn-glycerol-2-
phosphate (β-GP) is used as a substrate— dashed line (n = 2). (D) HAR in themediumattenuates FeCN-induced ROS production. Solid line— no HAR present in themedium, dashed line—
125 μM HAR added to the incubation medium before measurement (n = 3). In each case representative measurement is shown and number of independent replicates from different
solubilizate preparations is indicated as (n).

Fig. 7. HQNO inhibits GP-dependent ROS production. Hydrogen peroxide production was
measured fluorometrically as oxidation of Amplex Red (50 μM) in the presence of HRP
(1 U.mL−1) in 20,000 g supernatants after solubilizationof BATmitochondriawithdigitonin
(4 g/g protein). Either 10 mM glycerol-3-phosphate (GP) or 0.4 mM succinate (SUC 0.4)
was used as substrates. Where indicated 10 μM 2-n-Heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide
(HQNO) was used. Results are mean ± SD from 2 replicates.
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were recovered. However, this inactivation is a well documented phe-
nomenon, especially for mGPDH [33]. (iii) CoQ seems to be lost during
solubilization, apparently more so in the case of SDH. This may be an in-
directmeasure of enzyme affinity towards CoQ. Interestingly, lowCoQ re-
covery during SDH purification has already been described [34]. In that
study, SCCR activity could be reestablished by the addition of purified
complex I, which retains CoQ during purification and thus served as
CoQ source in the final preparation. In this context, the presence of CoQ
observed in supercomplexes respiring on succinate [40] may not repre-
sent its direct association with SDH. (iv) At low digitonin concentration
(1 g/g) we have observed the presence of patches of respiratory chain
in the solubilizates, that contained at least flavin dehydrogenase (SDH,
mGPDH) and complex III, as reported by the DH:cyt c activity. But based
only on these measurements, they cannot be directly declared as respira-
tory supercomplexes. Furthermore, their content is low and above digito-
nin 4 g/g protein dehydrogenases become separated as individual entities
without connectionwith the rest of OXPHOS. Apart fromdehydrogenases
and complex III, it is not clear, what are these complexes composed of
(see below).
4.2. ROS production in solubilized mitochondria

In order to characterize ROS production by mGPDH and SDH we
chose BAT mitochondria, that contain high (near equimolar) levels of
both dehydrogenases [41]. Recently, several papers explored ROS pro-
duction by flavin dehydrogenases, focusing on potential in vivo sources
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Fig. 8. Association ofmGPDH into oligomeric complexes. BATmitochondria were solubilizedwith different amounts of digitonin (dig)— 1, 2, 4 or 6 g/g protein. Solubilized proteins were
separated using either BN-PAGE (A) or hrCN3-PAGE (B, C) native electrophoretic system (gel gradient 4–13%). (A, B) Western blot detection of mGPDH protein with specific antibody;
(C) histochemical detection of mGPDH enzymatic activity using nitroblue tetrazolium as electron acceptor. mGPDH can be observed as faint monomer (M) band and in higher molecular
mass complexes, presumably representing homodimer (D), homotrimer (T) homotetramer (Te) and high molecular mass supercomplex (SC) of unknown composition. Monomer was
only visible, when BN-PAGE was used.

Fig. 9. 2D electrophoretic analysis of the association between mGPDH and OXPHOS complexes. Digitonin-solubilized mitochondrial proteins (2 g/g protein) were analyzed by two-
dimensional hrCN3-PAGE/SDS-PAGE. After the first dimension separation by hrCN3-PAGE (50 μg protein), gel strip was treated with mercaptoethanol/SDS solution and SDS-PAGE was
used in the second dimension followed by western blot analysis. (A) Detection of mGPDH protein. (B) Detection of OXPHOS subunits for individual respiratory chain complexes I–V: CI
(NDUFA9), CII (SDHA), CIII (Core2), CIV (Cox4) and CV (α). (C) Profiles for 2D signal patterns of respective complexes. Position of mGPDHmonomers (M), dimers (D), trimers (T), tet-
ramers (Te) or supercomplexes (SC) is indicated.
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Fig. 10. Reactive oxygen species production by isolated enzyme. BATmitochondria were solubilizedwith digitonin (2 g/g protein) and separated on hrCN3-PAGE. Part of the gel was used
for western blot detection of mGPDH and SDHwith specific antibodies (bottom panels). Gel strips were cut into 1 mm thick slices and those were used for fluorometric detection of ROS
production with Amplex Red and HRP in the presence of substrate only (GP, SUC) or substrate and 12 μM CoQ1 (GP + CoQ1, SUC + CoQ1). Representative traces from experiments
performed on 3–6 independent preparations are shown; points on the curves represent actual measurements of ROS production in individual gel slices. M indicates monomer of SDH
D, T, Te and SC indicate dimer, trimer, tetramer and supercomplex forms of mGPDH.
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of ROSwith succinate or GP as substrates [11,17,42]. While this analysis
is important as well, due to the fact, that total in vivo ROS production
with respective substrate will occur on several places in the OXPHOS,
itmay not provide an insight detailed enough to see into themechanism
on respective enzymes themselves. As our work focuses on solubilized
mitochondria, we also chose to use frozen–thawed mitochondria as a
control. Here we do not observe backflow towards complex I, which
contributes to overall measured ROS levels [43].

Our data confirmed previous observations that SDH with saturating
concentration of succinate (10 mM), produces very low quantities of
ROS itself and most of the observed production happens on complex
III [15]. Such ROS production diminishes after solubilization of the en-
zyme and points to low importance of electron leak from SDH under
these conditions. More important are the observations with low succi-
nate concentration (0.4 mM) and with GP. In both cases, the leak of
electrons (ROS production) from respective dehydrogenase increases
with increasing digitonin concentration. This clearly demonstrates
that if electrons cannot be transferred further down the respiratory
chain, both dehydrogenases tend to leak them towards O2. As the dehy-
drogenases are fully soluble under high digitonin concentrations, it also
demonstrates that such leak occurs on the respective enzymes them-
selves. In the case of SDH, this confirms recent observation made with
the use of SDH inhibitor atpenin A5 [11,44]. As our system does not
use inhibitors, it can serve as a further confirmation, that such ROS pro-
duction really occurs on SDHand is not an artifact due to the presence of
atpenin A5.

4.3. Effect of coenzyme Q

Because CoQ appeared to be depleted from solubilizates, we decided
to check the effect of the addition of the soluble analog CoQ1 on ROS
production. For these experiments we used oxidized CoQ1. While it
was generally a pro-oxidant in mitochondrial preparations, it acted as
an antioxidant in solubilized mitochondria with GP and 0.4 mM succi-
nate. It most likely shows that reestablishment of electron flux by solu-
ble CoQ1 decreases pressure for electron leak from either mGPDH or
SDH. As the antioxidant effect was abolished by MXT, it is clear that
reoxidation of CoQ1 on complex III is vital for its antioxidant role. Rather
interesting is the strong prooxidant effect of reduced CoQ1 (in the pres-
ence of MXT) with 0.4 mM succinate as substrate, because FAD should
be the proposed site of electron leak here [11]. However, it has been
shown that SDH activity is strongly regulated by the reduction state of
CoQ pool and is highest with CoQ pool fully reduced [36]. Increase in
the observed ROS production may therefore be also the effect of in-
creased SDH enzymatic activity.

We further studied the potential of Q site as the source of electron
leak by the use of one electron acceptors FeCN and HAR. The ability of
ferricyanide to induce electron leak from mGPDH is well established
[12,22]. Here we show that it is fully retained in solubilized mitochon-
dria. Importantly, it cannot be inhibited by SDH inhibitor atpenin A5
or by complete inhibition of all other OXPHOS complexes but mGPDH.
On the other hand, addition of the other single electron acceptor HAR
(previously used in studies of complex I [45,46]) or CoQ abolishes the
ability of FeCN to induce the leak of electrons. We do not have direct
evidence of interaction sites for FeCN and HAR in case of mGPDH. In
complex I, it was demonstrated, that FeCN displays ping–pong bi–bi ki-
netics [47], while HAR has ordered reaction mechanism [45]. It was
interpreted so that FeCN interacts with FMN from the side of NADH
binding cleft and HAR accepts electrons downstream of FMN. It is likely
that FeCN interacts directly with FAD in mGPDH as well. mGPDH was
proposed to have ping–pong reaction mechanism for GP reduction,
analogously to the bacterial homolog GlpD [13,48]. FeCN would thus
take one electron from FADH2, producingflavin semiquinone, the actual
source of ROS under these conditions. Most plausible explanation for
the inhibitory effect of CoQ1 and HAR on FeCN-induced electron leak
is that they react downstream of FeCN reduction site (similarly to com-
plex I) and channel electrons away from flavin semiquinone.

FeCN effect on SDH ROS production has not been demonstrated yet,
despite the fact that SDH effectively transfers electrons to FeCN [49].
Here we show that neither solubilization, nor low succinate concentra-
tion or presence of atpenin A5 can induce FeCN-facilitated electron leak
from SDH. It is rather surprising especially at low succinate concentra-
tions, as it was suggested that incomplete substrate site occupancy is
the prerequisite for ROS formation on SDH [11]. Empty substrate bind-
ing cleft with flavin semiquinone would represent rather likely place
for one electron FeCN reduction, thus inducing electron leak, but this
did not occur. All these demonstrate that transfer of electrons must be
different between FAD and Q in both enzymes, with potential for
channeling electrons away by single electron acceptor in the case of
mGPDH.

Most direct evidence for CoQ site as the place of electron leak comes
from experiments with HQNO. This generalized competitive inhibitor,

image of Fig.�10
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which binds to CoQ sites of various enzymes [38] has been found to bind
also to bacterialmGPDH analog GlpD [48]. As the CoQ binding site is rel-
atively conserved betweenGlpD andmGPDH, it is therefore conceivable
to expect that it can interact with mGPDH as well. Interpretation of
HQNO effect on GP-dependent ROS production is difficult in frozen
thawed mitochondria, where inhibition of other CoQ sites in the respi-
ratory chain, such as Qo site of complex III, adds too much complexity.
On the other hand, in fully solubilized mitochondria used in our exper-
iment, its effect on GP-dependent ROS production should be specific for
mGPDH only.

4.4. Mechanism of mGPDH dependent ROS production

This brings us to the question what is the exact mechanism of ROS
production by mGPDH. Given its simple structure and most probable
absence of FeS center, only the semiquinones formed at flavin or Q
sites can be sources of electron leak. As discussed earlier, in SDH flavin
has been proposed as the place of electron leak [11]. However, this
does not seem to be the case with mGPDH. For this type of leak to
occur in SDH, it is necessary that succinate concentrations are low and
the substrate cleft displays only partial occupancy, thus allowing access
of molecular oxygen to the flavin semiquinone intermediate formed
and subsequent formation of superoxide. For mGPDH, ROS production
increases linearly with increasing GP concentration at least to 40 mM,
well past the Km for GP (2.9 mM) [43], which contradicts such possibil-
ity. Q site, or rather the CoQ semiquinone formed here, is therefore the
most plausible source of electron leak on mGPDH. This is supported by
our observations in this paper regarding interaction between CoQ and
mGPDH as well as several lines of evidence in the literature.

(i) Structural evidence comes from the bacterial mGPDH analog
GlpD, as there is no crystal structure available for the mammalian en-
zyme yet. However, the sequence is relatively well conserved between
these proteins, as is the CoQ binding site. CoQ docking in GlpD occurs
in the planar region oriented towards the lipid bilayer, which is analo-
gous fold with another monotopic mitochondrial dehydrogenase —

ETF:Q oxidase, which has also been shown to produce ROS [9,10,50].
On the contrary, SDH has a deep pocket with two binding sites for
CoQ, which may represent natural protection against electron leak by
the stabilization of ubisemiquinone radical formed during CoQ reduc-
tion [51,52]. Such stabilization seems to be essential in minimizing of
the electron leak, as mutations in CoQ binding site of SDHC subunit
were shown to increase ROS production [53].

(ii) It is also likely, that FAD semiquinone is only short lived and not
present in the absence of GP in the substrate binding pocket. Yeh et al.
proposed that it is most likely that catalysis occurs by ping–pongmech-
anism [48], meaning that fully reduced FADH2 is produced by the
oxidation of GP to dihydroxyacetone phosphate, which subsequently
dissociates from the substrate binding pocket. Transfer of electrons to
CoQ should then be concerted two electron process, but insufficient sta-
bilization of semiquinone and its dissociation from the enzyme would
result in electron leak. Analogous situation occurs in the presence of
FeCN, where transfer of one electron from FADH2 to FeCN leads to the
formation of flavin semiquinone and formation of superoxide [12].

(iii) Another indirect evidence for CoQ as the source of electron leak
in mGPDH comes from the observations of Brand's group, that superox-
ide is produced equally on both sides of the mitochondrial inner mem-
brane [14,17]. FAD binding site is oriented towards intermembrane
space and electrons leaking from this site would presumably be pro-
duced mostly towards intermembrane space as well.

4.5. mGPDH supercomplexes

Mitochondrial inner membrane is dense with average distance be-
tween protein complexes calculated to be only a few nanometers [54].
It is therefore not surprising that protein–protein interactions may
occur. Their non-stochastic nature has been shown for example in the
organization of oxidative phosphorylation apparatus. Here the theory
of respiratory supercomplexes is widely accepted with individual
OXPHOS complexes organized into higher molecular structures [40,55].
Among others it has been suggested that supercomplexes allow
channeling of substrates between individual complexes and thus de-
crease the possibility of electron leak towards molecular oxygen and
ROS production [56]. However, of the dehydrogenases communicating
with CoQ pool, only complex I now represents an established part of
OXPHOS supercomplex. Data on flavin dehydrogenases are scarcer
and more controversial. They are absent in single particle electron mi-
croscopy studies of OXPHOS supercomplexes [57,58], but given their
relatively small size they may simply be under the resolution limit of
this technique. Neither kinetic studies of substrate channeling seem to
support the presence of SDH in any supercomplex with complex III
[56]. On the other hand at least some of the electrophoretic studies
do detect SDH signal in highmolecularweight complexes and could iso-
late other OXPHOS complexes by immunocapture via SDH antibody
[40]. The same study also described respiratory competence of
supercomplexes using succinate as substrate. There is also some sup-
port for mGPDH involvement in supercomplexes coming from yeast,
where themGPDH homolog Gut2p associates into “dehydrogenasome”,
i.e. complex of several dehydrogenases supplying electrons to coen-
zyme Q [24].

It has also been clear since the early isolation experiments that
mGPDH forms higher molecular weight aggregates, most likely due to
its high hydrophobicity. During the purification by gel filtration the na-
tive mGPDH “holoenzyme”migrated at a molecular weight of approxi-
mately 250–300 kDa. As no other protein could be detected in this
fraction, such complexes were considered to be homooligomeric aggre-
gates [33].

Indeed, these homooligomeric structures were observed under
native electrophoretic conditions of digitonin-solubilized BAT mito-
chondria. We were unsuccessful in determining any other interaction
partners in these bands by crosslinking experiments and only
mGPDH–mGPDH crosslinks were observed (not shown). It is therefore
quite plausible that such homooligomers do represent native in vivo or-
ganization. It should also be noted that crystals of the bacterial mGPDH
homolog GlpD also detect the native conformation to be a dimer and
such dimerization seems to be determined by large hydrophobic areas
present on the surface of the protein not buried into the membrane
[48]. However, this does not explain the molecular nature of the
observed approximately 1 MDamGPDH supercomplex. Its partial disso-
ciation after Coomassie dye addition pointsmore towardsweak electro-
static interactions than to hydrophobic interface which is likely in the
homooligomers. As it does not co-migrate with OXPHOS complexes
on 2D gels, it most likely does not represent “OXPHOS supercomplex”
in the traditional sense. Our experiments also indicate that ROS produc-
tion by the supercomplex form of the enzyme is broadly in par with the
relative content of individual forms ofmGPDH. Therefore such structure
does not seem to be any better in channeling electrons towards complex
III and thus preventing ROS production. We do not knowmolecular na-
ture of this complex yet, but one speculation based on yeast gut2p may
be, that such complex represents association of several flavin dehydro-
genases such as mGPDH and ETF:Q oxidoreductase.

4.6. Isolated mGPDH as an ROS producer

Last, we have also demonstrated, that both isolatedmGPDHand SDH
are capable of ROS production. While mGPDH can do so in the absence
of exogenous CoQ, SDH can produce ROS only, if exogenous CoQ was
present. This is presumably in agreement with our observations that
SDH is preferentially depleted of CoQ during solubilization. It has been
demonstrated, that partially purified mGPDH did produce FeCN-
dependent ROS [12]. However, this is the first direct confirmation, that
both dehydrogenases can be independent sources of ROS and this
does not occur only indirectly on other OXPHOS complexes. We have
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also demonstrated that all native forms of mGPDH— homooligomers as
well as its supercomplex form do produce ROS. It would be interesting
to judge, whether association on mGPDH into supercomplex structures
reduces ROS production. Although majority of ROS were produced by
lower molecular forms it is difficult to make such conclusions. ROS de-
tection in gel is merely semiquantitative and thus it is hard to correlate
its intensity with the native western signal.

Taken together, in this paper we studied mechanisms of ROS pro-
duction by two mitochondrial flavin dehydrogenases mGPDH and
SDH. While we confirmed flavin as the most likely source of electron
leak in SDH, we propose coenzyme Q as the site of ROS production in
the case of mGPDH. Furthermore, using native electrophoretic systems,
we demonstrated that mGPDH associates into homooligomers as well
as high molecular weight supercomplexes, which represent native
forms of mGPDH in the membrane. In the end, we also demonstrated
that isolated mGPDH itself as well as its supramolecular assemblies
are all capable of ROS production.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbabio.2013.08.007.
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Supplementary data related to research article "ROS generation and multiple forms of 

mammalian mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase". 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Supplementary Fig. 1.  

 Protein composition of digitonin solubilizates. Mitochondria and digitonin-solubilized 

mitochondrial proteins (1–8 g/g protein) were analyzed on SDS-PAGE followed by western 

blot analysis. Equal amount (15 μg of protein) was loaded into each slot. (A) Detection of 

protein content with respective antibodies: mGPDH, SDH (SDH70 subunit), F1α (CV), Core2 

(CIII), NDUFA9 (CI) and porin (marker of outer membrane). (B) Relative distribution of 

mGPDH and SDH into individual fractions. Whole mitochondria are considered as 100%. 

 



 

Supplementary Fig. 2.  

 Inhibition status of SDH. Mitochondria or digitonin (2 g/g protein) solubilizates were 

incubated with indicated succinate concentration at 0 °C (open symbols) or 37 °C (closed 

symbols) for 5 min to allow for displacement of oxaloacetate and enzyme activation at 37 °C. 

Following the incubation, enzyme activity was determined at 15 °C as DCPIP:reductase in the 

presence of 20 μM CoQ1 and 10 mM succinate. At 15 °C, succinate cannot displace the 

inhibitory oxaloacetate and thus the measured value serves as a proxy for inhibitory state in the 

original incubation. 

 

 

 

Supplementary Fig. 3.  

 GP-dependent ROS production on mGPDH and SDH. Hydrogen peroxide production 

was measured fluorometrically as oxidation of Amplex Red (50 μM) in the presence of HRP 

(1 U.mL− 1) either in original mitochondria (mitochondria) or in 20,000 g supernatants after 

solubilization with digitonin 2 or 6 g/g of protein (Dig2 or Dig6 respectively) with 10 mM 



glycerol-3-phosphate used as a substrate. Where indicated 1 μM atpenin A5, 1 μg.mL− 1 

myxothiazol (MXT) or the combination of both was used. Results are mean ± SD from 3 

replicates. 

 

 

 

Supplementary Fig. 4.  

 Effect of atpenin A5 and HAR on activities of the dehydrogenases. BAT mitochondria 

were solubilized with digitonin (2 g/g protein). Enzyme activities were determined as CoQ1 

reductase (A), DCPIP reductase (B) of FeCN reductase (C, D) with 10 mM glycerol-3-

phosphate (GP) or 10 mM succinate (SUC). Effect of established SDH inhibitor atpenin A5 

(1 μM) was examined on all respective combinations of substrates and electron acceptors (white 

bars, A–C). Effect of another single electron acceptor HAR on apparent FeCN reductase 

activity was determined in (D). Black bars — FeCN reductase activity with respective 

substrate, white bars — analogous activity in the presence of 125 μM HAR. Results are 

mean ± SD from 2 to 3 replicates. 
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